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7.18 a m., deMall closes fox

F. Newman left to-day for Portland
Boston seeking employment.
Mrs. 8. J. Ayer, of Dexter, is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. J. P.
Eldridge, In this

§5

W
TT

i

Nokomis Rebekah lodge will give a
sociable at Odd Fellows hall to-morrow

FREE.!

CHINA

evening.
UlIBkaa

an>4

UMtll.

Brockton, Mass

_I_

to work in shoe

factories.
ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
church will give a supper in the
vestry this
evening at 6.
The

'Ooooo<x>oocH>oooo(>ooooooqoi

place in the State to buy than of
Owen Ilym, the Water street clothier
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Mary Jordan,
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SUITS, #1.23 and upwards.
17 years, 3-pleoe Suits, #3 and upwards.,
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ai

my

store

If

J
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Mittens,

Fancy

I guarantee you ran Have money by railing
I bar* oiber artlc «'• too numrroua
«o im-i
Ion
1 am plea-** to show *oo<l«.

11

A

#

Shirts.
Gloves,
Stockings,
Collars.
Cuffs.
Handkerchiefs,

(l Neckwear,

#

OVERCOATS from #3.30 to #20.

MENS WINTER SUITS, Heavy Weight, S3.90 and up.
UNDERWEAR, wool-fleeced, fl per suit; 90c. per garment.
HATS and CAPS in great varieties, from SOc. to S2.
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upwards.
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f any of the abov
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Jan. 24.

on

I>r. George A. Phillips has discontinEllsworth office and taken up his
residence in Bar Harbor.
ued bis

E.

William

Mouday

Whiting

arrived

home

Boston university
vacation.

from

law

There

pleasant party at Manning
hall last evening, given by Mrs. W. W.
Morrison and Miss Hu by McGown.
Commander Logan, U. 8. N., was in
Ellsworth yesterday on his way to Lawas a

rnotne to

inspect

work at

the

coaling

station.
A

pleasant party was given at Manning
Friday evening by young men,

hall last
some

of them at home from school for the

Coar, of the Unitarian church,
preach at the Baptist church next
Sunday evening on some feature of needed
city reform.
Officers of

by

w*s

YOURSELF
FIRE.

Jake out

I. O. O.

F.,

were

Friday evening by District

Charles

H. Leland.

banquet

A

served.

A free sociable will be

given to all memCongregational church and
psrlsb at t heir vestry on Tuesday evening,
Jan. 14, at 7.30 o’clock.
bers of

a

agency and lie free from

One

LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.

or

two

more

reported

new

in the

cases

of scarlet

city

proper, and
Ellsworth. School in

North
district No. 7, North Ellsworth, is closed

on

at

The

January

term of supreme
county will

for Hancock

judicial
convene

StJSrrtismirnta.

Good Salesman.
A

IS

«■■■

ONE.

BETTER

We have Teas and Coffees that are sure to suit you, no matter
We
how particular you are about the flavor and goodness.
get all our “beverage makers" direct from the localities they
grew in; we have our own special importers, and so can
Why not
guarantee every pound to be A 1, tii>-top quality.
try us once?
W.

plre you check, with each purcIum, whb whki) you get uwfui and
valuable present-*, thu*

CHINA & JAPAN TEA CO.,

profit wltb you.

I

The Weather l

■

j CANDIES,
j] Good

Mixture,

Broken, 2

3 lbs. for 25c. +

lbs. for 25c.

;; Cream Mixture, 1 lb. for 10c.
::

Fruit,

I

l

j

Nuts,

|

|

J
T

Tobacco, Cigars i

i'j.

a.

Cunningham]

jj! \

Moore's Cuticream is a

..

>
,,

>

DRINKS

The cry in cold weather l* for
hot drink*, and In response to a
jH>|.u'ar d« in nd, I have established a hot drink department, where
you e -n he served with choco'ete,
dam bouillon,
b«ef tea. coffee,
tomato houllion, orangeade.

I! CHOICE CANDIES
My candles
every

<«

are

all fresh-made

day._

;; Special Candy

Sale

f
X
X

^

X
+
X
a

Main Street.

L.

can

^

HERRICK,

default.

in

can

neglected,
hardly keep

If

1

face f
from <ji

the same reason there’s no grease 4

stickiness to annoy.
Daintily
perfumed. Price, 25 cents.

«

i

fwiGGIN & MOORE, |
*

Bluehill, Maine.

2

*

^

Next Sunday Rev. J. P. Simonton will
exchange pulpits with Rev. S. L. HansMr. Hanscom will
com, of Bar Harbor.
quarterly meeting and communhere.
At Bar Harbor Mr.
Simonton will address the Y. M.C. A. in
conduct
ion

service

An effort is

party to

being made to organize

special

secure a

Knights of
Bangor opera

the

ing, Jan.

If

16.

house

minstrels at

Thursday

sufficient

a

even-

number

rate of 90

can

for

cents

from,

and all

in favor

are

The assignment of
work in the different degrees will be made
the convention.
committee.

a

Officers of

Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A.

R.,

and the woman’s relief corps were installed Monday evening.
Past Commander
nah

E,

James

Parsons

installed

officers and Past President

Han-

post
After the
Boii8ey the corps officers.
was a social time.
Refresh-

work there
ments

were

served.

in

Bucks-

of

Ellsworth

yesterday presiding at the January term of probate
court. Among the out-of-town attorneys
in attendance were Judge E. E. Chase, of
Bluehilf, County Attorney B. E. Tracy, of
was

Harbor; L. B. Deasy and Charles
H. Wood, of Bar Harbor.
The village improvement society is arWinter

ranging for a vaudeville party to be given
the latter part of this mouth. A meeting
will be held this evening to make arrangements. The hall will be arranged
to represent a garden, with evergreen
trees, Chinese lanterns, etc. There will
be

a

continuous

include

a

performance,

which

will

farce.
on

Esoteric lodge, F.
M., last Thursday night elected officers as follows: A
L. Witbam, W. M ; H. VV. Osgood, 8. VV.;
Horace F. Wescott, J. W.; A. VV. Greely
treasurer; M. 8. Smith, secretary; A. K
Cushman, 8. D ; L. W. Jordan, J. D.;
James A. McGown, C. R. Foster, John H
Brimmer, finance committee; C. R. Foster, proxy to grand lodge.
and A.

Owing to the increase of work the head
quarters of the Associated Charities wil
on

Tuesday

afternoons

as

well

a;

further
notice
Saturdays until
The society is greatly in need of clothing
to distribute, especially that suitable fo:
girls from six to twelve years of age. An]
one having it to dispose of will confer
great favor by leaving it at room 18, Man
niug block.
on

Rev. 8. A.

Bender, president

Bucksport seminary, preached

Prescription Druggists,
Opp. Post Office, ELLSWORTH

♦

1

Capt.

8.

L.

an

only

weHiu«r ib

are

week,

iHvurnuit).

Lord.

He received

if the

next

inursuHy
be held in

lu-iugui,

will

Methodist church, when the Rev.
D. Kerr will conduct. Next week, if continued, they will be held Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in the Baptist church
the

the

week

in the

Ellsworth,
lisle,
last Wednesday evening, at the Methodist
parsonage, by Rev. J. P. Bimonton. Only
a few relatives were present.
The bridal
couple was attended by Miss Martha J.
Grant, as bridesmaid, and Harry Blaisdell,
best

aunt, Mrs. Martha J. Bia sdell, on Slate
street. The bride is employed as bookkeeper at the Ellsworth central telephone
office and the groom at the government
flsh hatchery at Green Lake. They have

Year’s
not

from Joshua 3:4: “Ye have

sermon

this

passed

heretofore.”

way

He

spoke

upon three great facts that presented themselves to every person at the beginning of a new year: First, the untrod-

path; second, man’s duty to put the

ark of Christ before him

rs

the

children

of Israel had to do when they passed
through the untrodden pathway of Jordan, and third, the blessed fact of God’s
promise, which is unfailing for all emergencies of the unknowu aud untrodden
future of 1902. In the evening Rev. Mr.
Hedeen, late of Brooklyn, N. Y., now
doing mission work in this State, spoke
to a large audience on the “Work and
Walk of the Christian for the New Year”.
There

was

novel

a

in

runaway

Ells-

Mrs. Melvin Davis and
Sunday.
Mrs. E. J. Davis were driving on Main
street. Iq turning into School street, the
sleigh was overturned, throwing out the
worth

The

horse

ran

the

across

bridge to Grant street and tbence to tbe
mill road leading to tbe Ellsworth lumber

company’s

mill. Here tbe road terminates

in tbe mill

yard, and tbe horse jumped

into the swift water of tbe river below tbe
dam. Tbe sleigh was still attached, and
bow the borse
across

it.

managed to swim with it

tbe river is

swam

The early morning freight east on tJhe
Washington county railroad was wri cked
near Scammon's siding, three miles east
of Washington Junction, Mom ay.
Th©
accident was caused by the breaking of a
truck

opposite

shore and

swam

was

bert

for the

cold

was

damaged

but

who

were

worse

cars.

piled

Five box car©

a heap.
No
injured.
The accident happened about 4 o’clock
In the morning. At the place where it
occurred there is a level, straight piece of
road, and the train was running at good
speed. When the truck broke, the car
left the rails, four others following it.
They were dragged along some distance
before the coupling broke and they went

op in

one was

into t»e ditch.
The cars which left were those Just
abe%d of the caboose, in which were most
of the train crew. There were no brakemeu on

lue

cars

wrocKeu

lorv- ara

ne

part of the train and the caboose remained on the rails.
The forward section of the train proceeded to Franklin, where the telegraph
operator was aroused by the distress
whistle. The wrecking train was summoned from Calais, and by 7 o’clock was
Three of the

plunge.
slightly.

thrown

from

the

The
Al-

none

the

The

sleigh

The

ladlef

sleigh

been smashed be-

had

cars

yond repair. One of them was literally
reduced to kindling wood. Two of the car?
were

hauled back

piled

remain

The

rails, but three
of the wreck.

the

on

up at the

scene

contained g a in and general
moat of which was saved

cars

merchandise,
uninjured.

The wreck blocked the treck, delaying
bound trains several
hours. The track was cleared by the middle of the Afternoon.
This is the first serious accident that ha?
occurred on the Washington county road.
both east and west

city

The

is

making

of

collection

have been served

wen

on

who have not

ers

final eff >rt for the
W’rit9

a

assessments.

sewer

eight property-own-

paid.

Two years ago last summer the city
built two sewers. One extended from a

point on High street ntar Ms in, along
High to Spruce street, through Spruce to
Hancock and on Haucock to a connection
wii h

an

old

sewer

was

point

near

sewer

to the

built

on

The ot her
a

river.

thence to the

city

river.

Pine street from

Baptist church, running

the

a special levy on abutting
property, the assessment being about 50

The

made

per cent of the cost of the sewers. Most of
tiie property-owners paid, but some protested

against the assessment.
Monday the bills were put iu tbe hAnd?
of G. B. Stuart, as attorney, for collection.
Mr. Stuart called upou the propertyowners yesterday, and gave notice that
unless

ido

assessments

were

paid

t>y

«

o’clock in the

afternoon, writs would be

served.

or

Three

four

paid.

served on ei>bt of
property-owners. Some of these have
since indicated their desire to settle. It iff
probable that few, if any, of the cases will
reach the court.
The writs are returnLast

night

writs

were

the

able at the

January

term of the

supreme

court.
__

CHURCH

tbe

up stream.
and

pulled out by John
Lul!am,and apparently is

horse

of the

on one

left the rails and

distance

some

stream, and then struck for

down

Washington County

on

Rnllroad.

But he did

wonder.

a

animal

The

Up

Sewer Asses-mien ts.

Sunday morning Rsv. David Kerr,
of the Baptist cburcb, preached his New
Last

NOTES.

UNITARIAN.
Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Jrh. 12—Morning service

at

10 30.

Sunday school at 11 45.
Tuesday evening, at 7 30, teacher**
meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin. “Jesui
and the Pharisees.”

uninjured.

CONGREGATIONAL.

J. M. Adams, panfor.
at 7.30, prayer and con~
ference meeting.
Sunday, Jan. 12—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
Rev.

Browne—Here’s
like

bad

a

passed it

flO bill

a

Borne

one.

take it to tbe bank

and

Browne—And

bad?

“counterfeit”
never

mean

that

on

be able to

don’t yoi
if it ii

find out

have

them

stam|

I

it!

get

look,

scoundrel ba<

Towne—Why

on me.

guess not!
rid of it then.”

“Ob
imaginary obstacles.”
dear; all tbe evening I felt as if

You know
walking on clouds.
angel cake for supper1”

were

bad

“Why
fore the

did

we

arrive late and

opera

over?”

was

leave
asked

w

be

be must have bad

old

man.

Nonsense!

some

“Like

it,

do

Bayside—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.m.;
S. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor.

Rev.

BAPTIST.
Rev.

Sunday,
10 30.

David Kerr, pastor.

Jan.

Sermon

12—Morning service at
by the pastor. Sunday

m.
Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
Evening service at 7. Sermon by Rev. A.
II. Coar, of tte Unitarian church.
AH

school at 12

welcome.

Trent on—Service Sanday at 2.30 p. n.f
Kerr.

Mr.

experienci >

he’d bad sucl
experience be wouldn’t joke about it.
“Dis fall weather des suits me,”said th
with them.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 12—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Rev. S. L Hanscom, of
Bar Harbor, followed by commuuion service. Sunday school at 1145
Junior
league, 3 p. m. Epworth league at 6 3(V
Evening service at 7. Mr. Hanacom.

was

Joaksmitb, it appears, is married am 1
has gone to bouskeeping.
Not at all
He’a bees 1
What made you think 60?
writing so many jokes about servan
girls,

service at 7.

tb<

youngest daughter.
very enjoy
able.” Of course, it was,” answered Mrs
had
we
to Bbov
Cumrox, “but, my dear,
people that we didn’t care whether we go
our money’s worth or not.”
“It

Friday evening

I’i

“John, when you came borne last nigh
Yoi
you talked and acted very queerly.
were lifting your feet and endeavoring ti
over

chapter, Royal Arch Masons
First-elata Workmanship
elected officers last evening as follows
Reason able Prices.
C. R. Foster, H. P.; F. C. Burrill, K.; J
Correspondence Solicited. O4040404040404040404040404
Give Trial Order.

Gars Piled

the best wishes of their many friends.

my

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., last Wednesday evening elected officers as follows
H. N. Joy, W. M.; H. W. Dunn, 8. W.
Henry 8. Adams, J. W.; C. C. Burrill
treasurer; N. J. Moor, secretary; Ralph
Moor, 8 D ; C. A. Dews, J. D.; F. B
Aiken, James T. Cushman, George Haskell, finance committee; James T. Cushman, proxy to grand lodge. James E
Parsons, who has been secretary oi
Lygonia lodge fifteen years, declined reelection.

married

After the ceremouy, there
the borne of the groom’s

man.

Yes,

subscrip

were

reception at

was a

step

amounting to about |5(
in aid of the seminary.

Car-

Eugene

both of

as

p;<per.

at the wreck.

church.

Miss Alrneda I. Reed and

th<

of

continued

but

Friday nights they

and

encouraging

so

be

may

this

excellen

tions while here

Acadia

churches

they

nccuoants.

T.,

K.

Monday evening elected officers as follows:
A. W. Greely, E. C.; J. F. Knowlton, G.;
J. W. Nealley, C. W.; F. C. Burrill, 8,
W.; A. K. Cushman, J. W.; T. E. Hale,
prelate; E. F. Robinson, treasurer; J. E.
Parsons, recorder; F. C. Burrill, C. R,
Foster, J. H. Brimmer, finance committee; A. VV. King, trustee.

be open

Methodist

den

Judge O. P. Cunningham,
port,

Final arrangements have been made foi
reopening of the soap factory. A oe*
corporation has been formed under thi
name of the Sberwin-Burrill Soap Co
Mark Sberwin, of Cainhridgeport, Mass
is president; Charles R. Burrill, treasurer
and E. F. Small, clerk. Mr. Sherwin, whc
will be here soon to arrange for starting
the factory, is a practical soap man and e
recognized authority in chemistry in
Massachusetts. The factory will manufacture a floe grade of toilet and laundry
soaps. It is expected to have the factory
running early in February.
The attendance and interest which are
being manifested in the union prayer
meeting services held in the Baptist and
the

that

:—!-SSf

FK MIGHT WimCK.

The

Methodist

trip will be allowed.
The date for the Odd Fellows’ convention
in Ellsworth has not been fixed. A meeting wilt be held this evening to discuss
plans. All the lodges in the two districts

by

C.

following officers wen
appointed: Rev J. P. Slinonton, chap
lain; (Jeorge F. Haskell, M. F. V.; H. E
Rowe, M. 8. V.; H. W Jordan, M. T. V.
F. W. Billington, sentinel.
Officers wil
be installed Jan. 21.

train to attend

Columbus

CILT-EDCEO.

-—L.JJ.1.

a

round

of

R. A.

and the remainder of

the afternoon.

COMPANY,
IIAIM'FORD, CONN.

/ETNA ARE

H. Brimmer, scribe; J. E. Persons, Ireas
urer;T. E. Hale, secretary; J. W. Nealley
C. of H.; A. K. Cushman, P 8.; H. N. Joy

not

roughening in cold, raw weather. <j> sermon last Sunday morning at tbi
They can’t keep from being <j» Methodist church, on the subject: “Lead
In the evening be delivered ai
smooth if you rely on Moore’s 4 arship.”
educational address on the subject: “/
Cuticream. It heals quickly be- 4 Vision of Personality.” During his sta]
For 4 in Ellsworth Mr. Bender was the guest o
cause it’s entirely absorbed,

| ^

Saturday.^
I
Ellsworth. T

TAXIDERMIST.

roughen.

and hands

or

S. E. CHAPMAN,

HERBERT

prepara-

tion that heals faster than winds f

AMERICAN.

HOT

«

Do Its Worst §

_______________

ELLSWORTH

IC*40 40 40 40 40 40 2
I
♦

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE

i

Let

R. B. Holmes, nanager,
28 MAIN ST. ELLSWORTII.

tllrifllnic the

Mondaj

for drunkenness.

Bianquefort commandery,

account of the fever.

court

particulars.

the

are

several

PAVriENTS on losses are

Write us for furthur

Lejok lodge,

installed last

fever

QUALITY

reopened

school

They were
lined f3 and costs each. Gillis paid. Patterson was committed to the county jail

the

worry.

a

having been found In th<

The
morning.

have been heard

school for three weeks’

Deputy

SECURE

Price is

fever

school.

be obtained the low

will

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

our

scarlet

the

Kev. A. H.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

against
policy in

The bigb school was closed Thursday
aAd Friday of last week by order of tb<
board of health, for fumigation, a case ol

the

The hook and ladder company will have
concert in connection with their annual

f
^

M

is

holidays.

loss

follow.

Thursday,

and in order to do so you must have
warm clothing, and there is no better

rj »*
/\ I\ /VI
'lun‘
A

evening

Following the plan successfully inaugu
rated by t be chapter last week, supper wil
be served at 6 30 o’clock, and work wil

brook.

gdest of Mrs. A. W. Clark
Louise Backus.

11/

to-morrow

work

OF

MARKET

<>
#I/CCn
11 K UU
f* f* l

degree

M., will

George Patterson, of Ellsworth, anc
W. W.GIIIls, of Bangor, were arraigned
in the Ellsworth municipal court Iasi

BURRILL’S

-00000000000000000000 ♦

F. and A.

Martin M. Moore has sold to Charles W.
Pierce a wood lot of 116 acres near Reed’s

Jumps

*

lodge,

city.

gone to

GILES

01

PROVISIONS!

_

I

in the schools at the expense

third

the
m.

and

A

o

Esoteric

O.

CET

vote Wa

a

14.
Bupper will be served at
o’clock. The meeting will be called t< »
order for business about 8 o’clock.

AT POST OFFICE.

Train from the west arrives
parts for the west at8.o; p. m.
the west at ft.30 p m.

BUY TOUK

MEATS, GROCERIES and

Monday,

provide for the vaccination

to

THE

America is

Ellsworth American—only COUNTY

Installation.

will be held at the club-house next Tues

SUNDAY.

^ ■■ A "A HOUSEWIFE'S DELIGHT,
L L NICELY ARRANGED TABLE”

The

city, and at their own option.
The annual meeting of the Nicolin clul >

effect Oct 14, 1901.

CLOSES

--........

Bullivan

regular meeting of the El Is wort I 1

board of education

IN

Company of

O. W. TAPLEY, Agent, Ellsworth, Me.

the

East—8 JO a m., 5 80 p. m.
West—11.;o a. m., 5 and 9.30 p.

Going
Goino

m

At t he

passed
pupils

Goino East-7.18 a. m., 8.C3 p. m.
Going West-1 i-te a. m., 6.2t p. m.

ELUtWORTIl and BAH HAKBOK, ME.

POLICIES

officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P.
will be installed this Evening by Dislric

day, Jan.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

fllllM

The

of

INSURANCE

JPXMI

The ladies of the Unitarian society ar
rehearsing for the little society play “Th
Indies of Cranford”, to be presented prob
ably the latter part of this month.

Fire Insurance

leading

Tlie

for the term.

Co Commissioners' no*Ice
Id bankruptcy— E-t James E Ford.
School Board -Proposals for wood.
O W Tap ley- Insurance.
M Uallert—Dry goods
Wlagln A Mooie— Apothecaries.
Hancock Point:
Wm A Crabtree—Freedom notice.
West Sullivan
R F Gerrlsb Get more mall.
Stoninoton. Me:
Green s Landing Canning
Co—Factory
ma4
Idnery for sale.
Ron dout, N Y
I)r David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

The

iUtbeuieitnmts.

Tuesday, Jan. 21. Justice L. A Emer i
will preside
Present
indications ar
that there will be quite a little busines (

COMING EVENTS.

If

you?” “Yes,

sub

Kotched six ’possums last night, end d<
res’erde family is all down sick eu ’lo
dey appttite, en I gwine ter eat de las on< 5
er dein ’possums myse’f.
Ef de fatnb';
had been up eu etirrin’, dey wouldn't
been mo’ den a taste all roun’.
Hit d< *
look lak de Lawd will provide?”

Wednesday, Jan. 8, at Baptist vestry, 8
m.—Supper 15 cents.
Thursday, Jan. 9, at Odd Fellows ball—
Sociable by Nokomia Kehtkuh lodge,
Friday, Jan. 24, at Hancock ball—Conp.

cert and ball

of hook and ladder company.

How Are lour kkduejat
I>r Hobbs'Sparatrbs Pills core all kidney tils. Snrar*
loiree. Add Sterling Remedy Cu., Chicago or N.T-

v

CHRISTIAN

I*

atmcrtiscmmts.

Mutual 13cnrht Column

NDKAVOK.

fc'oplc

Fop Week Resinning; Jnn. 12.
Comment »»y Rev. S. II. Doyle.

EDITED 1IY

(Citizen must go through certain exterHe must be naturalized.
nal forms.
SBut this does not make him an Amor■can. This is the external act. But it
Is only when by association and study
the has imbibed the American spirit
taint he is really an American. Thus
the sinner, who is a foreigner to the
kingdom of God. can only enter it by
being naturalized (born of water) and
by receiving a new spirit, which is the
How the
work of the Holy Ghost.
Holy Ghost gives us this new spirit
God says He will in
We do not know.
A foranswer to desire and to prayer.
eigner must desire and ask (pray) for
American citizenship before it can be
bis. In his Ignorance be may not know
what naturalization means, but he
Goes know its results. Whereas he could
mot exercise the prerogatives of a citizen, now he can. lie could not vote at
•elections, but now he can. The philosophy of the new birth is inexplicable,
A
but the fact is a glorious reality.
new heart is manifested in a new life.
Entrance into the kingdom of God in
this life, which assures us of citizenship in IIis heavenly kingdom, is possible for all who want it and will ask
God for it.
B1BI.E

icals which

contains

than

]

Here is

heartily

j

resolution

I

to the friends of

truly,

1

relieve this disso
1 pensing condition
surely ns
Lydia K. Pinkliam’s Compound.
Mrs. Pinkliaiu advises siek \voAddress, hvim, Mass.
1 nen free.

Nothing

Long Nights

most

quotation

reminds

which I heard in

a

me

we

of

a

sen

glad to hear

again, Lura. Have you tried any
new recipes lately?
If you have any new
ones, perhaps you will “pass them along”.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Shall we not all take for our New Year’s com
fort this beautiful thought from Whittier
“We know not where God’s islands lift
Their trended palms in air,
But tilts we km>w, we cannot drift
Be) ond His love ami care.”
I wonder if there are others who, like
myself,
after they have done the little things that time
and money and opportunity permitted,
regret
that they did not take the Christmas spirit with
them more constantly through the whole past
year, so as to lie I tetter prepared to remember
with some slight token of good will the usex-

jj
!

>

l*ecied guests or strangers tliat cross our path at |
Christmas time. 1 know one of our M. B.’s who
received a | urse as a Christmas gift front a
schoolmate and she lias laid it by with the pur- |
pose to drop Into it occasionally the |iennles, I
nickels or dimes that come to her, and which, by
making a little self denial, will make a fund
from which to draw to buy materials from
which to make pretty and useful things in her
spare moments for the next birthdays and hull
days, if we all, like her, exercise a little care
ful forethought and wise planning, we shall not
have so many regretful afterthoughts.
A cordial New Year’s greeting
for all the
writers and readers of our helpful and hopeful
column.
Sister B.
more good words from “Sister B ’’
very welcome. I hope other* will send
their new thoughts for tbe new year;

Some
are
us

thoughts that will broaden our mind* and j
hearts.
Aunt Madge
;

Rales to Lite From.

The longer I live the more I feel the
importance of adhering to the rules
(which I have laid down for myself In
relation to such matters:
First.—To hear as little as possible
whatever is to the prejudice of others.
Second.—To believe nothing of the
hind till I am absolutely forced to It.
Third.—Never to drink in the spirit
of one who circulates an evil report.
Fourth.—Always to moderate as far
as I can the unkindness which is expressed toward others.
Fifth.—Always to believe that If the
other side were heard a very different
account would be given of the matter.
—Simeon.

The Food 1 hat 31 an
“As

in

the

daily

wear

Needs.

and tear of life

a

great deal of the substance of a man's
body is used up, it is absolutely necessary tbat the repair to tbe body be carefully aud systematically looked after,"
writes Mrs. S. T. Rorer, in Ladies1 Home
Journal. “Then, too, man must create
beat aud force, according to tbe climate
in which he lives aud the

occupation
is,

there-

sugars and starches—than we do in sumIn tbe hot climates aud during toe
mer.
hot months, fruit and green vegetables,
containing the salts necessary to keer> tbe
blood in good couditiou, should be u«ed
freely.
“According to our method of living in
this country, we should take about tw.
parts of repair food—such as meat, eggs,
milk, cheese, or in the vegetable kingdom, the old peas, beaus and lentils—to
three parts of carbonaceous food—such rs
j
white bread, potatoes, rice, butter, cream j

If we will not let the world—either
the aggregate of material things or
society, with its maxims and ways—
hinder us from the noble life. If we
Krill not allow it to prevent, but use It
to aid, us in seeing God, in loving Him,
In doing our duty for His dear sake,
then, however solitary or sod or unsuccessful my life may otherwise have
been, I have conquered, and all else is
defeat.—Alexander Maclaren.

|

Pray modestly as to the things of
this life, earnestly for what may be
helps to your salvation, intensely for
salvation itself, that you may ever bePractice in life
hold God, love God.

aud fats of all kinds.
Then we must
have a certain amount of bulky or watery
vegetables, such a* lettuce, spinach cabbage. onions, and also tbe fruits.
“lu making out a dally ration
we
should have at tbe beginning of the meat
some light dish that may be taken
slowly,
to prepare tbe stomach for the food that
is to follow, then a meat or its equivalent.
With beef we should serve potatoes; with
mutton, rice. With chickens, either price
or

whatever you pray for, and God will
more abundantly.—E. B.

j

potatoes."

Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold.
Laxative Broroo-Qulnlne Tablets cure & cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents

Remedy.

JOHN

U'<.

J?

|

PERFECTED
POULTRY
FOOD

be

fore, necessary to keep the body in working order. In cold weather we nead a
larger amount of carbonaceous food— fats,

The Noble life.

Changed

[PACE’S

follows.
“A wise combination of food

of Torture

_

from yon

j

Ellsworth Im and BiiMuiUrti.

klnw

—

sermon

shall all be

I.........

Nervura Blood and Nerve

many
years ago, “(Jod is nearer than your heartbeat
You do help make our column in-

teresting, and

l.a.

Sweet Restfulness by Dr. Greene's

column:

ALWAYS.

Your

V...UH

hand which had knocked against mini
Browne—
about h'e fami y trie lit'ety.
A NEW .SERIES
through my sudden movement. It waf
be'a ]u«<t discovered that be bed one.
1* now open, Share*, $1 each;
M. de Mertens* hand, and he held the Ye**,
monthly
Browne—
Towne—Bui »• It any good?
£40 note which he had Just taken oul A* trees go, )N.
payment*, $J per *hare.
1 believe It Is rather
of my hot. The wretched man's fact xlifldv.
Our eye*
WHY PAY RENT?
was convulsed with emotion.
when you can borrow on yonr
The Poe*.
met.
His were dilated with terror, ant
SU&aiUKBUnts.
than**, give a Am mortgage and
there was a look in them that seemed
Why wonder at the rh/me he wrought,
reduce ft everr month
Monthly
Ttuit captive takes the listening air;
to hold me spellbound.
t. red together
paymem* tmi
n ii
The poet's eool the ver»e Imth caught.
amount u> but little more
*M. de Mortens Is my partner.’ I said
it.au you are now paying for
And hold* It, living, breathing, there.
rent, and U- about 10 year* you
haughtily to the man who had warm*
7
will
No' polished phra*e nor stately rhvm<*
me. ‘and I am surprised that you should
Withstand the crumbling touch of time;
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
dare to bring such an accusation
The living lines, oh. wondrous art.
to
against a gentleman whose reputation
Mirror a mortal's ihrobMug heart
For particular* Inquire of
is so well known.’
llfcaat W.
«ec*y.
WUh golden metal of the heart.
“The Individual who had called out
First Nat*I Hank Bid*
a. W. Kino, President.
The sculptor poet deftly wrought.
bad never been to the club liefore am
Until, complete In every part,
did not know M. de Mortens at all. Wt
lie carved out an Immortal thought.
had all lieen standing round the tabk
Robert Love man.
Profttaional Carbs.
close to each other, and on seeing
Hour
A thousand rears till morning!
hr hour the night drags away hut sleep
another player put ids baud into n»j
What is the matter?
You
EDUCATION OK DIKES.
won't come.
K BUNKER, JR.,
hat it was very natural that the mat
seem
calm
should have thought It his duty t<
on
reenough
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
W
Women In the Wajse F.nrtilnK
orld
You
warn me.
On bearing my explauatlot
tiring
Are Helped l»> <«»l!e|ge TrainiuK.
are dead tired
he apologized most humbly to M. d«
omega AT
and worn out,
Aii amazing
educational
amount of
Merten*, and several of the acquaint
but you cau’t BAR HARBOR AND BLUKHILL, MK.
sense
and wise, gracious couuscl nre
*
am-es of the latter gathered around am
sleep.
Har Harbor offices
crowded into an article in The IndepcudT and e lit. Insert Block
Dr.Greenc**
expressed their regret that such an in
Biuehlllcffloe ouen Saturdays.
pnt on college education for girls by
Ncrvu raid nod
should
been
offered
him.
suit
have
Hcloise Edwina Horsey, a graduate of
and
nerve
“We then continued our play, and M
Vassur and formerly a teacher in Smith
remedy is the
CLOSED
de Mertens soon after left the club
college.
absolutely
certain help
The writer disposes at ouee of the quesThree days passed, and 1 beard noth
WEDNESDAY AFTF.RNOC Nh.
Your
for
you.
tion as to whether a girl should go to
ing more of the young man. In shield
are
discollege or not by declaring that “there
ing him as I had done, my first thought
Your
ordered.
I»a. II. W. Hay Nt* beg* to notify ul* patron*
is uo doubt that it is becoming au obstahad been of his father, and 1 had deter
brain works bm
cle to women who must enter the wage
You *od other* lhat until further boo* „1» 0. nu)
actively.
mined
to save from disgrace the name
earning world not to have what is called
afternoons
cannot compose room* will lie closed or
of the brave soldier of Magenta.
Of
a lilfcral education.”
With her there !.•
to slumKllsworth. Oct .*.*», Ima*
yours*df
course I could quite understand
that
no room for controversy upon this point.
ber because y*>u
are planning or worrying,
the young man should now shrink from
The profession of teaching is slowly beou must stop this at once and
ing closed to all those who have not the
H. GREKi.y,
seeing me again, but still it struck im
Dr. Greenes great medicine will
requisite college degree, and Miss iJersey
as rather strange that in some way
enable you to do »o.
other
will
follow
believes that
professions
l) E N T I sT.
either direct or Indirect, he did not at
Mr. Oiuvdo Kiskr, l*54 Hoc.,* Avenue,
If a woman expects to occupy a
suit.
tempt to express his thanks.
Lima. Ohio, says:
<J radii ate at the Philadelphia i»^> iai
«<it- «*,
position of responsibility, and profit, she j
••>ly nervous iqnicm was entirely shattered, c aat of '76
"One evening, however, just as 1 was
must prepare for it by going to college,
the nerves controlling the heart became
in
eiumhi
n.
out
to
uiu*
some
order
«romck
visits,
uuxi,
going
pay
my
While tin- highest and uobiest sphere of
weak, and the heart's action irregular, which
Closed Wednesday afternoon* until further
woman is the home, it i> very plain that
ly Informed me that a lady wished tc was a source of great alarm to me. I was notice,
see me.
I went into the drawing room, unable to sleep, digestion was interfered
every girl, under present conditions, must
face the contingency of living < ailed upon
ami there 1 found a woman of about with, and generally speaking, 1 considered
1 became dismy time short f*»r tin** earth
to earn her own living.
CARROLL BURRILL,
forty-five years of age. She was very couraged and gave up the thought of ever
Among th»* gains of college life Miss
dignified looking, and there was an being a well man again.
ATTORNEY
Horsey places first “the trained maid.”
To day 1 am a well man in every -nse
AND
open, honest expression about her fact
She demolishes the old time notion that
of the word, and all through the use of
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
which
fascinated
me.
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remcollege education menus merely au accu“‘I am Mine, de Mertens.’ she said
mulation of knowledge. Efficiency is the
edy. of which I am proud t*» speak and give j n'otakt Public and Jubticb or thi I m a
all ini|M.irtant thing.
What a graduate | simply.
‘My sou told me everything s helping hand to suffering humanity
Office over Hurrlli National Hank.
can do is of far more importance than i about the affair at the dub. ami 1 havt
My health is my greatest bit ting, and
.iTAft STkkKT,
K LLB Vt uUTM. *k
words fail to express the gratitude I bel for
what she knows.
When a woman has 1 come to thank you with all
my heart Dr. Greene and his wonderful remedy
for having preserved for us/lntaet the
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remlittle probability that she would be able
A
P. BURNHAM,
honor of our name.*
edy haswured thousands of thwr trouble*.
to pass the examination for the freshman
It always cures disordered nerves. un*l it
“‘Madame’— 1 began; but she InterATTORNEY
The must important element acyear.
always enrtehea the blood. Glorious health
AND
rupted me In her emotion and nervous comes through it to the weak »n*l hespu. ii g.
quired is “the general knowledge <>f the
Splendid appetite and full vigor ar* prom*
COUNSELLOR AT LAV
sweep and trend of the world’s history
it
it
to-*«av
Begin using
by
ai»o
which the classics and the literatures of
-.My son bad got entangled In vari restored
attorney for all eta*-** o»
Free medical pension prosecuting
find out what health means.
against the United mate*
our own language and of other languages
ous ways, and In desperation had taken
counwl is given by Dr. Greene at .‘>4 1cmpie
Business solicited
may give us.”
to play. It appears he had lost every Place. Boston. Mass. Call or write.
Kl LiWnSTH,
MaiNB.
Among other advantages enumerated
Y ou
peuny %e possessed that night
by the writer are the executive experiknow the rest, alasT
&&bcTtiBcnunts.
ence gained in the miniature life of the
“I felt very mueb embarrassed, for
college, the great privilege of friendship
the
mother's
was
terrible
t*
poor
grief
and the noble gift of loyalty and devotion
witness.
to the alma mater with which the college
‘He is young, utadame. Y ou must
Imbues the student.
Of course it follows that so keen a stunot take it to heart so.' I stammered.
dent of education does not believe in co‘It was just a moment's weakness. 1
educational institutions because they inwill see your son. and’—
terfere with the cultivation of those
‘No. captain,’ she said, sbakiug her
friendships which she extols in college head
sadly, ‘be is no longer here. • • •
life.
If a girl selects a co-educational
He has enlisted and is already on his
college, however, she shoufd choose one
"
way with the regiment.’
where the idea of w omanliness dominates
YVe had all been listening attentively
the education of women.—Chicago Itecord-Herald.
to Captain Joultcrt's story, and when
he stopped speaking there was silence
An Evasive Answer.
for a few minutes.
“Pat,” said an lnsu clergyman to his
’’And what hapiteued to M. de Merfactotum. “I shall be very busy this
tens, captain?"
does make hens lay. It certainly is the best egg producer. No red pepper
ifternoon, and If anyoue calls I do not
"He is dead. • • ♦ Six months ago 1
wish to be disturbed.*'
or
ary irritant that temporarily warms up the fowls and then leaves them
received a letter from Keltuig-u pitiful
•‘All right sorr.
Will I say you’re not
worse off than before.
A genuine food that keeps hens healthy and make*
little letter—written with very pale ink
in?”
and on a sheet of paper that was all
poultry grow.
“No, Pat, that would be a lie.”
crumpled and yellow with age. There
The value of our Food has been proved in this State. We have numerous
“An pbwat’il I say, yer reverence?”
were only a few lines for me to read.
testimonials of the highest character. They are from well-known farmers and
“Oh, just put them off with an evasive I know them
heart.
by
were
as
They
answer.”
follows:
poultrvmen right here in New England, people you know or have heard about
At supper time Pat was asked if anyone
tiad called.
and whose word is gilt edge.
’1 am mortally wounded. Ti e colo“f'aix. there did,” said he.
nel (Cotirliet) has just brought me the
We guarantee satisfaction and stand back of
And what did you tell him?”
every pound we ship. Your
• * •
I am dying. I am seiz“Sure, and 1 gave him an evasive ans- cross; hut
back if you are not satisfied. We want an agent in
money
every village.
wer
ing it to you.* my |>oor eross • « • f. r
Send for our booklet; it contains testimonials, prices, and full
“How w’as that?” queried his reverence.
particulars about
you saved me. and I should like you t.
“He axed me was your honor in, and I
our liberal inducements.
wear if * • *
Page pays the freight.
iez to him, sex I, ‘Was yer grandmother
"This is why. my friends, instead o
REMEMBER PAGE’S is the ONLY PERFECT POULTRY FOOD.
wearing the decoration which 1 receiv
It is the one kind that really makes eggs.
i
ed front the chancellor you always se
me with the sergeant’s eross which
Merten* sent me. Poor Itoy! To think
that lie started as a thief and died :
This signature is on every box of the genuine
hero's death at Kelung!"—Front the
Tablet,
Laxative
HYDE
Fren< It.
the remedy that cure* a cold in one day
_

“God Is no nearer, when an hour of gloom
Fills thy weak heart with question ami with fear, j
Or grief sit"* shrouded In Ui> narrow room.
Than lu th) joy—’but he is just as near*
Li ka Pher.
lAoliardiown, Dec 28.
tence

will

ENDLESS

try

|

Banking.

Compound

no room.

commend
our

Compound,

passed

One of my New Year resolutions l* that I will
U> make our column Interesting. And 1 will
liegin by sending this quotation

I

immortal strength, to comfort you
with hope of eternal joy. God speaks
through them to your soul, and mighty
as His love is the power of His spirit
In them.—Stopford A. Brooke.
j

give It you
I’uasey.

a

things

will have

| Dear Aunt Madge:

nn

For.

perfectly

In the treasure house of

and uncharitable

much for human weak-

Pray

_

«

to you In hours of temptation.
In the days of desperate crisis, in trials

Yon

poison-

spiked. Let us get in the bab t of garnerlug in the good. If we All the mind with j
useful and helpful th ugbts, the narrow

READINGS.

What

prostration,

the

or

|
j

••

thought.

thought

Vegetable

•\'IIow

memory, where the words sing themselves
and over as the year* go by.
The little quotations are not to be de-

comes

Practice

language

1601 iimn.

intereatlog

ov?r

The Worth of the Scripture*.

too

pleasure
Lydia

in such abundance at tbe

has stored the

one

exict

tl

<

be

more
noble
are
there
Nowhere
prayers and more exalted praise, nowhere are the varied phases of human
life and of spiritual feeling more di{Vinely expressed, nowhere are the high
Bnotives of life so loftily thrown into
form, nowhere are more splendid examples given of the beautiful and holy
Way of life, nowhere is there such a
Character revealed as that of Jesus
Christ, and with Him are a host of men
*tnd women who have well earned the
admiration and imitation of all those
who wish to live in heaven while they
move on earth. To read, mark, learn
Ami inwardly digest them is one of our
highest duties—a guard, a strength in
life and an impelling power. Let them
be a daily companion and friend, whose
woiee, in a hundred recollected texts,

seem

rich

tfc. <£

surprised

—

Tbe author may
unknown; be may never know his
words have cheered or comforted a fellowa

IU.

Journal.

today.’

Miss W. Chi]ds-K!acI;br.-n Tolls
How Hhe V:.
;;nV..

present time. I use tbe word gems” advisedly. A single line or a couplet often

Isa. lv, 1-7; EccL xli. 1; Matt. vi. 33;
iMark ii, 14; Luke xv, 11-24; John xiv,
fl-9; xx, 31; Acts ix. 1-8; viii. 20-40; xvi.
25-34.

that

are

I he L- wist on

At the end of a pros|*©roo* season, when
j The editor Invites swntarle* of local unions
people have got the fait work done
hnd
Hie rtady to rtsume reading iiihtler
i»f the »V. C. T. 17. In Hancock
|
county, and
for the long winter evenings to come,
white
rfhboner* generally, to contribute to this
said t lie
They are playing high
pu hi in hern ».( the Lewi*ioo Journal column
of
re|>ort*
meetings or Items that will bo
desire to call attention to their en»- iem
one of the habitues of the club to me. I
of interest to worker* In other part* of tho
publication*. The Lewiston Journal in
turned round toward the table to watch
e-igntii io supplement the botne paper, county. Wo would like this to lie a llvecolitmn,
nt the furnishing to readers the general Bistr- i but It need* some effort on the
the game and was s->
I'ink ham :
I
Dkar Mrs.
take
part of W. C. T.
ews as well as
the tiewa of the whole
women to make It *o.
It I* * column of their
in ac'cpow ledgiur tb efforts
sight of one of the players that I nl world. It has from year to year made i
not
making,
ours, and will l*e what they mako
r l*lnkli:iin*tt
most exclaimed.
! advances both In the methods of producIt.
Item* and communication* should bo
l anijiot. iti. in 11 c.simi. mi Uu re
«hort,
”lt was a young man of some twenty- ! mg the pap* r and also In gal tiering n* w
and
of
are,
it.
Woakis noicuu.k r.
course, subject to approval of tho
»v
I so that no publication offered to Mane
two or twenty-three years of age readers contains nearly so much matter of alitor.)
D
|
I was very interest. Iisp'lnt, especially ads pled to
whom I knew by sight.
! he production of a first csss paper, enmuch interested iu him. for his fathet ables the puhlf-lier* to
BOITH DKKR ISLE.
present each week
at
The anion bere had • very
had fought courageously
Magenta just auch s paper us Is nectssary to cover
I
lie views of the week*
inert
lug N««r Year's day.
Tbe secretary
and had been killed on the field of bat
I nc pictorial serv ce of he Journal has
bed been instructed to send each memtie. leaving his widow and son by no proved a very popular feature, and this
ber
tbe queetion “What pan «e do to
The young department has better faculties than ever
means well provided for.
f«.r Illustrated service
With itn large keep our Union alive and successful?”
mun came very rarely to the club and 1 I corps 01 local c«
rrespundent*, its full corps Fstoh one an
requesler^tn answer in perhad never aeon him touch a card be- ! of si ff w riters st ail principal pools, us a nr or
by letter at I tola first meeting of
t ravelling correspond- tits, it ia enabled to
fore. 1 was stupefied, therefore, to sec
1 lie year.
A flue paper waa read
present every event of interest pr.trrp lv
by the
him holding the bank, ami a goes' bank and iu very attractive style. The Journal ; president, letters were s-nt from tome of
Is at
once a
bus n»ss,
new*,
political,
ol
were
for
there
the ati-ent memhers, and those
It was. too.
plenty
present
literary, miscellaneous and family paper.
notes ami gold coins heaped
up In
gave their Ideas ss 10 surpessful work.
Hint© we adopted I he feature of presenta
t
he
section
aa
ing
agricultural
stearate making tba hour spent one of Intereat
front of Uiui.
slice*, with t he intent loti gtvet) to grange
much?’ called out one of the n a'ters, this fi at ure has proved a great I and profit.
We were very glad to read (lie
attraction
Ttiese departments will be
report
players.
from Southwest Harbor union tn The
maintained with titer*ased vigor,
‘Oh." laughed a wealthy farmer
I he price of the weekly is f2 a
year
Amkrican of Jsri. 1. Cannot each union
’M. de Mertens Is In luck's way. Ilf Those suserihero who pay In advance are aend to
MISS W » Hll.IiS BI..HMU RN.
tbia column a paper on "How to
sIso entitled to a liberal premium, to be
Secretary Rock Island Literary and Art
can safely keep his bank open.'
make tbe Union Hucceesful”?
selected from the large hat which we offer.
Society.
man's
face
the
"I noticed that
yonng
At t be same time, at nee the tendency U
tog Src’Y.
Evith the close con fin* ir.cn t at my desk
to take more dail> paper*, we desire to
was deadly pale and there was an ex
Drought on nervous
mil *pecial attention
to the Lewiston
Kaperlenre Cnnvlnrea.
See for yourself
so much so that for a y» ar 1 doctored
cited look In his eyes.
I s news, both local how
Keening Journal
quickly Eli's I ream Palm will pure ca
•ontinually. I tried different rem'Open bank,' he said. And It seemed and gc. erai, is always late, fresh and tarrh or cold to the head. We mall trial .Ua
in
which
sucx*eeded
edies
only*
Every event in Maine ia fully for lie. Pull sice re. Alldruggl.ta
as though the very words changed the
complete
ELY BROS., M Warren 81, New York.
reported at I he earliest po-slble moment.
ng my system, and my stomach re- j luck.
cumin. Aril.nia. -i.n an, I sen.
Besides the news of the Associated Press,
'used food. A neighbor who had suf- *
Mrssga. Klt i-k*»s
Mertens lost, and we have
times
"Ten
running
Orenta,
special
ample
correspondent*, for which phrase send me Mt.iienclosed
'ered with ovarian troubles ami
I
>uur Cliam Balm
and by the oae of the telegraph give a 1 find
a quarter of an hour his bonk was
in
called
mv
cured,
>our remedy thr quickest and moat permawas
the
of
the
State
In
each
happening*
nent rum fur cold In ihr mad. catarrh etc.
Another man took Ills pinec
cleared.
ittention to your Vegetable
Yours truly,
liyrLi, m. I'iittkk,
nml elm mIsiv wont nn
If If of so excited evening’s issue. The Journal contains a
md I made up my mind to give it a
tsen. Mgr. Artkun. Mold
history of to-day and not of yesterday.
lllnli.g to.
However, bethat I. too. was fascinated and Joined The price of the dally Is ffi a year by mail,
iwo months’ fair trial.
I was like
fore one month had
in. There was no room to sit down at or tifiy cents a month
The VMtutday Journal at points reached
and after six weeks the table, so I continued standing, bold
new woman,
1 was in
hy the afternoon and evening trains heaithful use of the
ing
my bat in my hand ami throwing cornea more popular year by year.
The
>erfect health. It certainly is of great
I had a run of terms are hut (1 SO • v*«r
the Wedneemy winnings Into It.
\viimi>n.
and I wish everv
luck and went on playing In the mo*I day and Saturday Journal, furnishing a
woman could have a
joor sufffrintr
s* mI
is what your money will earn If
vreealy paper, ousts the reader but
until 1 was startled by
Yours very
■hanee to try it.
; excited way
Invested In shares of the
|2 50 a year. Send for sample copies
some one calling out. ‘You are being
Him W. Cmi ns-Hi mkbirn. -’S22 Fifth
Order* addressed Journal, Lewiston,
M hue, w ill receive prompt attention.
roblied. captain!*
Vve.. Hock Island 111."—$5000 forfeit if
ibooe testimonial Is not genuine.
“1 started and instinctively seized o
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Topic.—Entering the kingdom.—John iii, 1-8;
Its Motto: **Helpful and Hopeful
John v, 24.
1. The kingdom. A kingdom Is the
The purpose** of rhl* column are succinctly
territory or country over which a king stared in the title and m«>Uo- It Is for ilw* mu
'bears rule. The kingdom of God is tun ben* fit. ami alms to l*e helpful and ho|»efub
Being fur the common good. It Is for the com
therefore the sphere in which God is nion u**e—a public servant, a purveyor of Inthe supreme ruler.
The heart of a formation and suggestion, a medium for the InIn ihls capacity It sodc.lt*
terehaiige of Ideas
Christian is a kingdom of God. The communications, and lt» success pends large|
whole realm of Christian believers is ! I) on the *u» porl given It In this respect, r urninunl« rtlions must »*e signed, bar the name of
the kingdom of God in this life, Heav- writer will not be printed except ny perml-sfon
en is also the kingdom of God. for He I Coin mu ideations will l*e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
is sovereign ruler there. God’s king- will
Address
be reject*d without go**d reason
dom in tlr* world, the kingdom meant all communications to
The American,
in the topic, is not a temporal but a
Ellsworth, Me.
The Jews were
spiritual kingdom.
looking for a temporal king and a tem« vt
< on
poral kingdom. Rut in these things Come Away! Come away ? Earth Is too rude
they were in error. God’s kingdom Is
for thee,
Rot made up of temporal things, but of 1 Chill are Its blasts on ihy delicate breast,
He rules the life K trih Is too sail for thee.
spiritual thing*.
through the heart. There Is no phys- Heaven -hall be glad of *hce.
Come awav, lovely one, come to thy rest.
ical territory in this world over which
I. w in thy narrow bed ay down th\ gentle head,
Be rules particularly. Ilis kingdom in
Give hack to mother earth all she can crave,
world embraces the hearts and
tli;
All thy mortality tl••*>tried to duality,
lives of all those who have come into I..a\e it behind In the dust of the grave.
the position where the will of God is
Come away! Earth was not
Come away!
supreme in their lives.
meant for thee,
How may
z. Entering the kingdom.
Reaulltul spirit, mount up to the sky,
How may we come into Filends who have lost thee
we enter it?
this spiritual relation to God? How may Shall mourn and lament for thee.
we enter the realm whose God’s will is
Thou shall rejoice In glory on high.
supreme? In answer to this question Spread thy bright wings and soar.
Christ says, “Ye must be bom again Spotless forevermore.
Sin-stained no longer, but white and forgiven,
or from above,” and. further, “Except
Child of Divinity,
a man be bom of water and of the
Heir of In Unity,
Spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of Come
away, lovely one, come up to Heaven.
God.” What did He mean? He meant
that the spirit of God must change
Tbe above selection was sent to the
our dispositions, give us new hearts,
column by Mr L Penney, and 1 am verynew motives and new principles before
glad to know he still bas an interest in thi
This
we can come into the kingdom.
department of The American v\ HI he
That
of
the
the
4s
Spirit.
baptism
please accept thanks for this Contribution?
which signifies it is the baptism of
the
embrace
The
two
water.
together
How many gems of poetry one may
external form and the Internal reality.
garner from the various papers ami pe« iodan
American
to
become
A foreigner
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Week's Wlnnowingt of News,
Novelty Mini Nonsense.
The store of J. A. Perkins A Co., at
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Nohleboro, was homed Sunday. Los«,
f3.000; Insurance, f? 1500
Thomas J. Daley's roadhouse on Stillin <00.1
water avenue,
burned
Bangor, was
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®TT«aVuJd
SI
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the reuil prices
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Stover, in Btuehlll last week.

Emma

Richardsop,
She will

Mbs
morning,
of
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School

board

with
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Jan. 6.

Littlefield, of Bangor, Is teaching
singing school at Hancock corner. Tbt
Mr.

Is What We Mean.

will be

a

Jin. 6.

no

honor

or

profit in

fooling people—especially

the

sick;

our Vinol guarantee is
made in good faith. Those who
buy it and get no benefit from
it may have their money back.

Every
willing

sick

person should be

to try it

on such terms.

People who are all run down—have no
appetite—pale women and children—

those who want to
gain tiesh—should
try V ud on our guarantee. It is just
the medicine for eld
people and nursing
mothers and ail persons who have a

a
re

concert at the close of the term.
N.
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Weather of December.

Following is

an

Some

legs.

Colonel and l

Pug Dogs

\ \ \

abstract of
..

meteoro-

..r,-

tural experiment station at Orono, during the month of December:

£

Number of clear days...11
Number of falrdays .— 4
Number of cloudy days.
Inches
Snowfall.
Average suowfall for same month for
33 years..16 90 Inches
Total precipitation as water.7.'.*4 Inches
Average for same month for 3? years. .3.H4 Inches
ToUl rainfall. Including melted snow,
for the year 1901 .46.03 Inches
inches
Average for 33 years .49.76

Temperature.

29*
Average for the mouth.
73*
Average for same month for 31 years.20
a‘
Highest, Dec. 14
Highest for same mouth for 3-1 years.tiO.ti*
helow
Lowest, Dec. 6
Lowest fur same mouth for 3.1 years. .3ti.ll* below

noon

it

was

You can't tell just what?

not

a

as

day

you

like

The

it!
For

one

have the finest

can

Grown

the world.

in

your

to

the

private order of Chase & Sanborn from

special seed under

constant

It is the

care.

color of port wine till the cream changes
it to p'old. You never tasted such coffee.

Just

try

a

single pound.

Ask for Chase
~

~

& Sanborn^ Coffee.

“Er
er
colonel, I
suppose Miss
Reynolds got that dog all right?”
“To which dog do you refer?”
“It was a pug, you know. It ought to
have arrived by this time.”
“Yes; I am inclined to think It has.
Had it any special characteristics?”
“No; I don’t think so—-just an ordinary
—

—

—

*
SsAt. Rrand
in i-lb. and a-lb. Tin
Cans (air -tight).
Other high grades in
richly -colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

pug.”
“Well, young man, if you will go to ray
coachhouse you will find nineteen ordinary pugs, and if you would kindly select
your beast and shoot it I should be much

obliged.”
“Nineteen!” said the other in astonish“Why, are you setting up as a
dog fancier in your old age, colonel?”
This was too much for the colonel. EU
ment.

exploded.
“Old age!

Confound your impudence!
No, sir! I have not become
a dog fancier in what you are pleased tc
call iny old age!
But while there is no
law to prevent a lot of dashed young
like
puppies
yourself, sir-like yourselfsonding your confounded pug dogs to my
daughter, who ought to have known better than to have let them out of theii
dashed hampers, I have no defense.”
“Sylvia,” said the colonel on arriving
home.

Dog fancier!

“Yes, papa.”
“Do you still want to marry that Dallas fellow?
Now, for heaven’s sake,
don’t start crying! Goodness knows I’ve
been worried enough this morning without that.
Please answer a plain question in a fairly sane manner. Do you oi
do you not?”
“Of course I do, papa.”
“Then you may.
lie’s the furthest
from being a fool of any of the young
who
live about here, and he
puppies
knows one end of a gun from the other.
I'll write to him now.”
“Dear Dallas,” wrote the colonel, “I
find on consideration that you arc the
only sensible person in the neighborhood.
I hope you will come to lunch today.
And if you still want to marry my daughter you

..

I

may.”

To which Dallas replied by return ot

{

messenger:

“Thnuks for both invitations. I will.”
An hour later he arrived in person, and
the course of true love pulled itself together and began to run smooth again.—
Boston Herald.

!
!

Klnulve Irlnh Rroarne.
There has always been a deal of bad
“brogue” written by Englishmen. G. W.
Steevens wrote “praste,” evidently assuming that ns the Celt says “baste” foi
“beast” be will say “praste” for “priest,”
whereas he is more likely to say
“priesht.” Thackeray, superexcellent at
depicting Irish character, made his Irishmen speak impossible brogue.
He blended the barbarisms of a dozen dialects in
the mouth of Captain Costigan. Kipling
did much the same with Mulvaney.
.l-l.l.l__

nublic nronertv.

I..

1

-.—...

■■

..

■

■■

I.

eray for years, then they copied Kipling,
and when the inimitable Dooley “came
to the fore” they took u fresh turn and
male all their Irishmen speak the brogue
of Mayo.—George Bart ram in Academy.

giggle.

“Db. nothing much.’’ said the humorist,
trying to make an impression on the
steak with his knife and fork, “only this
piece of meat is the tenderest breakfast
1 have had in this house for some weeks."
Loudon Tit-Bits.

IMonwnnt For the
A

cook

played

at

a

Landlady.
certain hording house

little

game on u grumbling
boarder, a newspaper humorist, by serving him a piece of sole leather instead of
a

be.-f-teak.
“You've changed your butcher. Mrs.
JEIasober?’’ said the boarder, looking up
at the landlady after sawing two or three
minutes at the leather.
“S.nne butcher as usual.” replied the
boarding mistress with a patronizing
smile.

itay.52|

“Why?”

—

Foothill! In Japan.
Among the many things that Japan
borrowed from China was football, said
to have*been introduced as early as the
middle of the seventh century. The emperor Toba 11. was an expert player and
got op a club at his palace.
Considering
how averse n:o*»t orientals are to hard
Work and rigorous
-reise it may Ik»
supposed that the game was very different from cither ••Hugger” or “Socker.”
Nevertln less, the Japanese form seems
to have been popular, and we may trace
the beginnings of profcsvoualisui to an
emperor and his court, of whom it is
told that in a time of poverty they earned
a little extra money by teachiug the art
of football.—Cassell's.

Largest Face.
A man who is said to have the largest
face in the world graced the Hongkong
magistracy veranda with his presence the
other day. He was a Chinese, and, while
not especially tall or broad, had a face
at least four times the ordinary size, even,
of a large man’s face.
The peculiarity,
however, is that while his face is so
enormous his head is of normal size, giving him the appearance of wearing a
large mask.—Bangkok Times.

Dr. Emmons
Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundreds of auxious women. There Is positively no other remedy known tom edical science that will so quickly and safely do the
work. Longest and mostobstlnate irregularities from any cause relieved atonce. Success
guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,
Have relieved
or interference with work.
hundreds of ♦•uses where others have failed.
The most difficult ca^es successfully treated
In
by mail, and beneficial results guaranteed
everv Instance. No risk whatsoever. We treat
hunaredsof ladles whom we never see. Write
for valuable particulars and free confidential
advice. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy Isabsolutely safe under
every possible condition ana positively
leaves no alter 111 effect^ upon the health.
All money
l’.v mail, securely sealed,
letters should he registered. Address, i>K.
„J. W. EM MOSS CO., 170TremontSt., Boston.

anything you invent or improve *, also get <
; CAVEAT.TRADE-MARK, COPYftlGHTor DESIGN ;
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BOOK ON PATENTS fee before patent,
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fre°^
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Boylston St., Boston.

you

cent extra

1
did not give him credit for so much
sense.” Then he dropped the subject, and
breakfast proceeded in silence.
A young gentleman met the colonel on
his walk that morning.
“Morning, colonel,” said he.
“Good morning,” said the colonel grim-

Upright

116

But it is

with

defect is in the coffee itself.

Sylvia said nothing.
“No; he seems not to be represented.

GEO. A. PARGHER

Ivers&Pond’cT
114

j

“Whose is it?” bellowed the colonel j
through the din.
”J. D’Arcy Henderson, The Firs,” read
Sylvia at the top of her voice.
“Y’oung blackguard 1” bawled the colonel.
“I expect there’s one in each of tbs
hampers. Yes; here’s another—W. K.
Itoss, The Elms.”
The colonel came across and began to
examine
the hampers with his own
hand. Each hamper contained a visiting
card, and each card bore the name of a
The colonel returned to the
neighbor.
breakfast room and laid his nineteen
cards out in a row on the table.
“H’m!” be said at iaat. “Mr. Reginald
Dallas does not seem to be represented.”

ami in the afternoon, at various times
nineteen young men were
from 2 to
struck, quite independently of one ana
brilliant
idea.
with
other,
The result of this idea was apparent
on the following day.
“Is this all?” asked the colonel of the
servant as she brought in a couple of
letters at breakfast time.
“There’s • hamper for Miss Sylvia,
sir.”
“A hamper, is there? Well, bring it
in.”
“If you please, sir, there’s several of
them.”
How many aro
Several?
“What?
there?”
said
sir,”
restraining
Mary,
“Nineteen,
with Borne difficulty an inclination to

What? Nineteen? Nonsense!
“Eh?
Where are they?”
Arerageof warmest
!
“We’ve
put them in the coachhouse
hanging on cough or have any throat and Averageof coldest day.....1 for the present,
sir. And, if you please,
lung disease.
sir, cook says she thinks there’s someAll Demand Enterprise.
thing alive in them.”
No young man can hope to advance
Everything that Is In Vinol Is plainly
“Something alive?”
printed on the label of each package. Re- rapidly who lacks an euterpriatng, pro- | “Yea, sir. And John says he thinks
a
is
apirit. Indeed, enterprise
It’s dogs, sir.”
member that we guarantee Vinol and re- gresslve
rtquisite to employment. No one wants
The colonel uttered a sound thnt was
He
to employ a youth who lacks push.
fund the purchase
followed by Sylvia,
money If you are not must be alive to and in touch with the almost a bark ami,
rushed to the coachhouse. There, sure
or he Is not wanted
lhe
of
hour,
satisfied.
spirit
enough, as far as the eye could reach,
anywhere.
the enterprising employer wants every were the hampers, and, as they looked,
unenThe
employee to share his spirit. all the more a sound proceeded from one of them that
terprising business man feels
was unmistakably the plaintive note of
those
keenly the need of assistance from
a dog that has been shut up uud is gethurce,
DRUCCIST.
his
failing,
for
j whoc-iu make up
ting tired of it.
are
everypushing, dynamic qualities
dawdInstantly the other eighteen hampers
P* New
where in eager demand, while the
wait In
joined in until the whole coachhouse
ling, incompetent, unprogressive,
rang with the noise.
valu for a start or for promotion.—Success
The colouel subsided against a wall
Beauty, and began to express himself softly in
115 down and $6 per month. These are; The True Source of Women’s blemishes
Ilindoostanee.
\ beautiful skin without any
hot I vers &
Pond, of course, but the best 1 comes directly from good health, and the
“Poor dears!” said Sylvia. “How stuffy
pssible value in a new piano for $225, ! first step to health and to a beautiful skin they must be f.-eliug.”
lhe
blood
the
1 appeal
pure,
She ran to the house and returned with
strongly to economical buy- is to get and keep is like a gorgeously
ers.
We will exchange them at any time whole blood system
a basin of water.
with red waterways, and
Venice
colored
“Soon
a! a
“Poor dear!” she said again.
lhe
valuation for our beautiful little boats hurrying to and fro.
ershave something to drink!”
new Ivors &
Pond uprights. It will pay Utter carry two kinds of rnessen
are
the
nearest
these
if
down
knelt
She
by
hamper
msrket boys and scavengers,
you to write us if
A
you cannot call. Our both trained to accoinplieh their work and cut the cord that fastened it.
are
lxir8£aa!i ‘a usod pianos mailed every day, then health and beauty
pug jumped out like a jack in thtf box
the akln is
ia
clear
blood
the
If
the
water.
conassured.
Sylvia
and rushed to
Homo Journal
sure to De clear.—Ladies’
tinued her work of mercy, and by the
had
recovered
colonel
sufficientthe
time
known form of
Envy is the lowest
ly to be able to express his views in Eug-

SOMETHING

wrong

coffee?

per.”

The day after the conversation above
recorded had taken place a terrible tragedy had occurred.
The colonel, returning from a poor
day’s shooting, observed through the
mist that was beginning to rise a small
form busily engaged in excavating in the
precious carnation bed. Slipping in a
cartridge, be fired, and the skill which
had deserted him during the day came
There was a yelp, then
back to him.
silence, and Sylvia, rushing out from
the hou 'O. found the luckless Thomas
breathing his last on a heap of uprooted
carnations.
The news was not long in spreading.
The cook told the postman, and the postman thoughtfully handed it on the servants at the rest of the houses on his
Rv

SbbrrtiBtmnttB.

had joined theft

nel
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mnnd.
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There is

M.

Higgins.

Foss.

WHAT WE SAY

5

a

pugs

“Get out, yon brute!” shouted the colous a dog insinuated itself between his
“Sylvia, put them back again this
minute! You hud no business to let them
Put them back!”
out.
“But I can't, papa.
I can’t catch
them.”
She looked helplessly from him to the
seething mass of dogs and back again.
“Where’s my gun?” began the colonel.
“Papa, don’t! Y’ou couldn't be so cruell
They aren’t doing any harm, pool
things!”
“If I knew who sent them”—
“Perhaps there’s something to show.
Yes; here’s a visiting card in this ham*

►

COUNTY NEWS.

There will be a calicojball at town ball
Jan. 17, under the management of A. B.

_

I Cupid,

more

companion.

“Sylvia P*
“Yen. papa.”
buildings of James W. Day, at New j
“That infernal dog of your”—
Sharon, were burned Sunday morning, j
“Oh. papa!”
The family escaped in their night-clothes,
“Yes; that infernal dog of yours has
and saved nothing. Part of the content*
been at my carnation* again!”
of the stable was saved, also the barn and
Colonel Reynold* glared sternly across
the table at Mis* Sylvia Reynolds, and
a large herd of cattle.
A weak minded
Miss Sylvia Reynolds looked In a depreman, Henry M trrtll, who made his home
manner back at Colonel Reynolds,
there, perished in the flames. The loss is catory
while the dog in quest lor*—a foppish pug
|3.500; not Insured.
—happening to meet the colonel’s eye in
At a meeting of Augusta aldermen Sat- j transit crawled
unostentatiously under
urday evening, the Dirigo telephone com- the sideboard and began to wrestle with
a
bad
conscience.
pany was granted the right to establish a
”Oh. naughty Tommy!” said Miss
local exchange in that city, in accordance |
Reynolds
mildly, in the direction of the
with certain restrictions which the Dirigo
sideboard.
people say wilt not bother them in any
“Yes, my dear,” assented the colonel,
way. The next point to which the Dirigo
“and If you could convey to him the incompany will direct its attention i* formation that if he does it once more—
Waterville. They do not anticipate any ye*, just once more—I shall shoot him on
the spot, you would be doing him a kindtrouble in getting in there, and will then
ness.” And the colonel bit a large crescome down the line, past Hallowed and
cent
out of hi* toast with all the energy
Augusta, aud tackle Gardiner.
and conviction of a man who has thorNews waa received in Portland Saturday
oughly made up his miud. “At G o’clock
night In the form of a telegram from this morning.” continue^ he in a voice of
Hermann K otsicbtnar, jr .stating that his
gentle melancholy. "I happened to look
wife was among those lost on the steam- j out of my bedroom window agfis^w him.
*•
He had then destroyed two of'^ffiy best
with
Walla Walla”, which collided
• hip
plants and was commencing on a third,
a French bark between San Francisco and
with every appearance of self satisfacPuget Sound on Thursday morning. The
I threw two large brushes and a
tion.
was
Hermann
Kot/.schto
telegram
boot at him.”
mar, and waa the first information that
“Oh, papa! They didn’t hit him?”
the family in Portland had received that j
Mr. Kotzachmar ana his wire were on tne
brushes missed him by several yards, and
the boot smashed a fourth carnation.
111 fated steamship. Mr Kotzschmar was
However, I was so fortunate ns to attract
among the saved.
bis attention, and he left off."
“I can'| think what makes him do It.
I suppose it’s bones.
He's got bones
buried nil over the garden."
Por additional County *Ve»r« nee other paqta
If
lie
"Well,
does It again you’ll find
thut there will be a few more bones
Orlttud.
buried
in
the
said the colonel
garden!"
Mrs. Lyle Kimball has gone to Bangor
grimly, and he subsided into his paper.
for the winter.
Sylvia loved the dog partly for its own
The ladies of the Birthday club aro now
sake, but principally for that of the giver,
“A
for
the
three-act
one
Reginald Dallas, whom it had struck
comedy
rehearsing
at an early period of their acquaintance
King’s Daughter”.
that he and Miss Sylvia Reyuolds were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett, of Bncksmade for one another. In communicating
port, are spending several weeks with Mr. this discovery to Sylvia herself he had
and Mrs. Koscoe Bennett.
found that her views upon the subject
were identical
with his own, and all
Little George Leach has gone from
would have gone well had it not been for
Mrs. (illPatrick’s to Mrs. Emery Saunders,
a melancholy accident.
In Surry for an Indefinite period.
One day while out shooting with the
W. B. Gorham will leave Jan, 15 for his
colonel, with whom he was doing his best
annual vacation In Washington, D. C.
to ingratiate himself with a view to obMrs. Gorham will remain in Orland.
taining his consent to the match, he had
allowed bis sporting instincts to carry
The chicken-pox is visiting every family.
him away to such a degree that, in sportAlthough the children are not very III,
ing parlance, he wiped his eye badly.
the schools are broken
irregular Dallas being in especially good form, it
by
attendance.
when the bag came to be
was found,
G.
Jan. 0.
counted, that while he had shot seventy
brace the colonel had managed to secure
W«*«t lltitMork.
ouly five and a half!
George Abbott is still critically ill.
The colonel's bad marksmanship doMelvin Smith is at borne for the winter.
st royed the last remnant of his temper,
lie swore for half an hour in IlindooMrs. Stella Roberts is
employed in
stnnee and for another half hour in EngFranklin.
lish.
After that he felt better.
And
Mrs. Sarah Springer has] returned from
when nt the end of dinner Sylvia came
to him with the absurd request that she
a visit to Hancock.
might marry Mr. Reginald Dallas he did
Ruel McFarland and Miss Mertle Abbott
not have n fit, but merely signified in
were married on New Year’s Day.
They
fairly moderate terms his entire and abare estimable young people, and have the
solute refusal to think of such a thing.
kindest congratulations of their many
This had happened a month before,
friends.
and the pug. which had changed hands in
the
earlier days of the friendship, still reSumac.
Jan. 5.
mained, at the imminent risk of his life,
H*n» nit.
to soothe Sylvia and madden her father.
Walter Blako visited his |slster, Mrs.
•
•••••
•

Mnnroi'K.

green

\ Amusing Adventures of

liah eighteen

The

teach.

.23#.50
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Cow,
Bull,
skin*,

Calf
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J-T“ TOBACCO SPH

|
|

1

and SMOKE
I
—YourLifeaway t_

of tobacco usini
magnetic, full o
and vigor by taking MO-TO-BAG
hat makes weak men strong.
Many gai
en
pounds in ten days. Over BOO,OOl 1
ured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Book
et and advice FREE.
Address STEFLINC
437
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
fou

can be cured of any form
be made well, strong,

Pauper Notice.

asily,
! lew
life

Subscribe for Tlie American.

|

rilHE undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he
X ha? contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
ear, and has made ample provision for their
upport. He therefore forbids all persons from
urnlsblng supplies to any pauper on his aeon nt, as without his written order, he will pay
Hakk\ 8. Joass.
or no goods so furnished.

I
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A UH AL AM) POLITICAL JOURNAL
POBU»nD
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

promist

prolonged

fewer

s

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
TUK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
r. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.

A Suicide at Ninety three.
EM Young, of Turner, aged ninety-three
sniclde Sunday by
committed
years,

GOSSIP.

Hancock county’® contributions to the
McKinley memorial fund are crawling up
towards the flOO mark, with some of the

jlSUrrtistnunls.

The annual report of the State
ors shows a gain in Hancock
couuty’a
are
The figures
valuation of f763 59.
f13 091.199 for 1900 and fl3,854,258 for 1901.

1 SPOOL

marks.

Bum! Duse co in mu tt ’.cation s should bo addressed
to, and »ll hiomov orders made payable to, Thk
Publishing Co., E1U
Hai*oo<.:k county

publican Prosperily.
A member of President; Roosevelt’s
cabinet, at the beginning of the new
year, talked retrospectively of the reil

sadly depleted treasury as a result of democratic tariff tinkering;
the prosperity of the country was
waning from similar causes; a condition of affairs prevailed in Cuba
which was abhorrent to all right
thinking people. Without stopping to
those six

history of

look at ibe situation
“The treasury is

prosperity

never

I-

|

equalled.

“traitors”

So

rl11n

rcmnrf

a

nil

they

as

“Under these conditions it is folly
to talk of politics in Mr. Roosevelt's
selection of the members of his cabinet. The credit for what has been ac-

Minnesota, where he will engage in
farmers’ institute work throughout

“There is

tie will select for his official
advisers those men who are best qualified to assist him and administer the
affairs of ihe*r respective departments.

resent.

practical

a

element

in

that

Knows

I forms of

a

life

origin in life.

Every animal which exists either lives d. ecily on some pMcx,
or on insects wtrch destroy plsnt*
The

■

integrity

can

There

put

have 11»»*

of his intentions and he

will be the only possible candidate in
1904.
“All this talk about Senator Hanna's
scheme to Becure the nomination, and
Senator Foraker's doing the same
thing, and Governor Shaw's sacrificing his own presidential aspirations in
accepting the treasury poitfolio you
down as

l

have

pains

o

*> n

w-y

reern

to find

o

won-

fro

o h

n

extent the decrease of

<*

-n*i-1* mb

farmer*

to

birds »*

tf

cities aud Urge centres, have
of. All the farmet•» to whom 1
tbe

wrote
1

agreed

of insects

bat

decrease of bird*

pure nonsense.

ast

unsuaMy

was

w*

For every bu

ei

e

in

'»v»*
an

d

»

a

o.-

r *-*•
year Mo*
while ih.

greater
bird-, ki led.

eve

••party beyond peradventure, and it is
eafe to predict even at this early day,

of tbe farmer

a

bo

t

j

to

the

insect*.

The

same

bi-d a
may be s»;id of our tree*, f->r tb
r»*
T-* wt;*.
really the balance of Na

[extent tbs

balance

is

o-ing
ize from

1

u

•«

t •»■*
fashion is easy o rea
[ ment that dnrmf 139J tbe p'uutt-ge

bj
o-r

Superlatives of the most emphatic i aver three millions of bird* w-m received
kind are needed in delineating the fi- in New Yo;k.
j
nancial and commercial progress of
“It is the** tilings which I SfmiM 'ike
our nation during 1301, says Dunn's
women to tbiok about when they purReview. Despite
the
elements, chase birds for their bats. N*Tur* :y •«
panics,

depend*
foreign supply
wou d

disasters and the assassination of
President McKinley, the first year of
the new century was productive of
many new high records of prices, output and distnantion. It was in this
last respect that results were most
satisfactory, for prices have often
been inflated beyond reason, and

heavy production exceeded

needs until accumulated stocks caused disastrous reactions.
In the y ear just ended, however, the

unparalleled output of manufactured
goods did not result disastrously, consumptive demand not only keeping
pace with, but often running far ahead
of available supplies. Phenomenal
shipments brought the greatest railway earnings ever attained, yet the
year closed with congestion at many
points because transporting facilities
were utterly inadequate.
Bank exchanges, the best measure ot
trade alter making due allowance for
far

surpassed
speculative activity,
previous records. Labor disputes were
•numerous

and

stubborn,

ail

yet

all

\

__

up in a demand. If wom »n
moderate tbeir buying of
u.«ta
adorned with birds or tbeir p'um ;g**.
fewer

birds

would

be

alaugb'e'ed
Those w ho ki I the bird cannot «>e right Ij
Th -y simply supply s de u*u '.
attacked.
The reform in
women

We

this

who have

matter

lie*

with tbe

adopted this fiahkit.”

gei.rrai y too ready ft
the take
of p‘ate to put a i retr ium on iti temper,
and to give » b** croaa person the right of
wav.
This i-* often cowardly and always
a mistake.
II* «emper shoo'd be gently
rests! ed —Ladies' Home Journal.
are

“The blood is

life." Science has never
gone beyond tint simple statement of scripture.
But it ha* Illuminati d that statt ment and given
it a meaning ever broadening w!ili the tncrea*
ing breadth of knowledge. When the blood 1*
•‘bad” or impure, l» is not alone the body which
rs through dt-e*«e.
Tim brain l* also
clouded, tbe wind and judgment are affected,
and many an evil deed or impure thought may
bo directly trace*! to the
impurity, of the blood.
No one can ho well balanced to mind an* body
whoso blood I* Impure.
No one can have a
wholesome and pure Itfo unless the blood is
i>ure
Foul blood can be made pure by the use
of Dr Pierce's Gold-n Medical Discovery
When the blood is pure, body and oral a are
a ike healthy and life becomes a
dally happiFree.—Dr Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, MO- pages. 710 it lust ratio us, is sent free
on msrii’t of stamps o defray expense of mail
ing only Send 31 one cent stamps tor paper
covers, or SI stamps for cloth, to Dr. K. V.
Pierce, 60S Main Street, Buffalo. N. Y.

©

or

leave orders at J.

music

(“Flowers

always
cause they
sertion

store,

Ells-

fit presents be- x
are a proud as- O

ray of 5
outvalues all the x

beauty

that

a

utilities in me worm.

I

y

—Emerson. 5

Flowers and Plants for the Hoi- O
idavs can be had at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

§

V

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

TdN<>CK>C<K>0<>CK>000000‘>>C*0000

I

RAW FURS

I

want 0
paid.
the 8
profit myself
trapper gets Ilia share, and I 5
treat him right. I have had o
long experience in handling X
furs.
*
Cash
all the

8
y

Q
X

§

B.

I don’t

—

F.

PHILLIPS,

8

OROCER,

g

g

(opp depot), Ellsworth, y
Sc«>oc«>ooooooooooooo<>oocv
y Main St.

BOUNTY
of $100 Is due ibe helm of soldiers who
In the ar*»7 during the Civil War.

O.

O.

WA

518 Fifth Street,

<1 led

DLEIGH,
Washington, D. C.

LADIES’ ft 1L0RINU
and Dll ESS >1A KIN (a
In

rowed and
reasonable.

j
ll

up-to-date stvles
»H

and

Price*
convinced.

l*e

MAREL N. JOY,
El.-worth.

Manning Block

The Ellsworth American

legal Xaticrs.
subscriber hereby
r|MIE
X she has been

notice tha»
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Neheimah H. Higgins, late
Cost.
of Ellsworth, iu the county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directa.
-N—If thepirty a ho was seen taking All pemous having demands against the esa package from th«- vestibule of Whiling
tate of said deceased are desired to present
Hr'**
tore Cbristm »a Day about 5 p. iu. wifi ! the same for settlement, and
all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imr. lurr
ime to Fr» i> P. Brown, s age driver,
ct»re El 'worth p -M- ‘TW. no questions will be
Marion D. Higgiis*.
mediately.
If
1
*t
i1
Decern
her
1901.
a«ked.
t-.
tl ere is trouble
3,

SIO;

ItMuknipt'*

IP

13KKEUPoint.

ADRIFr^Sklfl^^r^^r

tan have «»mr by
paying expense* for
Fki i> L.
taking cire of and ad.eitisng it.
Mayo. Bar Harbor. Me.
O.k

proving properly

Owner

ami

Spriial ^oticrs.
ri:oi»<* ii.' kok wood.
VL-*- will i>v received by the *x.lio*l
IU worth for me
board of the cite of
Tweutv 6ve (JSi c »rd» of green
following:
hard wood to be delivered at the School street
graintn.tr •chool: twenty-Hv (25 cords at the
or«i> at
Ellsworth Falls school: fifteen (15)
the Pine street achool: fifteen (1-V cords at the
wr«t side grammar achool. Wood to be yellow
birch, beech and maple.
Proposals must be
received hv 2 p m.. Saturday, Jan. 1ft, 1932.
Right reserved to reject anv and nl* bids. AdThk School Board,
dress.
Jan. ft, 190?.
Ellsworth, Me.

I>ROPO*

*•

NOTICE.
HEREBY release to iny minor son. Leon
I>. Crabtree, hi* time duiing the re
I ahull claim none
mai-.der of his minority
of hi- earning* nor p*v any debts of his contracting after this date.
Wn/ A. Ch‘Htrse.
H»ncork Point. Me
Jan. 1. 19h">.

I

N«»Tli

K.

annua! meeting of th' Ellsworth
rpHF.
and
I
Association. for the

Loan
elecBuilding
tion of officers, will be held on Monday evening. J in. 20, 1002, at 7-00, at the rooms of the
First National Hank.
IIexry W. CrsHMAN. Bec'y.
'KKC1A1. NOTICE.
not tresptss in Cuaiculocus Park.
I
demand protection t> life and property
fro.o the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the united Stae* of America.
Mary C. Frrtx Achtik.

I

kO
•

ilStirrtisnnrut#.

A

GREAT

BARGAIN.

The Green’s landing Canning Co*a sanitue
fictoryat Stonlngton, Me. Factory and n»a
Ke-t location on lire
chin ry in goo*l r-hape.
c »a-*t
Always plenty of ii-h. Aiklres-.
Green's

Landing Canning Co
Maine.

Mouington,

PCT MODE Mill
ULI mUnC In AIL

l»J having

your name
srwIiuMrr-- tiurollnl

In

our Special Ma usu List, wn’ch goes all
over the U» iud States to house* seeking agent*
to sell good' on big commission.
For a short
time we will enroll y«ur Atklr^ss in our bona fide
list for 20 cents in stamps, one time
You will
get arm fulls of mail, but not all la one mail.
Be sure and address,

R. F. CERRISH,
West Sullivan

Bankrupt,

Box E A,
Maine.

Diseliargt

[\ In

UunLrupfrjf.

of the Dintnct court of tbe I. iiiled States for the Dis-

trict of Maine.
K
FORD, of Ellsworth, in the
and State of
county of Hancock,
.tiMine. in said district,
respectfully represents
that on the 2i#i day of Sept* tuber last past, he
w«> duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the
Acta of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
the orders of court touching hisihankruptey
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable agaiust his estate,
undtrsaid bankrupt sets, except such debts
as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated this21*1 day of December, a.d. 1901.
James E. Ford.

JAMES

—■■

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Tliereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 4th day of January, a. d. 1902, on
reading the foregoiug petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 251h day of January,
a. d. 1SM2. before said court,at Portland, in said
district, at 10o’clock in the foreuoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that ail known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time aud plat e, aud show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Aud it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall seud by mail to ail known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge
of the said court, and the sea) thereof, at
Portland, in said district, on the 4th day of
January, a. d. 1902.
A. H. Davis. Clerk.
IL. S.j
A true copy of
petition and order thereon.
Attest:—-A. H. Davis. Clerk.
STATE Or MAINE.
Hancock *a.:—At the court of county commissioners
egun and holden at Ellsworth
within and for the county of Hancock on the
second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1901, and by
adjournment on the 23d day of December,
A. D. 1901.
now the county commissioners in accordance with Flection 90 of Chapter VI,
of the Revised Statutes of M ine. having first
made an annual inspection, in the month of
September, A. D. 1901, of all the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts
of land in saio county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county
of Hancock, exclusive of water and laud reserved for public use. for the above-named
purpose of putting and keeping said roads iu
repair during the year A. £>. 1902, as follows,
to wit:
On township No. 7, South Division, we as-

VND

800
900

74

250

es-

50
of
200
Baker, Howard C.
Baker, Colin, estate of
170
80
Baker. C. F
Bailey. John estate of
1,500
Banker. George es87
tate of
160
Condon, Frank B.
1.600
French. William A.
w»
William A.
Goodwin. F W.
7.100
100
Hall, Elizabeth
25
Hill, *arab A.
75
Hill. William
65
Johnson. Benjamin
130
Libby. Hama, i
500
J••!>«<, Frank
13
Martin. William R.
100
Noyes, Frank P,
1U>
Perry, Thomas
60
Plummer, J. F.
Stuart, D. M. estate of
and E. 1J. McKenzie
2,700
Smith, D. C. and
H 8. Bur jell.
78
90
Smith, Ever, it
Everett
5
5
Smith, Uwii
200
Smith, Alonxo
Smith. Helen W. and
195
Whitten. Louise H.
50
Sperry. William
(sawyer, ¥■ W.,
iro
Gray. H H.
105
Whitten. Asa
50
Whittaker, John B.

50
200
170
so

l,i00
87
160

1.600
6uo

5.0*
2.21

7,100
100

V
75
6ft

On township No. M, Middle Division, westpart, in said chanty, we asses* the sum of
©:9l0a» follows: Rate of taxation, .01 on a
2.M dollar. Valuation, #7.910.
1.11
No.
Val.WJ
Name of owner.
acres, uati »n.
Tax.
James
10
j
Crane?,
#210
#9.61
#2.40
8
lilies, deb rt
125
1.25
83
40
Jordan, Anton
.40
Dana
Jordan.
0
<M
4
j
4.90
.19 Jordan, Fred, estate of 15
lf<0
1.90
j
71 ! Jordan, Qftofge C
90
250
2.5#
90
W»
! Jortlan, Howard R.
dS6
.62 Jordau, Nahum M.
IS
245
2.45
;
M Jo>dan, William 8. (sold)
VI ace, Fred
40
]#}
1.85
5.56
Mace. Lewis O.
2b5
315
5.15
127
130
McKinley. Lawrence
1.90
J2 Pierson, chandler
1*0
290
2 90
JtO Richie,
51
191
1.9®
Mary D.
A Co,

Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.

75

.38

9

100

.87

50

.50
.10

100

JT7

105
100

10
J7

Total non-residents, 16.258 f 16.S50
702
Total residents,
'2.^00

060.51
9.61

16 0V> Ols.OAO
Totals.
070 12
The foregoing amount is to be expended
upon the county roads in said township No. 7,
and R V. Smith, or Steuben, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said

If. K. h

I

On township No 8, Sooth Division, we assess
the sum of #M.59. as follows: Rate of taxa*
lion, j007 on a dollar. Valuation. #11.935.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, nation.
Tax
as«ir>B5Ta.
100
«

Archer. HI ram
Archer. Alton
Fletcher, Howard C.
Fletcher. Howard C.
Fletcher. Howard C.
Fletcher, Iris H.
Fletcher Iris B.
Rankin, w. H.
Sargent. Oliver
SON

#3*5

-50

30
IS)
fit)

129

»o

65
66
10

65
200

10

Total rest lent.
Total nou-reriJent.

1.72
*0

40

2#

VlO

100

40
40
»40
30
23
25

40
40
840

25

25
105

105
50

5:5
61
810
«0
932
ltf)
220
6*

21

30
25
25

#3

5

200
60
30

100
TO

50
200
40

400

17

25

1.500
100
20)
600
300

250

35
130
ISO
145
125

300

200

60
50
135

7.38
.70
1.40
.42

j

1JC2
1.40

;

15 30

|

*8

.42

6.30

62

60

.42

97

100

.70

50

75

.53

32

50

35

52
50

210

1.47

»

50

110

110

.99

®

90

.71

2,M

2.741 $2.7*1
1.6*4
1.684

#

21 98
13.47

320

320

2 58

6.087

6,0*7

48.70

10AQ $10402
$86.®
Tbe foregoing amount is to be expended on
road Lading from Aurora to Beddington
lying in said township No. 22, between tbe
division line of land of If. M. Hall et als.. and
land formerly of William Freeman and the
east line of said township, and Charles P.
WUby, of Aurora, In said county, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said
On township IVdi 22. Middle Division, westpart, in ssid county, we assess tae sum of
ss follows:
Kate of taxation, .01 on a
dollar. Valuation, $74*00.
No.
Valacres, uation
Kame of owner.
Tax.

Haynes

$7,800

10,400

*78.00

$78.00
10,4® *7.800
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
that portion of the county road leading from
which lies in said
Aurora to B'ddington
township No 22, between the west line of said
township and tue division line between land
of ft M. Bail el afs. and land formerly of
William Freeman, and Charles P Hiltby, of
Aurora, in *aui county of
Hancock, is appoint- d agent to *upciintend the expenditure

1.40

900

li A Co.
A. A CO.
Frost. Mark
Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.

Whitcomb,
A Co.

6.30
.28
96

490

.45

!.«<

! *78.00,

.*4
1 05

SO

m

assessment.

1 40

4.30
2 10

to

ern

140
28

10.50
.70

.72

(he

.17
2.10
.35

60

.35

of *atd assessment.

On township No. 2$. Middle Division, we astbe sum of *66.12, as follows: Kate of
taxation, Ouj on a dollar. Valuation, *22.040.
No.
Valacres, nan-o
Tax.
Nante of owner.
48
1® $ 160
$
Joy, Gideon L.
»I
I5.8S
William
N.»h.
i,uu
5^11
Nash, William M.
12.32
4.105
4.105
t-v-iulor,
Whitcomb. Haynes
A LO.
S8.29
12.763 12.7*3
sess

1

10 M

30

33

#71

H)

h 79
7i.«u

10.487 #11.935
#83 59
Totals,
The foregoing amount is to he expended in
repairing > oth the old aud the new couniy
roiui* in said township No. t>, aud John K

Whitcomb, of hltcworth. in said county of
Hancock, i* appointed agent to superintend
expci.dilure of said »**ew«meot
Ou township No y. South Division, we asRale of
sess the sum of #57.NJ, as follows:
isxaiinn. oue utu ou a dollar.
Valuation.
$5,TWO.
No.
Val
Tax.
acres, nation.
Name of owner.
Greets, E. H., Joy,
Gideon L., Ilaiuliu. H. K. (formP Gordon), 2.025 #2,025
erly J
*20.23
Franklin Land. Mill
X Water Company, 3,235
32.35
3.235
Frenchman's Bay &
Mount Desert Laud
500
and Water Company, 500
5.60
5,760 $ 5,750

■

14

60

#10.WO
1.255
10 073 10680

Campbell

:

34

300

10 074
414

Campbell. George

!

.84

1.0450
100

.3*

1®

Haynes

I

.35

120

300

795

7.19
.74

840

200

130

1 40
.70

2.*0

150
75
750
95

79

336
.28
.28
b.m
Jl
.18
.18
.18

1.44

10.077 $10.117
$91.05
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
thr couuty road Lading from the south line
» f Aurora on
the Air Line road, so-called,
through tbe northeasterly part of township
No. Si, and Charles P. Hilsby, of Aurora, in
the county of Hancock. i* appointed agent to
superintend tbe expenditure of said assessmeat.
On tow n*hlp No. n, Middle Division, eastern part, in said county, we asses* the sum of
lisle n| taxation. .008 on a
*86 66, as follows:
dollar. Valuation, $10,832.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, uation.
Tax.

.14

50
¥jo
73

186
30

Haynes

A Co.
Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.
W it ham. Charles

3.22

1.40

150

Whitcomb, Uaynes
& Co.
W’nitcomb,
& Co-

.35

6.00
5.04

10

A Co.

56

4.23

88.94
.60
5.40

1®

Whitcomb, Haynes
Whitcomb, Haynes

.21
l.«
M

(Lies. J. T.
Whitcomb, Haynes

A Co.
Whitcomb.
A Co.

Tax.
.36

#
1.85
2.88

And

A t o..

1.05

414 #1,235
KESI PUNTS.
21
20
600
4*0
200
407

Austin, Mary C.
Austin. Mary C.
Austin, Mary C.
Austin, T. P.
burnham, A. F.
Burnham. A. F.
burnham. A. F.
Burnham. A. P.
Burnham, A. F.
Burnham. A. F.
Burnham. A. F.
Bonzey. Bion
Dunham. George
Emery. Lucilius A.
Frazier, Fred L.
Farmer, Walter B.
Gerry, Robert
Grcely, Kv* rard H.
Hastings. Henry
Haaiani. Wellington
Haatam, Well! Jgton
Heagan, Ira B.
Holme*. Romoe
Joy Gideon L.
Joy. Gideon L.
»"oy. Gideon L.
Joy. Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon I..
Joy. Gideon 1..
Joy. Gideon L.
Kinsman, H W.
Kittridgv, Millard
Klttridge. Millard
Moore, William M.
Moseley. Nancy J.
Phillips. Hosea B
Smith. C. J.
Treworgy C harles J.
Tisdale, Seth estate of
(or unknown}.
Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.
WMieorob, Haynes
* Co.
VVtutcomb, Haynes
A Co.

Whitcomb, Haynes

#2

30.00

Valuation, #10,117.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, nation.
Davis. Robert,
40
# 40
ISO
Giles, Jerry T
190
320
320
Giles. Jerry T.
Hale, Kugeue. Wiswell,
A. P.. Hagerthy. A.
C., aud Giles, J. T.,
(formerly Grant
7.MO
estate).
7.680
67
67
Jordan, Arvitl
800
600
Jordan. Arvill
Jordan. B. F.
190
16U
A.
and
W*.
King.
980
1.130
Phillips. G. A.
10
40
Mace. Albert
80
80
Mace. George H.
Paicher. George A.,

.74

135

20.00

9,000

dollar.

.87
.04

10
20J

2.000

3.000

assessment.
On township No. 21, Middle Division, eastern part. in said county, we assess the sum of
©91 .on, as follows: Rate of taxation. .009 on a

99

.53
W

7.580

11,744 #7,910
#79.10
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county oad leading from the east line of
Mariavill? through the western part of said
township No 2t, to the north line thereof,
being c died the Moose Hill road, and Nahum
Jortlan of said township No. 21, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said

.05

.57
.87

90
10

Whitcomb, Haynes

8.14
26.27
..17

loO

2,700

commence* at a stake
marked **A” on the north side of *aid road
and extends to the wcat line of cherryftrld,
and Hamoel N. Campbell, of Cherry field, in
the county of Washington, is appointed agent
to superintend the expenditure of said assessmem.

.24
M
1.86

i:o

legal Notfcrt.
township No. 10, which

ern

.09
W

600
13
100
•

|

#2.23
l.»
1.10

the

To the lion. Nathan Webb. Judge

>

FOR SALE
AT

Peti< tun for

In the matter of
Jam as E. Foki>,

JfsuntJ.

180
M

tate

Whifcomb, Haynes

gives

#000
14)
.V«U

XOrf-ftBSIDBNTS.

Ashley. F.hen.

& Co.

building.

j

130
ll«l
100

702 02.600

octcKt^>^<>c<>oo<H>^oooo^>>>>>cy

floor and basement—
Btate street, until
recently occupied bv the Hancock County
PuMUiiing Co. Inquire of John B Redman,

agent, in ine same

specialty.

a

are

STORE—Rooms—first
in Masonic block on

the

ness.

MERTZ.

worth, Me.

GLEASON,
.Votary Public.

Zb iLrt.

,

n

•-

strikes, speculative

W

A

vviat

nothing in them but newssixty are born. Hencs it i* easy t.*
paper gossip. Mr Roosevelt will be that the
greater the number o. c da
the next candidate of the republican
killed, tbe more exposed become tb«c?o

The Old Year’s lliidneia.

I

ell-g
ndit o«

their crops, and 1 ti »«l that the c
is more alarming ibau we wbo

is

that he will be elected."

packed

ONE

have their I

IT COSTA NO MORE.

Drop a postal
T. Crippeu's

in the

band saw machine 1 buz* planer,
surface planer, 1 large and 1 small wood
turning la«be. I ripping saw machine. 1 saw
bench (all iron). 1 swing saw. THi H. P. gasoline engine. All in good working order. Also
hang* r*. shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. HodcEisa. Ellsworth, Me.

tils

You may rest assured that the Presi- j birds fiud t hei -usteua »ce m in> in t« e
dent's one aim is to give the country ; insects that injure ve.entiot. *n
«*rt
v •otfl -i *u»
r.*
ths best possible administration, irre- j times kill it entire*
jf
spective of his own future, although, number of Insect* -»» 1 f »t •«>
-.a or liy
he in e
of course, the people will recognize there are no
the

of sardines

rases

Jot Salt.

desired

BEST;

THE

Out of town orders solicited.

v»ar.

j

reform, he write*, “a»>d It is tin :
Anybody who ha* given even the root*
cursory attenti «i or -tudy to b>ta>y

j

Pierce & Watters

Fourteen years* factory experience.

in Ladies'

to

!

of her western home.

HaM’s Catarrh Care is taken internally, ami
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
A New View of the Bird (^iimIIoii.
of tl>e fcjstt m. Send for te-tlmonia's. fn c
F 4 CHENEY A CO, Toledo, O.
“The Bird 01 h Woman’-* Hat” was the
Sold by all druggists, T&c.
subject of an edito-'a' by Edward W. Bek ! Ilall’a Family Plila are the l»est.

be thinking and scheming for the nomination iu 1904, as the newspapers rep-

♦

Repairing

acts

realizes that and will lend every aid
to the faithful and successful adtuiiiisttation of those interests..
“Mr. Roosevelt is too noble an

2

Practical Tuner

write-up

State of Ohio, Citt of Toledo, i
*
Lucas County.
FkanR J.
HKNKT makes oath that he i«
senior partner of the firm of K 4. CHKSKT A
Ui., doing business in the Cltf of Toledo, Cou» i
tv and -Mate aforesaid, and that **l I firm will
pay tlte -urn of ONE HUNhKED IX»I,I.AK>
for earh and every cam* of CaTakkii that can- i
not ia» cured by the use of H*ll's Catamkh
j
CUKE
FUANK 4 CHENEY.
?>w»»rn to before me and subserlied In my !
presence, this 6th day of Decerni»er, a. ii. 1*86.
j

Home Journal some time ago.
It presents the live, practical aide of the
movera- nt against the a auglrer of birds
f r their plumage.
The cru-nd.% Mr. BoK
considers, has b'*' n carried on
upon
utiwi-e line*, and overzealooaiy.

a

»-

5

the winter.

complished belongs to no one man, but
to the republican party to which the
people have confided the welfare of
the country
Every true republican

Come and see us.

M. M.

that

2

exam-

of East Burry, Bayside and
Newbury Neck were startled yesterday
Borne of
morning by unearthly yelk.
them thought the last day bad come. Jnveetigatton d»«cloeed the fact that E. K.
Hopkina, of Ellsworth, had arrived at t he
Eswt Surrv wharf just in time to seethe
He
“Juliette” half a mile down the hay.
was
just asking the captain to come hack,
He succeeded In making himthat’s all.
self beard, though he gave some timid
people a bad scare. The “Juliet to” catne
back and took him aboard for Erooklin.

Walker McKeen, as secretary of the
board of agriculture, retires from the
management of the department, and
Hon. A. W. Gilman, of Foxcroft, as
commissioner of agriculture, becomes
the head of the department. ExSecretary McKeen left Friday for

republican,

of

for

Residents

With the new year, the change in
the administration of State agricultural affairs, as provided for by the
last legislature, went into effect. B.

under Spanish rule. Everything bids
/air for the construction of the isthmian canal which will add to the
prosperity of our western states.

a

us

Preble, Emerson
Smith, Wilmont
Tracy, Jack»on A.
Wh-tten. Jason, estate of
Whitten. William P.
Youug, Mrs. Lixxle

•

X

worth Falls.

OET

estimated to be worth in the vicinity of
At
flOO 000, have recently been bonded
S mi»». Brot-ksvlile last week. New York
and Boston men were looking at the E‘*»
«Sfc Condon quarries. Tnere was a boom in
the granite business last year and present
prospect* are for a still busier season
next year.

the east-

term

spool

wood delivered

of

Daily Register

I

the Mason steam mill at Ells- •

at

2

Many inquiries for granite are being
made in Hancock county. The extensive
Stitnson quarries at West Buillvan, one of
the best properties In the county, and

erners.

commercial prosperity such as
could have been hoped for

good

2
2
X

'* 1,396 902. as against 815,000
Wasuingtuxk county pHrRed
1 157.093 esses, Hancock 136,253 and LinThe gain fer the year is
coln 103 556.
581.902 cases. The number of lob ters
••-light in State waters in 1901 was 7.900,265
In 1900 the catch tr»« 8 232,115, a
(ailing off (or this year of 241,850.
Is—'

all connection with the silver
faction. The Tesans are whetting
their oratorical bowie knives, and declare they will have the scalps of the

prosperous colonies. Civil governmeut in the Philippines is being
rapidly extended, and with peace will

too

Bucksport

State in 1901

sever

most

American,

X

pay cash for

Nickerson, commissioner of
and shore fisheries, states that the

number of

the struggle between Tammany and
Texas for the dictation of the party
policy promises to be a merry war.
The New Yorkers desire to rid the
party of the free silver incubus and to

and will make the Monroe doctrine
easy of maintenance. We are the
owners of a fair land in the antipodes,
Which will iu time become one of the

never

week,

a

The illustrations and

Impression

*ea

nature of a relaxation for the republican members of
Congress. On Friday the committee
on resolutions appointed at the De-

Affairs iu Cuba are prosperous and
she will soon be a free and insister
The
republic.
dependent
United States has demonstrated her
military prowess to an extent that has
command* d the respect of the world

come

brig
Is

something in the

stmiAno
-—

The subscribers will buy anil

Alonso K

A farce comedy by the members of
the democratic minority is on the
tapis for this week, and promises

to-day.
bursting

before

2

surroundings give
Mrs. Smith's eastern friends a delight-

ful

ident.

Years

with a
surplus aggregating 8581,000,000, in
eluding the gold reserve; ot which
8221,000,000 is actually in gold coin
or bui.ion. The country is eujoying a

+

sunk

WOOD

Watsonville and its

to

would be referred to the Pres-

subject

Smith,

Charles

ination.
of

be before Congress in one form or another during the entire session, and
one senator
expressed the opinion
Saturday that in the end the whole

a

Uvea,

was

I

the snm of 070 12, as follow*:
Rate o(
taxation, .0037 on a dollar. Val j*Hon 018,950 00.
No.
VaJacres, nation.
Name of owner.
Tax.

*e*a

*

last

city, which has been handed

route.

ministration and now.
“Six years ago,” he said, “Mr. McKinley assumed the responsible duties
of the piesidency. He was confronted

many

edition of the

mas

the Nicaragua
There are many arguments in
favor of the Panama route, and there
is a growing sentiment in its favor in
Congress. The matter probably will

recommending

its

of

which

French

Watsonville,
a former Hancock county woman,
Cal
8. Cook,
sends to her sister, Mrs. G.
the
Christof EH-worth, a copy of

Isthmian canal commission considered
was ihe cause

anministration of the past
six years, and drew some striking
comparisons of the condition of the
country at tlte beginning of the ad-

s

Mrs.

exorbitant, and which

publican

Walla”,

in collision with

coast

boy. In all reports of the collision, credit
is
given Capt. Ha'l for coolness and
bravery. He stuck to his ship to the last,
g.ilng down with her, but luckily being
■aved. “Just like Andrew Hall,” is the
comment of his old neighbors.

with

Washington

in

Hall,

Pacific

of the

steamer “Walla
with loss of

the
greatest satisfaction by the friends of
the Panama route, and their number
is growing daily. The original price
asked was *109,000,000, which the

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1902.

review the

news

received

Wort h. Maine.

by

Capt.

that the Panama canal
company has determined to offer its
entire plant, rights and privileges to
the United States at the valuation of
*40,000,000 placed on them bv the
Isthmian canal commission has been
ine

A. L.

trS-*.

BBA1UBNT*.

assess-

should bring many new high water

MMcrliatott PrW**—$*2.0U a year, $1.00 fur
f«>r three monthsv ,f
M)
fix
cent*
pai-i *»trU*tlv In advance, $1.50,75 and 38
All arrearage
tre reckoned ft*
reap4x:tlvu.Y
1 »»er year.
UK mu of
Advert *l»g Hate it —Are reasonable, and win
toe Mil*H. known on application

because of III health.

hanging,

larger towns yet to be heard from.

contro-

versies hereafter.
The new year opens most auspiciously, and the rising tide of prosperity

AT

BY

COUNTY

reached amicable conclusion with less
bloodshed and destruction of property
than in earlier years, while the formation of a committee of conciliation

lleiuorth ^Vincritan.

#57

60

Th« foregoing amount Is to be expended in
repairing the rt ad in said township leading
from the e«st hue of Franklin through said
township No. 0. to the west line of township
No. tO. in said county, and Lincoln C. Bragdon. in said county, is appointed ageut to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.

On township No. 10, western part, we assess
the sum of #41.01, as follows: Rate of taxation. .0o« on a dollar. Valuation, #17,615.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, uation.
Tax.
750
$3.45
$750
Campbell. A. & Co.
25
25
12
Emery. Charles
t ranklin Land. Mill
aud Water Company, 150
150
.69
Franklin Land. Mill
and Water Company, 850
853
8.91
4.80
Frenchman's Bay aad
Mt. Desert Laud
and Water Company. 415
415
1.91
f-'renfchman’s Bay & Mt.
Desert Land aud
Water Company,
9.66
11.37
2,100 2,100
Gordon. John P. es4 so
state of
l.ooo
1,000
F.
W.
Goodwin,
10.225 10,223
47.04
Greely, E. H.. Hamlim. H. E and Joy,
Gideon L.
4
3.68
h
1 M
Leighton. L. H.
.46
l-eighton, Truman.
D
&
Co.
.46
LibbyNash. William M.
3.22
17.413 $17,615
#8104
The foregoing amount is to be expended
upon that portion of the county road in said
township No. 10, which lies between the east
of township No. 9 and a stake marked “A”
standing on the northern side of said road,
and Lincoln C. Bragdon, of Franklin, in said
county is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of aaid assessment.
On township No 10, eastern part, we asaess
the sum of #148.00, as follows: Rate of taxation, .025 on a dollar. Valuation, $5,920.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, uation.
Tax.
78.37
*2,?08
Campbell, A. X Co.
3,135
60
50
(OOluM.il.
1.50
22
80
75
Bailey, J.
150
190
4.75
Downing, George
Na-b. William M., Exr. 98$
30.00
1,200
600
750
Nichols, R. H.
18.75
260
300
7.50
Robertson. W. H.
Small, Woodbury, estate of
155
196
4 88
50
60
1.50
Willey, M. A J.
#148.00
4.785 $5,979
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the eastern part of the county road in said

22.040 $22 Old
$56.12
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road iradL.g fiotu Aurora to BtMldington
within said township No. 28, aud Charles P.
hilsby. of aurora, iu said county of Hancock,
is appointed agent to su]>eriuteud the expen-Mi
ttft»e»*uieui.
diture
On township No. 34. tu said rrunty, we a*
to »• the
»»«nt of $90 01,
as follows:
Kate of
iation

(028.

on

Collar.

a

\ aluation.

*17.-

li&.bi.
No
Name of owner.
Archer. Clifford

acre*,

Archer. Mr- J. H.
Avery. P. A
t ollar. N. K.
C\ liar. Janu s estate
Clary. Mrs. George

of

Garland. Ella U
Haynes. Mis. A. B.

Haynes, A. B
Haynes. John P.
Lr.ughlm, John
Linton. May card
Prank
Kraulc
Frank
Frank

30
TO
9
TO
35

350
it5

1.12
9M
29

65

mo

2.24

73

5«>

1.44

M

440
20
38u
765
223

1.21

6U

j Williams, Raymond,

12
9

.*9
.96

5.99
.14
.07
.63

1.000
150

30
TO

.45

450
260

30

#9.990

2J»

.42
1.26
.73
#27.97

REMOUNTS.

.90

estate

Whitcomb, Haynes

Total
Total

ail

160

191

of
320
320
Uile*. Jere T. (or
unknown).
100
1U*
Great Pond Bog and
Dam Co.
IfiM
Greely, E. ff ..Hagerthy,
A. C.. Cushman.
Henry W., Peters,
John A. Jr., and
Fils. Frank (or owners u> known, formerly Miiiikeu Eat.), 20,450 20,450
McPhee, William
1
125
& Co.

6*

1.06
2.20
i&

50
25
225

10

1,119
NOS

Crosby. B.

300
MIS
175
360

6
6

57

Hollis
Shuman. John R.
Hhunian, Mrs. John R.
Shuman. Lewis
W illiams. Eara
Williams. Mrs. Fred
W ilUams, John A.

1.29

460
100

23

Patterson, Guy and

.64
1 Si
.90

&10
215

4
l^S)

E.
K.
E.
E.

Taa.

300

25

Clary. George A.
Emery. Mrs. J. P.

Mace.
Mace,
Mace,
Mace.

Yalnation.

160

.16
U0

57.26
J5

160

.46

non-residents, 20.932 #22.155
residents,
1,119
9.990

#620*
27.97

Totals,
22,031 #34.145
#90.01
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county roads in said township No. 33. and
John R Shuman, of said townaLip No. 33, is
appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
It is hereby ordered that the foregoing assessments be published in the ATronehec Jminal and in the Ellsworth American.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 23, A. D. 1901
John P. Eldridue. ) Co. Coin'ers
P. W\ Richardson,
for
Nahcm Hinckley, ) Hancock Co.
A true copy,

[

Attest:—John F.

Krowltox, Clerk.

2To It:.
principal store la the Peters
^pHE
X also have for sale some stock in
the appurtenances of a
business recently carried
Peters, Jr., Ellsworth.

block.

I

tirade ami
candy and tobacco
on

in the store. J. A.

WILL

CONTKSrKD

be

lotereatl.-g C..e May
Hancock C'otioty

Tried

MKMORIAL

CITY MEETING.

cock County Towns,
Contributions to the McKinley

|

FINAL

It

l»

uttempt to

«n

breek

llie

1

EFFORT

FOR

COLLEC-

COLI,RCTORg

M(THT

BKFOBM

county member of the State committee,
are a* follows:

TURN

*9,000

IN

..

Is made tor George Bowler, tbe
wlto Is precllceily disinyounger son,
although It Is said that Mrs.

Great Pom!
West GouMsboro
Sargent* Hie.

herited
Bowler bad paid an annuity to her son
that the
George, and that U la expected
Robert Bowler. It
same will be done by
la alleged that tbe reason tor tbe cutting

A*

stringent measures
adopted, has cleaned up some old back
taxes and tax deeds.
It has not been
found necessary, ns was intended,
to
bring suit f >r co'iection of taxes and tax
been

entered, bulb

municipal courts,

At

—

the harbor and rescued them.
was

1.

burned

loss is

committee
lights recomlights as follows:
Main and Franklin

of

street, near Carr’s market.
Third street, near the Cheney house.
Pleasant street.
Oak street, eit her at corner of Church
Water

3
4.
5.

street
At

or

Park street.

Ellsworth

Falls

Vanceboro,

$26,000.

presented, and the aldermen are
ing the advisability of putting
at the

ROLLS

two months.

For every button that

pay you 10 cents.

If

will pay you 50 cents.
you $1.00

or

give

you

Electric light,
Fire dept,

them

pulls

we

they rip at the waist band
If they rip elsewhere we will
a new pair of trousers.

will
| Insane,

we

School ho use,

pay

_DUTCHE55 TROUSERS._
Supt schools,
High school,

Co.

”'““"Clothing
Latest improvements in both systems.
l’rices as
First-class workmanship,
low as is consistent with good work.

of all

Main Street.
i-fr-H-:

Ammunition

Ellsworth,

ROGERS
Saturday,
H'EIOHINO FROM

Jan.

4, ’02,

U.'iO LIIS. TO 1400 L11S.,

192 Washington
The Ellsworth

Street,

T

Bangor

American—only COUNTY Paper.

unusually heavy th
of

item

s

too,

year,
th

being

expense

one

Sa ah

large

expenses were about normal.
With the coun y free from debt, with
over (13 000 on h «nd, as the county trea-urer’a report shows, and resources increas-

Tapley

has made

6

60

75

17 00
6 75
26
30 07
3 CO

45 83
14 47
1 UJ
1 75

justice,
matter

referred.

make up balance as required
board at its last meeting, and
substance of which is given

by

vote of

a vote, the
above, was

Ray

THK

|

Promises to

oiiiuuui

has gone

COUNTY TAX.
The statement of county tax
follows:

to

Tax.

Town.

f

Amherst,
Aurora,

Portland

Paid.

f

89 46

Unpaid.
$

89 46

45 79

45 79

to

Fred Wriggin and wife have moved to
Northeast Harbor.
Clifford and Sterling Fullerton have
gone to Lamoiue to work.

meeting at
last week. They voted to
organ repaired instead of

581 46

mitments. of whom forty-six

Brook I in,

218 06

218 06

The crimes for which

Brooksville,
Bucksport,

242

87

242 87

Bluehiil,

1,048

1,048 61
46-4 55

46-1 55

Cranberry Isles,
Dedham,

126 59

126 59

91 95

91 95

Deer

410 05

410 06

Isle,
East brook,

57 77

57 77

Eden,
Ellsworth,

4,049

06

4 049 06

1 954 65

1,954 66

Fran u 11 i,

331 98

331 98

Gouldsborcf,
Hancock,
Isle ru Haut,
Lamoine,

324 68

324 68

‘289 77

289 77

68 30

68 30

185 59

185 59

Mariaviile,

64 04

Desert,
Orland,
Otis,
Penobscot,

881 04

881 94

299 29

299 29

283 71

283 71

Sedgwick,
Sorrento,

232 67

232 67

Mt

Wnlth*m,
Harbor,

Long Island PI.,

170 34

170 34

279 92

341 91

341 91

189 59

189 59

Riluruie

155 01

155 64
562 78

138 67

138 67

purchasing

a

new one.

The Christmas tree and entertainment
at the schoolhouse Christmas night was
largely attended. A very pleasant time
After a little talk from
was enjoyed.
Ssnta Claus, presents were distributed.

BANGOR.

Bangor, Ex. St.

65 82

74 33

74 33

325 93

325 93

30 48

30 48

$14,614

21

$499

50

$91 34

on

$14,70555

on

unincorporated place*,
Timber and grass
reserved lands,

j

on

|

8 85
508 35

$15

treasurer’s report.

213 90

Following is a summary of County
Treasurer Tapley’s report, as examined and
approved by the county commissioners:
Receipts.
Cash on hand, J an. 1901,
$ 9,805 19
88 38
Municipal tax 1900,
14,614 21
Municipal tax 1901,
Tax on unincorporated places,
735 42
Plantation road taxes,
666 69
Co tax. Nos. 8, 21, 33,
325 37
Fines snd costs from clerk S. Ccjrt:
For violation of liquor law,
7,036 28
For violation of other law’s,
411 14
Fines, municipal and trial
735 95
justice courts,
George H. Witberle, costs on
State and

petition,

Peddlers’

Interest

76 90

liceme*,

on

65 00

deposits,

131 93

Expenditures.

$34,692

46

$2,763

76

bills of cost,
Co. commissioners’ bills of cost,

Supreme

court

1,384 35

Supreme court orders,
County commissioners’ orders,
Grand jurors,
Traverse jurors,
Constables’ fees,

1 337 43

9,223 86

138 00

3,619 40
24 00

$21,104
in treasury, Dec. 31, 1901,

Resources.
treasury,
Unpaid taxes, due from towns,
Unpaid taxes, due from unincor* orated places,
Unpaid S‘ate and county
Nos 8, 21, 33,

Unpaid

46

LIABILITIES.

Cash in

road taxes in

82

13.587 64

$34,692
AND

$13,587

64

91 34
211 37

51 30

$14

supreme court bills of cost,
bills of cost allowed by

unpaid,

995 05

$140 64
124 88
*
5 50

Due State treasurer for State and
county taxes on Nos. 8, 21, 33,
Due law library association,

Net resources, Dec. 31, 1901,
Net resources, Dec. 30,1900,
Net increase in 1901,

M.

9 00
M.

12 40

00
A

M

M.
10 00
le 05
10 "2

0 0
8 o>
0 •
f« 34
|6 M
6 49

f« 59
7 13
7 18
7 0
f7 3*
f7 49
7 6
8 <0
8 20
8/0
8 10

10
I

34i
4

lo
10
11
11
11

50
59
ISi
18
27
U 47
11 47
1152

II 6»

4 50
4 54
5 10
15 20
|5 27
5 85
f5 45
5 58
8 0S
f6 13
8 22
8 SO
6 34
6 40

..

12

IS! 7 27

Ellsworth.

AND BANCOR

BOSTON

Steamship Company.
SERVICE.

WINTER

Smith.

Steamer "Catherine” (weather permitting)
will leave Bar Mnnn.r at < a m on Mondays
Thursdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Har
bor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, con
neciing at iiockiaud with steamer for Boston.

and

constipation forever
druggists ref und money

/

cure

I

RETURNING.
From

j5p
i

361 26
500 00

(13.802 77
10,60187
(3,2«0

|

JAIL REPORT.

Tuesdays

E. S. J. Morsk,

s

WINTER SCHEDULE 1901-2.
S'.enmer “.Juliette” will leave Rockland Wednesday, December 4, mml thereafter ttirough the
winter season, every Wednesday and Saturday,
upon arrival of steamer from Bo ton, for Dark
Harbor, 'Northwest Harbor, 'Little Deer Isle,
fSouth Brooks*llle, Sargcntvllle, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. Urooklln, Souih Hluehlll, Blueblll,
Surry and KKsworth.
RETURNING.
Will leave Surry at G 30 o’clock every Monday
and Thursday, making above (andmgs and connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
'band Saturday going East and Monday returning.
fLand Wednesday going East and Thursday

returning.

B—This company will

not

be

delays arising from accidents

or

N

able

other unavoid-

O. A. CROC KKTT,
Ma"«<r<*r. Rockland. Me.

uuuuu»tmuui),

FURNITURE MADE

NEW.

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many style* of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.
—

MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

L.

No.

1

W.

eveiy pound of
50c. TEA.

30 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for
SI.OO.
GRINDAL,
ELLSWORTH.

DIVANS,

1 have now In stock over Thirty (SO)
Patterns of these useful household articles—offering a wider and be ter selection than ever before. They make useful
as well as onamental holiday gifts.

Fancy Rockers
In antique oak, cherry, mahogany and
fancy velour. A choice line of centre
tables and stands.

E. J. DAVIS,

WARRANTED

20 lbs. SUGAR
for SI.OOwith

Ellsworth.

LOUNGES.

FLOUR
$4.50 Jgk

JORDAN,

Franklin Street,

COUCHES,

StttofTtisnncnts.

ROLLER

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.

—

ST..

responsible for

causes.

KD.

BUCK M INSTKR—At Oceanville, Dec 26, Benia,
win V Buckminster, aged 29 years, 5 months,
20 day 8.
DAY—At Wealer, Dec 1H, Rev H F Day, former'y pastor of Baptist churches at Surry and
Franklin, aged 44 years
DOL1VKR— At Seawall, Jan 3, Mercy, wife of
Benjamins Dollver, aged 78 years, 7 months.
FINN At Surrv, Jan 1, Timothy Finn, aged 41
years, ll months, 23 days.
KNIGHT—At Stonlngton. Jan 5, .John Knight,
aged 82 years, 4 months, *22 days.
M’KINNON—At Castlne, Dec 31, William II MeKin non, aged 2ft years.
PERKINS—At Cast!no, Dec 30, Miss Natalie N
Perkins, aged 14 years, 7 day s.
PINK HAM —At Dedham, Jan ft, Orln C Pink
j
ham. aged 78 years, 7 months, H days.

C. H.

Mgr., Boston.

■

HAIR

WATER

Agent, Bar Harbor.

Rocllaul Mill & Eiisworth s oami’t Co.

—

our

Fridays at

j

—

1)1

and

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

MAKRIKI).

90

The report of Sheriff H. F. Whitcomb is
appended to the county commissioners’

Boston,

in.

From Rockland, via wav-landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 am.

BUNKER—C \ RR— At Scars port, Jan <». at the
home of the hiide, by Rev H \V Norton, Mr*
Su-an Bunker to Amos H Carr, both of Sears
port
DODGE—LUFKIN—At Bn.'ksnnrt Deo “>ft l»c
Iwv Robert
Sutcliffe, Miss Hattie Merrill
Dodge, of Bucksport, to Florence C Lufkin,
of Gouidshoro.
JON KS ST K V KN S—A t Prospect Harbor, Jan 1,
by Ch C Larrsliee, e-q, Miss Cleora M Jones
to A ngle Stevens, both of Gouldshuro
KNOW LTON—TURNER—At Stonlngton, Dec
2\ bv Rev W W Blanchard, M1sh Mamie G
Knowl on, of Stonlngton, to George Weston
i urner, of Palermo.
MI l.LvS— KNOW LTON At Stonlngton. Jan 1,
by Rev II W Conley. Miss Evu Alice Mills to
v\ llltam A Knowliun, both of
Stoutngton.
REED CARLISLE—At Ellsworth, Jan I, by
Rev J P SlniontoD. Miss Alineda I Reed to
Eugene Carlisle, both of Ellsworth.
RA LPH—MKRKNA—At Bluehill, Jan •». by Rev
Kbem zer Bean, Miss Blanche K Ralph, of
Bluehill. to Ouzo F Merena, of Brewer.
WOOD —ANNIS—At Stonlngton, Jan 1, by Rev
II W Conley, Miss Annie a Wood to Gleason
M Anuis, both of Stonlngton.

PATENT

on

Liabilities.
on

I

864 37
94 45

Due

[

94 58

plantations,

Due from J. T. Giles, costs
abatement petition,

on

iA.

Passengers are requested to procure tloksti
before entering the train, and especially Ellaworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
K E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.

taxes,

Due for amounts paid stenographers in insolvency cases,

Due

1

M
00

notlceto Conductor.
tStop on signal
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Weet
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office*

were com-

BRIDGES —At Mint urn, Dec 30, to Mr and Mrs
vt timer Bridge-, a daughter.
COUSINS—At Ellswoith, Ian f>, to Mr and Mrs
John W Cousin**, a daughter
GKINDI.E— At Penobscot, Jan 6, to Mr and Mrs
N L Grtndle, a son.
HOLMES \t Swan’s Island, Jan 1, to Mr and
Mrs M iillam E Holmes, a daughter
JORDAN—At Bluehlll, Dec 5i, loMrandMra
Harry L Jordan, a son
MARKS—At East Bluehlll. Jan 4, to Mr and
Mrs Henry Marks, a daughter,
PHILLIPS —At Brook evllle, Dec 24, to Mr and
Mrs John U Phillips, a sou.
Aloert Hart
well J
ROBBINS —At Surry, Dec 2fl. to Mr and Mr*
\\ Iillam Robbii.n a daughter.
SPRINGER—At Norwe.\. 'itch, Dec 25, tc
Mayor and Mrs I, K Springer, a son.
SARGENT—At Sullivan, Dec 2tf, to Mr and Mr*
W linon Sargent, a son.
TUKNKR—At lltucblll. .Ian 1, to Mr and Mr.
Merrill P Turner, a daughter.

850 32

officers,
State treasurer, violation of
fishery laws,

RESOURCES

M..

4 00
7 25

or

l.owols With

Vonr

If C. C. C fail,

«5c

1,763 70

Salaries of

Cash

year

were men.

R V.

j

Brewer Junction
Holden.
Lake Hou«e.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Kalis.‘.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock .I
Waukeag, 8. Ky.j
Mt.Desert Kerry..
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.!

!

above,

Amount assessed

follows:

43
02
10
15

BORN.

65 82

55

as

Candy Cathartic,

10c

562 78

$14,705
Amount a.-nessed
as

27 30

279 92

appointed

7

A

Steuben, south division No 7; John F.
Whitcomb, E'lsworth, north division No
8.
L C. Brnirdon, Franklin, south divisoii No 9 and western part No 10
Samuel
N Campbell, Cherry ft-Id, eastern part No
10.
Nahum Jordan, of No 21, middle
division, western part, No 21. Charles P.
Silsby, Aurora, n indie division, eastern
part, No 21; middle division No 22;
middle division No 28
John R. Shuman,
Great Pond, N 33.

64 04

27 30

nington,

towns

been

A.

«

I

Portlam.' II

mitted during the year were as follows:
Assault, 3; bastardy, 3; circulating obscene
pictures. 1; d«- bt, 3; drunkenness, 17; f <lse
claim for pension, 1; larceny, 5; selling
goods without license, 2; violation game
laws, 1.
The county commissioners at
their
annual meeting elected J. P. Eldridge
chairman for the ensuing year.
Ag1 nis for care of township roads have

61

Castine,

prisoners

30
57

P.

as

581 46

evening

have the o’d

7,

Portland...
Boston.

fi
1 Of
0
1 ll«
P. * A.
; 5 S'
| 9 Oft 5

Boston.

board of prisoners in
compared with 353 6 7 in
1900
The number of prisoners committed
was ibirty-six, of wh> m thirty-four were
men.
In 1900 there were forty-nine com-

1901.190 2

Bangor, Ex.St.!
BANGOR, M.C....

P.

Numbe-of weeks

for 1901

02.

BANGOR TO BAR HABLOB.

unpaid

previous

9 10
9 17
9 20
9 .40
18
9 50
.«
9 58
SI1 10 OS
48 10 17
54 flO 27
fO

57
0"
07

lo.fio
3" 11
47 11
4' 11

..

and keeps the
promise. Don’t wait till you arc
worse, but, bnv a bottle today.

the

35

..

cure

follows, with figures of
given for comparison.

un'.....*

..

..

good

a

remaining

*10 .l*”’.!

—

! •
4
II ?0I 4
II 2#. 4
11
5
6
IIS.
il 49, f'
Wash'gionJc
5
1150
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Kails. 'tl2 0 I 5
6
Nlcolln
Hi 4
5
Green Lake.,f 12 23
Lake House. M2 311 18
e
ilolaon
N* Jte
6
12 .>
Brewer-June

Iho number of commitments to
report
j the county jail for the year is the smal est
being only $91 34, which 1* but about $3
for years. The substance of the report
more than the record made by him last
iuc

nuuniug,

county commissioners,
Due on county order approved and

HIVKit.

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
sulllvan
Ml Desert Kerry.
Waukeag, S.Fy .;
Hancock
Franklin Road

Hood's Sarsaparilla

present low tax rate, the lowest for
years, Hancock county taxpayers have
every re <son to be satisfied with the prea*
ent management of the county’s finances.
In the
collection of
county taxes
at

Treasurer

simply perfunc-

Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured the niece of
Frank Fay, 106 N. St.. South Boston. Mass.,
who writes that she had been a erreat sufferer
from dyspepsia for six years: bad been without. appetite and had been troubled with sour
stomach and headache. She had tried many
other medicines in vain.
Two bottles of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla made her well.

Ware

inqu st, which cost the county in j
neighborhood of (1,000 The other

| County

"

is

eating

dyspepsia, few would suffer from
it long.
The only way to cure dyspepsia,
which is difficult digestion, is to
give vigor and tone to the stomach
and the whole digestive system.

murder
the

fi 00

2

The tax collectors submitted reports of
collections as follows: Collector Holmes,
f3,300; Collector Whitcomb. |500; Collector Bresnaban, |148.
They further
reported money in sight sufficient to

Ernest
work.

1

in

Total,
(1,132 28
t
William Spurting, of Cranberry Isles,
Comparative Statement.
visited relatives here recently.
Total resources,
(14,995 05
T
The ladies’aid soctety held a business Total liabilities and estimates,
1,132 28
Mrs. W. L Pratt’s one

£

at his stable,

so

MOUTH OK

:j:

Twenty Horses

62 26
6 72
19 00

The board took a recess to Jan. 10, when
collectors will be asked to submit a full
statement showing conditions of their
several commitments to date.

T

HILL RECEIVE

20 zn

passed.

Me.

-t-H H-i

M.

2 Of
1971
11 2:
M
150 0(
4 5(
135 C(
6C
8 0(
20 5C
219 8i
37 1C
1087
8 IS
25 41
34 73
23 45

w ooua,
Whiling Bros,
A W Greely,
L W Be 11 licit,
II 8 Jones,
K I* Grlndell,
Edward llaney,
Mrs E B Holt,
Wm McCartney,
L W Jordan,
Wellington llaslarr,
Mrs William Fcrnald,
G B Stuart,
Chas 1 Welch,
Wtggin A Moore,
A W Curtis,

same to a supreme court
submitted to the board. The

will be

ware.

60 Of

#1,354 33
A coromunical ion from Frank E. Mace,
of Ureat Pond, to one of the tax collectors,
disclaiming liability to tax assessed
against him for lumber, and agreeing to
was

repairing.

J. P. ELDRIDGE.

1

TF.

to

WCuills,

refer the

CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.
Pearl, agate and granite ware.
kinds. Special attention given

John H l.eland,
A W Curtis,
C W A P L Mason,
George H Grant,
XV J Clark,
Interstate Press,
C I Welch,
F B Aiken,
Ellsworth Water Co,
E J Davis,
Senator Hale Hose Co,
F B Aiken,
Stratton A Wescott,
John Ilmdy,
Eastern Me Insane hospital,
Maine Insane hospital,

Total.

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

Crockery and tin

45 Of
45 0C
49 8'
50 7:
lo 7t
2 Of
35 •(
31 91
19 Vi
2 Of
5 If
30C<

diaries

.School,

W. R. Parker

AMOUNT

D T Card,
Stratton A Wescott,
C R Foster,
F B Aiken,

I

Add to this the fact that you are trading with a
linn that always backs up its goods, no matter
what the price, and you are sure there can be no
mistake if you buy

|5,000

reduction of

a

j

the tax Iasi year, the e in an increase in the
net resources of the county of (3,260 90 for
the year. The sup erne court bills were

Winter

1 Drain C Lord,
C W Mason,
L B Wyman,
M Gallcrt,
H 8 Adams,
LW Jordan,
C K Poster,
A W Greely,

A

0C

11.

Timothy Donovan,

Library,

SUPERIOR.
wear

SALARY ROLL.

NAME.

FUND.

men

of

Sullivan,
Hurry,
$188 53 Swan’s Island,
Tremont,
$206 00 Trenton,
580 CC
Verona,
#736

Contingent,

spite

In

one

St
49 80

RfLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

working

off

ROLL.

High school.
City schools.

sold under the following guarantee:

of DUTCHESS TROUSERS and

fol-

as

$13*73

A great many people have heard
of the Dutchess Trousers, while
a greater number have tested the
excellent wearing qualities of

pair

passed

Highways.

TEACHERS'

Trousers

a

were

Sidewalks.

Police,

Buy

light

ACCOUNTS.

OP

COMMISSIONER’S

STREET

Dutchess

For

the

low*:

w, R. PARKERCLOTHING CO.

goods.

consider-

place asked by the petitioners.

Rolls of accounts

1

to

petition from residents of Ellsworth
Falls asking for the establishment of a
light near the tive-saw-dam mill was

AODrrtiBemcniB.

NO

decided

was

A

To Cur* • Cold In One I>»y.
Take Laxative Bromu Quinine Tablets. All
druggl-t* refund the money If It falls to cur*
K. w Grove's signature is on each box. 15c.

these

it

replace the present arc light in the square
by three series lamp*, one to be located on
Waltham road about opposite the church,
one on the pole where present arc light
is, and one at the Treworgy corner.
There Is yet one series lamp to be located.

buildings near by,
Monday night. The total

County Commissioners Eldridge, Rich
ardson and Hinckley have completed their
report of the financial condition of Han*
ock county, nnd statement of tax for
1901 The report includes the report of
County Treasurer O. VV Tapley.
The allowing this year a an excellent

on

series street

new

Junction

2.

abandoned.

were

the full

street*.

The vessel

The Maine Central station at

fense.

Every pair being

MEETING.

mended the location of

with hotel and other

supreme court.
L B Dessy, of Bsr Harbor, and H. E.
Hamlin, of Ellsworth, appear for the de-

sewer

The

present.

was

location of

fllg Fire at Vance boro.

duced here to ellow the probating ol tbe
will, end appeal will then M taken to tbe

HAVE

*

Com mem* I ng Oct. 14, I0O1.
BAR HARBOR TO BANOOu

tory— done because it must be.
This is the common complaint of
the dyspeptic.
If eating sparingly would cure

I

year.

Monday evening’s meeting,

board

received

Europe, the case will be heard In the
Is proMprobate court at Ellsworth. It
bie thst sufficient evidence will be Intro-

*

collection of

for

MONDAY 8

from

ITHEY

terra, but cases have
in the supreme and

assessments.

Wrecked *»t Ntvnn’s Island.
The
Atlantic, Jan. 8 (special)
schooner '•Prohibition”, a coaster from
8t. John, on her home stretch from Boston, tried to get into the old harbor
during the gale Thursday. Iu tacking,
she misstayed and went ashore on Bcragg
The men left in their boat and managed
to land through the surf. They were wet,
and In the freezing air would soon have
perished If a boat bad not put out from

ol the will.
ars

January

deeds at the

ble.

to Spain from tbe
amy 9torer, minister
United States. Tbe plaint IB alleges 011due Influence ** tala reason for opposing

depositions

The city, by the

And

JAIL REPORT.

ing

time.

Total.
$83 75
Postmasters and others iu whose bands
subscription papers remain are requested
to report to Dr. Grtndie as soon as possi-

ol witaMyanoe, awaiting depositions
who are In Europe,
nesses to tbe will,
commissions for obtaining them having
been Issued by tbe Hancock county probale court. One ot the witnesses Is Bell-

the

18
5
1

llerrlcka.

younger son was that the latter
bad received a certain large sum of money
from hi* father, and be had not husbanded
the same as bis mol her thought be ought.
George Bowler, through his sltorneys,
E. 9. Clark, of Bar Harbor, sad Mr.
tbe allowHayes, of Boston, objected to
matter la now In
ing ot tbe will, and tbe

soon**
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1 00
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1 50
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will ol the late Mrs. Msy
No Con.
one ot the »umThe board of aldermen will make one
Post office.
who was for many years
trlbutnr*. Amt
It
claiming
Bar
Harbor,
of
Mi
resident*
49
mor
$1(1 CIO fliml effort for the collection of taxes bereeldence. She died in Paris [ Nurth*-sat Harbor.
84
i*8> fore t he end of t tie municipal year, now
as her legal
Seal Harbor...
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705 but little over a month
At Monlast summer.
away.
j
of property Lamolne.
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8 0S
Mrs. Bowler was tbe owner
day evening’s meeting of the board,
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7
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■ large tract of lano
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2 3.i f 1 000 had been turned In, and enough to
Surry
of New York, end
Mre.
Bowler
estete.
Puillxer
Ml
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8
800 more than cover the balance was in sight
Ferry....•• ..........
next toe
else- North Penobscot..
1
50 within the next few days. In view of
■ Iso owned considerable properly
O'ter
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at
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4
estate
1(0 these
being
entire
where, her
facta, the awlerraeu gave the col'Vest Eden...
9
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lectors until Jan. 10 to collect the balat.ee,
bait a million dollars.
2
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Mrs. Bowler’s Heal Cove
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terms
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to
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addition thereto they are reAccording
Penobscot
8
5 00
will a« offered for probate, tbe entire prop- North Brookavllle.
quired to pay in to the city treasurer beJ9
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older
Robert
Bowler,
erty Is left to
South IH*er Isle......
1
100 fore Feb. 1, f8,000, in failure of which, the
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st
Madrid.
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Winter Harbor.
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me-

like hsll » million dol ; mortal fund »o far reported by Dr. R. L.
yolvlng something
In llenoock county (iriudie, of Mt. D.sert, the Hancock
tried
be
isrs, rosy
,oon.

atibcrttsnnnUB.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Contributions to the Fund from Han-

I..

Court*.

contested will case, In

Important

AD

M’KINLKY

No. 1 Franklin

Street,

Ellsworth

tf#0*0#O#O*O*O#O*O*-* ♦O*O*0£
EDWIN M. MOORE,
S*

5

1

dealer In all kinds of

n

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

jr

FISH.

-

Cod,

Haddock, Halibut, B!ueflsb,i
Mackerel, Oysters. Clams, Scallops, a
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
+

Campbell A True Bldg.. Bast End Bridge, ♦
ELLSWORTH, ME.

/

The American has subscribers at 10o

9f the lid post-offices

Pancock county;

in

nLduurTMi

mil the other papers in th- county combined do not reach so many. The American

not

m

the

Hancock county, and has

be,

but it

%s

never

the only paper that

erly be called

claimed to
can

prop-

COUNTY

Itan that of all the other papers printed
Hancock county.

In

ure

all the

paptr;
test are merely local papers. The circulation of I HE American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is laryer
a
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other

Will Nutter ha* returned to hi* studies

John Spri iger, of Portland, is visiting
fattier, Otis Springer,
Fred Orcutt and family, of East Suilivan,-pent Sunday with hia sister, Mrs.
Art hur Bunker.

Phillips Andover.
Mr Wall*, the high school teacher, spent

New

bis

Year’s at Csstine.
R W Nutter la visiting her daugh-

Mrs
ter at

Matthew

Harbor.

Pro-pect

9

Kane returned to Tbomaston
resume hi* duties aa teacher
In the grammar school.
A.

Me ifArt

pflpM.

bar

waa born In
Qonldaboro, and began
following tba *ea when a boy. He rrtee to
ttie po.ltton of meeter, and at vartona
Unit a commanded t he berka “N
Hinckley,” “Reunion," brig* “Oriende" and
"rtebao," achoonera “Mescnnla,” "ffanteaket." “A. B. Cook” and “William
Mason." He retired from active seafaring life about twenty years ego, end then
engaged In shipping bunlnesn ashore.
A

•

|«ti».

Mrs. Vi# Thurston arrived at her father

rwu.t. Xrtra

Capt. John Dunbar, an old aea captain,
lornterly ol thin town, died et bla home In
Everett, Meet., leal week, aged seventyoiuo ytera and six mouth*.
Capt. Dun-

Flosbik.

mil* !»»*••«

iddiffomf

UenlilNli.ro.

death of William

IdelU Hill went to Fort Fairfield
Friday to teach Miss Alice Fiye will
finish her school at No. 7.
Miss

Roy

COUNTY NEWS.
ft*

New* reached here Wednesday of the
McKli non, of Cestine.
He leaves s widow anJ two children. His
wife formerly lived here, being a native
of Deer Isle.

school.

singer.
ing station at Port Clyde.
A I mails are delayed to-day in conseCapt. George S Bunker, who has been
cars of this mornspending the holidays with his family in quence of five of the
ing's freight train being derailed at the
Boston has returned home.
A
Scammon's siding in township No. 8.
Th lad es’aid held a sale at the brnne

LaugblliJ.

Jan. 6.

Gertrude Parker will go to Castine
to day to resu ne her studies at the normal
Miss

Mr. Blake, the high school teacher,
rendered valmb'e assistanee in the Methodist choir yesterday. He ia a fine tenor

Arthur Joy, who came home to spend
th* boli ays, has returned to the life-aav-

Otyunly .Vnri

Mrs Emery. In the s'ternoon ft business
meeting was held, snd the following
Mrs.
officers were elected
Prsvdenl,
Matthew Lsugbltn; vice-president. Mrs.
Earn Williams; secretary and treasurer,
Mrs. Msry Williams; supper committee,
Mrs. (Marry, Mrs. Msry Williams, Mrs.
Leonard Williams; entertainment committee, Mrs. Garland, Mrs. Mace, Mrs.

BftmkNlu

Prnnk'tn.

Mr. and Mrs. Beniah Bunker are recciva
ing congratulations on the birth of
daughter—Elva Lena.

|
I

mdditionol

at

business.

aud

COUNTY NEWS.

Jojr, or*.n».t; Fdn« NorrJ.,
Mu.lc
J Oup III. *• n Inal.
w-irder;
f
the occasion was furnished by tbe
Winter Hsibjr band.
Jan. 6.
Com

A.

o*J»er

«►«

Trus*ell & Ladd lost their .lobster car In
the last storm with over 300 lobsters.
Capt Benjamin II Spur ing, of Boothbay, -» here for two week#’ visit on pleas-

in

only paper printed

! shot;

OUNTY NEWS*

C

•

few yeara ago he waa obligtd to retire on
Monday, for a visit. She was accom- I acconut of
failing health.
her
brother-in-law, Joseph
panted by
tram has gone through from
*Orll» I Hlllnllie.
The new bell for Beth-Eden chapel at Thurston, who returned to Cambridge
of its president, Mrs. Mary L Bulger, re- wrecking
Snulliwfitl Hsrlmr.
clear the track.
L. Jordan llolt, who baa been spending
Naskeag has arrived and tiaa been put in after a day's visit to hie parent*.
Theodore Farmer haa been In Boston cently The proceeds amounted to about Calais to
Lewis McNaughton spent a few day* place. It was first u-ed to riug out tbe
The New Year's shrotlng match took a faw days with his mother, returns to
several weeks, preparing to place on the ; $28
It baa old and ring in tbe new year.
w th his parents here recently.
market his invention which was patented
place, notwithstanding the gale of wind, Dovsr to day,
William Anderson, who has been vi**ttI
been over two years since he was borne,
F. and A. M., of which Interfered somewhat with the
Mrs. (Jeorge Uravea gave a party Saturfr the fall
lodge,
Eggemoggin
three
<
the
last
week",
Johnson
Frank
ing
of has returned to his home and work in more than one year of which he spent Sedgwick, tendered a reception to tbe sport. The prizes were « goose, a duck day availing.
About twenty.five gathvJapt Henry Trundy took an outing
he
where
with his brother David in Cuba,
members of Naskeag lodge of this place, ftnd three roosters. Charles Warren took ered at her home aud panned a pleaaant
ten days or more recently, visiting friends Portland
war.
the
has been employed amce
Spanish
with their ladies, Thursday evening.
the goose, Carl Kobblua the duck and one avening.
in Boston and spending a week with the
R»v C N. Davie gave a free entertainAt present he has a position in the custom
The A O U. W elected officers Dec. 28, rooster, and Francl* and Stevie Stanley
A dispatch was received on Thursday of
family of Martin Lurvey in Lowell.
ment in the Union meeting house last
add

tonal

uher

Count# ,Vew*

pa>jei

Several girls from here left Thursday Thursday night, exhibiting some very
Medway, Mass., where they are to be tine stereopticon views in the life of
employed in the straw factory. Among i Christ.
them were Miss Kate Carroll, who is an i
Mrs E B Stanley recently received hoi
experienced hand. Flsie Leith, Grace Law- iday greetings from W. Nathaniel Cole,
ton and Lizzie Whitmore.
He went to Paris last Octofrom P*rls
Henry Clark has decided to build a sub- ber, to learn cutting and fitting tailorFtastisl stone wbarf, a public improve- made suits for ladies, for the firm of R H.
Boston.
ment which has been greatly needed and
White A Co

bouse at Havana.

Will be hailed with joy by all sorts and
conditions of people travelling or having
kindness at thes earn boat landing.

Tampa,

lodge. Daughters
ct Ret*kali, held its Installation at Odd
Fellows’ hail, after the admission of candidates. Past Noble Grand Llnnie WilThe officers
fcn was installing officer.

Saturday night

pects for the building of weirs to catch
Ash for canning purposes, decided that
the outlook was so poor that be did not
care to make further investigation, and
returned home.

Rowena

N. Grand. Mrs

Annie

Lawton;

Mayo, who recently went to
Fla, to Investigate the pros-

William I

w.

The sad

j

Young returned to Everett,
Mass., last Wednesday.
C. E Smith and Fred Cook are lumbering on the Buffalo.
H. D. Ball, who has been ill tbe past

|

week, is improving.

:

Asbvllie, is st C. E.

Maggie Martin,
Martin's for the winter.
of

Capt. C. E Martin went to Boston last
week, to work on a tug this winter.
Susie Bishop went to Somesville last
Friday,
from

to

teach tbe

grammar school.

Wooster, who has been suffering

A. P.

of the death of Miss Liz-

news

zle A. Preble at Chicago, Dec. 22, was re<3., Miss Carrie Spurling; recording secre- i ceived here on Christmas night 8be was
tary, Mrs. Linda Tracy; financial secre- the second daughter of Elmenia T. and
tary, Mrs. Margaret Trundy; treasurer, the late M illiam H. Preble, and was born
Mrs. C ara Phillips; chaplain, Miss Kathie
here thirty live years ago
During the
Fieeman; I. G., Mrs. Hettie Lawton; last eighteen years, she bad been employed
O. G., Samuel King; warden Mrs. Susie in the store of
Bros,
in
Streeter
are:

Hancock.

Marcia

|

an

attack of

improv-

is

pneumonia,

R

ows:
r»

corder; B

fl

Dr

M

F. H.

Haven, who for the past eighteen

Albert

months has been

ship
home

employed

the steam-

on

Mexico" of the Ward line,
Thursday for a short visit.

came

W.

Jan. 6.

Herrick, of

the death of Sanford

Lhen Dow arrived home from ftoaton
Tuesday. He reported the roughest night
he ever experienced.
When the boat

fornia,

a

He

the

..—..

turer, Andrew Grindle; steward, Elery
Herrick; assistant steward, 1. 1. Gray;
chaplain, Mrs. Mary Me-aervey; treasurer,
Mark Grindle; secretary, Mrs. May Herrick; Pomona, Mrs. Sylvia Grindle; Flora,
Mrs. Ellen Cain; Ceres, Mrs. Cynthia
Grindle; lady assistant steward. Miss

In the evening sfter the departure of the
larger part of the guests, the young peo-

possession, and aided and abetted

ple
by their entertainers, many games were
enjoyed till the night was far spent. All
echoed the pretty appreciation of a little
s’
year old miss, who In bidding goodtook

Mattie Cain.

night to Madame Walker, mother of the
pastor, whom to know is to love, said : *1

lovely time that 1 mean
again
evening and 1 know
lots of other lii tie girls that I guess w ill
coma too.
They’re Methodists, but i
And nc
C’-.ess the>’Jl come ail the same
h

tve

to

had such

a

South Hrooksvlll*.

this

come

C.

Jan. 6.

The smelters at

the

cove

small

report

large prices.

catches but

The sloop ‘‘Rough Rider”, Sargentville
for Castlne, arrived Friday.
doubt the little tots would have been welGeorge H. Gray is dangerously ill with 8
come, as were the Methodist pastor and
| swelling on the side of bis face and tbroal
hi3 wife. Before the good nights were
caused by an ulcerated tooth.
nid, Dr. Walker thanked his friends for
J. S. Condon has purchase! a large
the New Year’s gift which had testified to
the general good will which was fully ap- | tiact of standing woo I on Charles How-

j ard’s point, which he will have cut and
j hauled for his stave mill the ensuing year.

preciated.
Jan. 6.

irPAY.

1

Miss Emma W. Hinckley, who is attending the Eastern State normal school.
*£ ofc a few days of last week at her borne

that the boats

Representatives

Mondav of last

syndicate

York

looking

of

are

Boston

a

in

the

quarries

at the

Miss

in

•the

was

carried out.

Finn

fed/

assistant

Mrs. J. S.

Treworgy

steward, Eleanor G. Wes

Jan. 6.

is

Iforfta Sortgw»c«t.
Miss Myrtle Piper, of
guc ?

Biuebill,

U

tin

of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Hanscom.

The surprise party at

Thursday evening
young people.

was

H.

H. Allen

enjoyed

by

s

tt*

and Mrs. F. L. Cole, with then
daughter and son, came from Boston tc
Mr

spend Christmas with Mrs. Cole
David Thurston.
Jan. 6.

s

father

Rab

visiting
Miss

McCaslln, of West Surry,

relatives

Bernice

school in

here.

Mason

Bangor to-day,

returned
after

a

(o hei

vacation

of two weeks.
Neal
dental

!

for

a

Churchill, who is attending t
college in Philadelphia, is at home

few weeks.

Hurvey Higgins,

|

Bath, is spending
bis vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Higgins.
Jan. 6

of

sive

was

manner

will

generally
difficulty.

correct

this!

I

in

I

times

baby’s bottle
a day you

three
will

or

j a marked improvement.

j
jI

For

larger children, from half
a teaspoonful, according

to
to

age, dissolved in their milk,

| if you

j

four

soon see

soon

desire,

will very
show its great nourishso

If the mother’s

power.
milk does not nourish the

Iing
I

baby, she needs the emulsion.
it will show an effect
at once both upon mother

and child.
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNF-, Chemists, New York.

L11

11

11

n

■

11»

i

has

moved to

King

eyesight by
ing on a quarry in Blueblli.
Jan. 6.

visiting friends

Hodgkins

1

■

11

■'■m

11-

j

holidays, has returned to Philadental college.

If you haven’t a regular, healthy movement of the
boaci* cx rr Sax you'r* 111 or will be. Kvn jrouv
bivcU open. »n-JV’ wll. Ferre. In the «hat-c t violent phTwe or plit p>>lfon.»» dangerous The eei.Hitb.
rfmv*y o( keeping the bowel*
et.wlNt. m»*t
r»e*r and clean I* to lake
—

K.

Hanna,

wife and

daughter, of

}

towu.
| j Master Harry

{

Hammoud entertained a
few of his little friends Saturday afteruooti, his tilth birthday anniversary.
The ladies gave a concert in the school-

house Wednesday evening, consisting of
readings, recitations, and a farce entitled
“A Dog That Will Fetch Will Carry”.
The proceeds go towards buying a curtain for the dramatic

Q.

Mrs. Ella Jackson gave a birthday party
to her daughter, Helen Esteila Jackson,
on the last day of the old year, also to her
niece. Miss Frances Benson.

EAT 'EM LIKE CANDY
Pte*»«nt Palatable, Potent, Taete Good. D*Om4|
p token. Weaken. or Ortfw. to. ». and W cant*
In* *
Writ# for free taatplr. ami fcOOKMt on
*3
alth. Addr**»
imuui tntDT wtmr. ntirtr.o»e *n» tors.

Sever

Cr
1

KEEP YOUR BLOOD GLEAN

Am entertainment, the pr>ceeds for the
Bass Harbor, arms given in

Worms

church fund st
the

Thursday evening,

church

Rev. Dean Walker gave

Jsn.

2.

interesting
account of his journey from Jerusalem to
illustrated
the
Damascus,
by
steroopticou.
Ice-cream and cake were served.
a

Hundreds of rhlldten «nd adult* Q
worm* but are treated for H
disease*.
The symptom*
are:
indigestion. with a variable ■
foul tongue; offensive
appetite;
■ broilh; hard and full holly with oofi raabmnt griping* and pain*about ■
y the navel- even heavy and dull; rj
I Itching of tbe now; short, dry
Pi cough; grinding of the teeth; atari- H
during sleep; alow fe*er; nod
often In children, ooimii.imu,
M

very

The funeral service# of

Hafty Saunders,

■

W have
other
HI
■
~

^

who has

Saturday

Mrs.

Margaret
I l

B

Hinckley,

Jau. 6

BftUZ

Msrlsvill*.

Great

Guy

into the McPhee

house.
has

opened

a

class

in

physical culture
Mrs. Mary Williams has been called to
Franklin, by tbe illness of her brother,
Emery Colson.
The ladies’club was entertained at dinNew Years day by l:a president.

ner on

L. end

tiume last

I* Ifp* neat
remedy mad*-. It has hem
Itne-MlUT IMI.tiiigrriy WfWhNr.lamlew*andeffectual. White iu* wenmu«I rv*.
mi itartaaaa Tonic,and romet* the
Hon »*f Ur MiiXT>i>« iiinnliniii<‘>4 Hr tiunvaWiarvl twmet*. A pamo-urr forepMU.
pauonand lt;tlouj»rH>M.an<l v rniiiahV r*i»e*ty!na!l the mmiti' ti men plaint* i.f childn*n. Prie«a6 et*. A«k yoar t1ni*»rvM for 1».
l*r. J. r. TBt*S A «•.. Aufcnra. Mr.
hut-alswotier Tape *'*na. Free i*
ant,
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Druggist
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drive*
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It
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sorbed
Ileal*
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me
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It
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I

;
brane
It*-store* tin* 8eo*e* of Taste and Smell.
Kull sl*e. 30r ; Trial 8u«. 10c ; at druggt»i* or
by mall KLY BKOTHuRS, 5# Warren St M. T.

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.
TIME and
MONEY BT

(Iml leu's
-Subscription

Uncord

UMNO

Hooks.

Record,

Advertiser’* Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Recoid,
( orreepondence Record
Rule!, printed and Indtxed fur qu’ck entry
and referen «
Descriptive circular *m1 price
il»t On aylillCMlIuQ. Publl-hed by

E.

A.

cV

W. E. CHILD,

14 Do«*er street,

New York.

Harry C. Alley errlvtd
from New York, lor the

winter.

#■
Kluehtll

Plutarch.
Falls.

Mr. aud Mrs. L. M. Burns visited Mr.
Burns’ mother st North Btookiin lest
week.

Prospect Harbor.
visit of two

or

sre in Fortlsud lot
three weeks.

The correspondent wss the
recipient recently of s pretty bouqnet picked from
Mrs. Alfred Hamilton’s
collection, which
makes s trsve showing at this
season.
Jau. J.

^

You needn’t

esting,

Genuine stamped GGC Never sold In bulk.
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

The (rieuds of Mrs. P. W. Candage
gave
hers surprise perty to celebrete her birthdsy Frtdsy night. The eveuing wss
presently spent.
J«u- «•
SrB.
__

s

M. S.

Fours.

Mrs. Garland

Aubrey

home thU

N. H. Cole sud wile
S.

Chick has moved

UCI

schooner up and will remain at
winter.

j

8

ELIXIR

:

i*M
Ml

d

yi

rettaurer.

!

|

TRUE’S
PIN WORM

■

been visiting
B iston.

».

|)|
y|

a

for

secretary

H|
j|

Etn«

Toe offi.-ers of the class of 19/2 of ti e
academy are Frank Hamilton, president;

company.

Jau. 3.

CANDY

CATHARTIC

The schools at Bsss Harbor commenced

Sullivan, are visiting relatives here. !
George Hooper, wife and two children,
of Franklin, are spending a few days in
E ist

*

Are.

j

Monday, Jan. 6. Teachers. Miss Stevens
and Miss Wilson.

in

who has been at home

Mrs.

rretmmi.

his parents, left
is

few

a

years, having lost
explosion while work-

cd

The week beginning Jan. 12, will be
Mrs. John Jordan H better.
observed by this church as a week of
N. C. Jordan, who has been ill a 1» w
prayer. Rev. W. P. Richardson, of Baliais out again.
bury Cove, and others, will assist the 1 days,
Mark Frost, who has spinal trojb!e f r
pastor lu tbe meetings.
some tune, is no better*
Thursday evening, friends of W. H.
Cousins and wife gathered at his home to
Percy Grovtr, who has recently opened
extend congratulations and best wishes a store here, is doing a good business.
on me event
ot meir recent
Mrs. Frank Jordan, of Hub's Cove, with
marriage.
A merry evening wan spent.
mvucc
iraitiug
New Year’s evening friends of William in-luw, Naiban Jordan.
Jau.
6
s.
K. Salisbury and wife fouud a warm welcome at their new home, where they wuit
Oak Point.
for a surprise house-warming.
Jsbu Coiaon is at bouie from Hail
The eveuThe Quarry.
ing was a most enjoyable one.
guests left some substantial tokens of
C«pt. Cutthmau Alley, wbo baa been
good will.
quire ilf, ia improving.
J»u. 6.
H,
Capt. John Doliiver baa hauled his

W.

t

j

at

Surry nearly forty-six j
of Timothy Finn, s

born in

was

his

Sulli-

Joan Sargent is visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. M. Peitee, in East Sullivan.

|

*

died

besu blind for several

Mrs.

If you will put from oneV fourth to half a teaspoonful

Blueblli,

years ago, being
nft' ivsor Ireland, who was once a citizen
of »8urry and afterwards of Ellsworth.
Mr. Finn was never married, and had

•'omit <«<»ul€i*noro.

j

M.

performed in a very impresby Past W. P. Dr. A. E Small
The officers for the ensuing year are
Ruble J. Tracy, W. M.; Harry E. Hooper
W. P.; Alice Hooper, A. M.; Jessie Small
secretary; Etta Grover, treasurer; Etbe
Young, conductor; Lena Smaiildge, A. C
Helen Jordan,
Adah; Minnie Davis
Ruth; Delia Baker, Esther; Carrie Bickford, Martha; Viola Farrar, Electa; Cora
Guptiii, chaplain; Belie Hamilton, marmony

i

j

Pickering is ill.

A public installation of the officers ol
Ruble chapter, O. E. S., was held ai
Masonic hail Mouday evening. The cere-

W.

little

They
help to get their digestive
machinery working properly.
a

view ol

a

Winter tlarl>or.

cott.

for the

delphia

is

something
need

j
j

;

Mrs. Susan

were

Soper; Ceres,

j

their food

Nathan

neighborhood
by A F

(.

Charlie

mr?

A. P.

wrong.

on

Warren Grover.
J*n 6.

a son

Ellsworth.

New

! Fa*t Orlami.

All

well taken.
The officers
Master, J. S. Treworgy; overseer.
Thomas Grieve; lecturer, Fanny J. Soper
steward, Guy H. Billings, assistant steward, William E. Wescott; chaplain, Sadu
E Dunbar; tren*urer, A. P. Soper; secretary, H B. Gray; gate-keeper, H. S. Dun
bar; Pomona, D. P. Dunbar; Flora, Mrs

parts

on

|

Surry,

Ilarry Bragdon, of Boston, spent
days last week with his mother,

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS

the home of hit

sister, Mrs. Edgar Wither,
New Year's morning.
Mr.

and wife have moved

tUiUcrlicrmcnt*.

chapel Tuesday evening.
Mrs. E. C. Wltbee is very ill with rheumatic fever.
Mrs. J. F. Staples Is recover*
lug from the same disease.

j

Miss Cordie

They

steamer, which

week, by
land.
mother, Mrs. Reuben Durgain, ol
Jan. 6.
;
Sherman Mills.

Instrumental music

I

I

Mass.

of

Cog-

Wallace

here from Portsmouth, N. H.

Orland

Hava. J. D. McUraw and P. 8. Collin* will
begin revival services in the Methodist

Timothy Finn, jr.t

of the late

Petttnglli

Monroe

Nellie Alley is ill.

womcrvme,

son

Mrs. John Anderson is failing.
Mrs. Ebon Kingman is very low.

Kuo.

Thursday.
Cspt. A. C. Curtis is laid up with a
badly cut foot.
Ernest Gasper is working on the rallrcsd
at

Coggins, of Caliresident of this town.

former

Marlboro.

not needed.

-----

and

of her

officers of Halcyon grunge were ius!e"ed Saturday evening, Jan. 4,' by J.
Wenley Bowden, of North Castine. FolIwWinp the installation supper was served.
.A programme with readings, vocal and

|

were

Mre. Cooary moved to North

van.

came
In a small
they chartered .iu Rock-

purchasing.

called away
t he critical illness
was

The

|

were

Surry.

Mrs

Capt. George Rice

owned

Cilia and J. S. Condon, with

Buck's Mills.

Hinckley

Nature
proper food, rarely ever medicine.
If they do not thrive

night

the

Jan. 3.

this nlacrt.

i.amom*.

loading with gravel for Portland.

Miss Mamie P. Leach, who has for several weeks been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Paris Snow, aas returned to her home at
A. C.

“Honrv

“Delaware”, Black, arrived Thursd»t

Help...

to haul up (or the winter. Schooner** “W
0. Nettleton” and “Mildred May” arc

title.

Mrs.

The «(*hnnnf>rn

and

atrtjcrtisnnmts.

|

coated

was

Olivette
Farley were attended by a large number of
relatives and friends st the church in Bass
Harbor, Jan 5. Mra. Farley hsd been ill
of consumption for several months.
8he
leaves a hu-band and family of young
Willie [children. Her afflicted family have the
choir;
introductory
address,
Dunbam; recitation, Harsh Lowell; music, sympathy of the community,
Jan.6
N.
children; recitation, Blanch Lowell; dia- j
logue, “Circumstances Alter Cases;0 tab- HI .«».!
j
leaux; recitation, Mary Hutchins; recitaMias Florence Morse is out.
tation, Beulah L-ach; dialogue, “Train to
Mrs. Edward Hayes and sou left SaturMauro;° music, children; recitation,
day for Lewiston.
Homer Lowell; music, choir.
Jan. 4.
H.
I 'Ernest McIntyre and Ezra Do Ige It ft
Saturday for Portland.

..

Babies and children need

boats

bow

during

waa

gins, and I r it her of Ueorge H. Coggins who resides ber*. He has a atatsr at
Southwest Harbor, Mra. A. W. Clark, and
several brothers and sisters In California.
Jan. 6.
Y,

uncovered, and
as the coverings were loosened the wind
carried them overboard. It was fortunate

_

Walker and several young ladies.

the

He said that

tbeeteamer's

King.
Chicago. Last spring failing health comThursday afternoon Tremont lodge, F. pelled her to leave the store, and sh* came South Prnol)M*4)t.
Eiwln Nevells is camping out and catand A. M held a public installation,with here to remain until October.
She reDistrict Deputy Levi Lurvey 89 installing turned to her work in Chicago, but had ting wood for O. 8. Wight.
After installation there was a
Several from this place attended the
officer.
been there but a ft w weeks when she conI'nnquet, pr* pared by the Methodist aid tracted a severe cold, which developed in dance at North Bluehill on New Year’s
rociety. In the evening a large company quick con-umptton. She was buried in evening.
North rmoMtal.
fathered in the same lodge room for the Oakwood cemetery, near the graves of her
Rob M. Thompson has returned to
l>r. Hagerlby, of Sedgwick, has the
of
Installation
the officers elect of Jep' hah
father and nephew, who died within six Watervllle, where be has employment in
stumpage on tbe Freeman Gray lot, and
Chapter, Order of Eastern Star. Henry months of each other during the last two a cotton mill.
contracted with Frank Mason, of East
Tracy was installing officer. The officers years. Llzz e was loved by ail who knew
who has been coasting Orland, for 300 cords of box wood which
Harry
Weecott,
W
are:
M
Mrs. P. C. Clark; ass’t M., her.
Much sympathy is felt for her
will be landed on Toddy pond during the
between Bangor and New York, is home
Mrs. William Keene; patron. Merle Tracy; mother, who will now give up housekeepwinter.
for the winter.
secretary, Mrs. Linda Tracy; treasurer, ing and make her home with her son, her
It Is learned from good authority that
On New Year’s evening there was a tenMrs.
Julia
Lemont; chaplain, Mrs. only surviving child.
c*nt supper at Bagaduce ball, under the two new stores will go up here in tbe
Hannah Gilley; conductor, Miss Kathie
R.
Jan. 6.
management of the Willing Workers.
spring. W itti our prospective agricultural
Freeman; assistant conductor, Mrs. A C.
Norwood; Adah, Mrs. Abbie Gilley; Ruth, North Broolunrlll*
Capt. Ernest Perkins and his brother and commercial development buyers
Mrs. Nellie Gray is visiting her mother, David left
Miss Blache Brown;
Sunday morning for Boston to should be looking after the unoccupied
Esther, Mrs.
Mrs. Eliza Staples, at North Deer Isle.
Almenia Richardson; Martha, Mrs. Bejoin their vessel, the “Alice J. Crabtree”, farms hereabouts.
Miss Linnie Douglass, who has been at for another voyage to the west coast of
ta cca Carroll; Electa, Mrs. Leon ice Brown;
On Tuesday evening last, tbe granite
warder, Mrs Ada Freeman; Bentinel, work for Vesta Hawes, has retorned to Africa.
gave an entertainment at Grange ball,
Jan. 6.
Climax.
Amos Brown; organist, Mrs. A. M. Law- her home iu Penobscot.
followed by a clam stew.
Never before
was an entertainment given here without
ton.
There was a supper at the Orange halt
North Deer Isle.
at least one general and complete reSocial festivities were at hightide at last Tuesday evening for the benefit of
Capt. Frank Haskell arrived home Sat- hearsal. The weather has been so unSouthwest Harbor last week, several events the chape!. Net proceeds, f9.
urday.
favorable thst not more than one-half of
of Importance claiming place. First and
The annual meeting of the farmers’
Ernest Torrey has gone to New York to those to take part could be got together
most enjoyable of the series was New store
The j
!
company was held January 2.
j
with
the
schooner
Prescott”
“Harry
Ht any appointment.
And some of tbe
Year’s reception given
by Rev. Dean following trustees were elected: Charles join
best parts had never been rehearsed and
Walker and the ladies of his household to E. Snow, Robert B. Gray, Lawrence Var- Capt. Walter Gray.
the people of the vicinity, and though num. The company voted to build an
Capt. 'Collin** Powers, wife and two were unknown to the manager until
1902 was ushered in by the icy north wind j a bill ion to their store.
daughters, arrived home frcm New Lon- given. But for an off-band gathering to*
1
get her of uncertainties, it was a happy
don. Conn., last week. Mrs. Powers was
and his frosty aids, all was warmth and
A supper and Installation of officers were j
called home by the illness of her mother, success, most intently and appreciatively
ch:er within the pretty Lawton cottage,
held ai the grange hail Thursday evening.
Mrs. Michael Snowman, of Eggemoggtn. listened to and applauded. Tbe following
the present parsonage. A delicious col a
The officers are as follows: Master, Wilout:
Jan. 6.
E.
Music,
programme was carried
tlon was served by the hostess, assisted by
liam Cain; overseer, Milton Herrick; lecMiss

Kockland,

with ice.

BelleC. Blake, N. G ;
Mrs. Alice Stanley, V G ; Mrs Rae Grindle, secretary; Mrs Geneva Babson. financial secretary; M s Rachel Herrick, treasurer; Mrs Carrie Griffin, warden; Mrs.
Hattie Joyce, conductor; H A.Grindle.O.
G ; Mrs. Neva Bridges, 1 G ; Mrs. Fannie
Pease, R. S N. G ; Mrs. Rose G. W. Allen,
L S N. G.; Mrs Lfzzie McFarland, chaplain, Mrs Lizzie W Herrick, R 8. V. G.;
Miss Ethel Hilt, L. 8. V. Q.
Jan. 6.
Uni Fexmr.
are:

the otbar two.

reached

Tbe officers of Centre Harbor lodge.
Daughters of Rebekah, were installed Frlday evening, Jan 3, by D. D. P. Mrs
Amanda Iceland, of Ellsworth, and Acting
The officers

ing.

j

fol

Herrick,

for

South

W Smith, M W ; Dr F S.
O Dollard, receiver;
H M Pease, financier; W. H Tibbetts, O
W ; Albert Kane, I W ; John All- n, O ;
Henry Allen, proxy to grand lodge; Dr. F.
8 Herrick, alternate
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M elected
officers Wednesday evening. Jan. 1, as fol
F-. McFarlows: H. M Pease, master; 8
land, 8. W ; E H. Bridges, J. W ; R. W
Nutter, treasurer; O. L Flye, secretary, F.
8. Herrick, S D.; E W Wells, J D. Tbe
installation will take place January 22.
as

8CB.

Jan. 6.

last week to

nor

keep on feeling distressed after
belching, nor experiencing nau.es

between meals.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures
dy*.
pepsla-tt strengthens the stomach and other
digestive organs for the proper performance of
their functions. Take Hood’s.-Advi.

“something just as good/*

LADIES «5S53!rtfffiT
im. ivix.'w
btar Crown Bnu»d

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
relief,
no

danger, no

pain.,
Ured for ywn bj fending xwetaiklfl,
Hundreds of W*onwauia Atrial willowmoca jrou ofth. ir iutriMk vahw
Send ten cent* for wunpia and
nook- All
iou^gutaorlry mat; f ISO box.
KING

MEDICINE CO.. Bo. 1930 BOSTON. MASS.

mji,swoxtTiz

STEAM
AND
‘•NO

LAUNDRY
BATH ROOMM.

Pif, NO

WASH KK.“

All kinds of laundry wont 'tone at short nuttc«. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. E3TEY A CO.f
Weat Fad Bridge.
EH*worth. Ba.

that ma*ea the hone,
jl i. the heart
o>. a potato patrt.
whether the eye reals
The heart maltoa the
nr a Ho .or garden
It ta the only thing
borne precious, and
that

e«.

.Suer

can

aovtcttistnunta.

j

M\W

YKAR'S

AT

AMI INUTON.

W

American Correspondent at President
Rooaevell’a First IHg Reception.
I
WASHINCtTON, D. C., Jan, 1 (special)

Washington

RIGHT UP TO OATE.

a

disappointing.

snowing, three
eallsfylng failure. The

attempt

(Bsiuon's Plaster is Pain* Master.)

weather lor tbe

oeen
el

sents! fvea and ot her

past month
The only

weeks ago
last

was

day of tbe

These are day* of recocts and of the heat. old year and New Year's
day as well were
Porous Plaster, for
Ing of reoorda. Bensou'a
of action and thoroughness o( bright and charming. The sunshine and
to boat except it* own.
crlep air of the latter gave Impetus to the
cure, has no records
Benson's Plaster, always the best, always tread of I he thousands wending their way
the leader, ia to-day bttttr Mart cere. It to I he W hile House grounds, tnough once
■ticlis to the skin bat never slicks la its 1 In position within the
lines, there was a
trseks. It marc has op.
| long wait before the thousands in the
The people not only want to lie enrod
ranks
could form and march.
public
hut cured quirkly— and Benaon’e Plaster
Slow progress was made, but each
Coughs, colds, lumbago, asthma,
deceit
step
and
liver
kidney complain**, brought the multitudes nearer tbe conbronchi1 is,
and other ill* approachable by an external
of their desires, and
finally
remedy.yield to ibmaon'a as does to heat. summation
wlikln the rooms of the White House.
Hsithcr Belladonna, .Strengthening or
J The acene within the blatorio mansion
are to l*’ coin

quickneaa

j

pared

Capsicum plasters
People
Benson's-

with

i was one of
who have once tcsteil
extraordinary beauty and
the merits of Benson's Plaster have no use i brilliancy, and there was sn added touch
i "I Interest In the occasion thia year Iron)
for any other external remedy.
More than 5,000 physicians and drug, j 'he fact that this was the first official
as many non.
time*
a
thousand
and
cists
function of magnitude with Mr Roosevelt
persons) have called Benson's and hla intereating family as the central
professional
Plasters ona of the few (l)home remedies
figures. Tbe Interior was aglow with electhat can be trusted.
Fiftv-five highest awards have been made tric lights. A profusion of ttowera, plants
and vines wan about tbe mantels and
the best known
to it in competition with
America.
Better
chandeliers. Enchanting music waa floatplasters of Kjtrope and
is
inconceivable.
Be
ing through the air.
While tbe mualoproof of il* merits
the
genuine.
sure to get
lana were taking their places the RooseFor sale by all druggists, or we will prevelt children were having a merry time
number ordered in the
pay postage "U any
through the corridors and one ot them
Unite.! Slate*, on receipt of 25c. each.
ccu'd he heard playing the Kangaroo
Scabnrv It Johnson, Mfg. Chemist*. N Y.

dignitaries, and the
war veterans, came the
reception of the
cit z*?u8.
Pictures of Mr. Roosevelt lu
circulation during the campaign give a
very fair impression of the
he looked to-day. Alert and

President

j

as

<y■ j>—»<^»<g>■»■■ ■

ready for the
fray, he shook hands with no sign of weariness, and the tabulating machines registered

8,100 people

to

Whrn

he

had

pushed, the President clappfd his hands
with a hearty laugh and a loud “Good”.
Mrs. Roosevelt was exceedingly pretty in
a white dresa of
heavy silk corded about
an inch apart.
A few jewels were worn
in the corsage.

She stood

near

the Presi-

dent, hut only bowed and smiled, not
shaking hands with those who passed
rapidly by, staying till the last caller had
departed before going upstairs.
B.
“Neglected colds make fat graveyards." Dr.
Norway lMne 8>rup helps men and
happy, vigorous old age.—Advt.

Wood'*

women to a

It's folly to suffer from that horrible plague
of the night, Itching plies. Doan's Ointment
cures, quickly and permanently.
At any drug
store, ftO cent*.—Adrt.

Your Magazine-Money"
QIW

Hoty Best

vfpend It

to

T> Y special contract with the magazine SUCCESS, we are
U enabled to extend to our readers
(exclusively in this section)
thcfun advantages of THE GREAT SUCCESS
CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.
All

Subscriptions

are

fiuuio

for One Year

MAQAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF
DESIRED

OUR GREAT FAMILY OFFER.
SUCCESSt
$1.00
$JMM QQ

/For

I'fhlr

Review of Reviews

•

< urrem

I.tteraturt

'

new

England M iu
dumkinWiuMwlMmof itnios

and the

New

Hi.-C osmopolitan.Prank I.«*slie\ Popular Monthlv,
If'" th‘-.,gn;-r
C.ood Housekeeping may be »u6stituted Cor i he Household,

nIelc\
Uir/S)

the
WFViFwR
indisprnvb!- magazine
It di«cu**ev an! clearly explain* the political, social, and literary news of
the world. K ery issue i* liberally illustrated with portraits. maps, cartoon*. and timely picture* of place* In the public eye. Monthly, fjjo
TKF REYiew OF

^%=z
Worth

2.00
r-

,

n

TTWIMa

I J»JU

The Household,

H"*,s

f*r

1. 00 For

<

Onlv

rt'RKENT LITER A TURF is the h iding litIt gives its readers the
erar> monthly of Atwtia.
Its reviews of
Cttam «*< tins fc«t things published.
new books keep one {Misted as to what is newest and
l*-%t. No one can make a mistake in depending upon
( «*»»>( |.itp»aiiki for his knowledge of the
world's literary achievement.
Monthly, fj.oo firr

nuw

nugarine-making. Itseditorial p ,>.
c"mine year embraces features
in interest to no other periodical, while us
ilhis*rimil
turns
contm -to
tin* highest expression-. of
maga/me art. .1 f n/'iiy. f/.oo
annum.
m

gram for the

Wond

fer

Other Attractive
SUCCISS. and an)

one

of the dollar magazines describe

1

!

Offers

......
magazines dr 1 tribe a,
SUCCCSS and Leslie’s Weekly, .....

j’.OO

SI.SO

3.00

2.00

4.50

2.50

5.00

2.75

< Review of Reviews (new). ) and any fwo of tb~ dol( ^ i;urreat literature new),) lar magazines described,

nn

■

3.00

3.75
a.oo

DESIGNER is one of the leading f i- hi ».
country. It* -mtaim, beautifully colored engravings oi (•
and New
ork .xhions and description of f hi rs rMn
n i children.
millinery fW
It aU> coni ins >;o
:eral lot rest and value. ,u anility
pirtmem*

»..rsof
-r

I

('<*
d

i.

,-ehoid
ut.

•tnum.

'ASHMfefc2a»>is*j

GOOD K L'^C -i ; TEPING is a magazine idle v le
< *. ctU decribes its contents. I* ti eats of the wa » and mean oi i„.|. n .i.ehon-*.
place of d-ligh: de -.cubing and illustrating him! d. t i}> ,4. \
“kinks wh«ch neighbors exchange with each other. It is well
primed
and richly illustrated. Monthly, fi.00Ptr annum

a

....

Review of Reviews
The New

(new)

England Magazine may he substituted.

<

oi the dollar

-.

magazines

54 ^
a

may

P«*p >t*:»p

^

Our

Rio.American Review (new) 5.00
fl.OO

3

Regular Price

(new)
be substituted.
described

Current Literature
Any

S1.CO
j 2.50
{ 3.00
3.00

oniy

Leslie's Weekly may be substituted.
Tbh OIH:it n r.prclally rfru« mradr.l in arinUWt, taarhar*, lawyer*, an .I uthrr |>r»fi-«tiunal
MATC
*
1 I I* ■—«a.-a aal wwatra. a*, la r»w<1ia* tb*«* aacniai-i, lh« y will Ur krpl la conataal laurh wtU (ha
* \
v
aurtf ml UwutflU aa »U J»a bwralaf *arrati*** mt IS* day.

T*fr NOf*T:i AMERICAN REVIEW present* in each issue, the
must brilliant g thxv-of *rticles upon world-problems to be found in any
* •<
die il. at home *>r abroad. Each is written by the one per^>n in the
ax Id mo»t
competent to wiite upon that particular subject. For eightyw n years
1 m X«iktii Amfkk an'' haa guided public opinion in this
the present editorial management is the most successful in
and
country,
the history of this famous Review. Monthly, $'.oo frr annum.

01.00 p«*r >our

LESLIE’* WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America.
It brings into the home circle each week, photographic reproductions of
the stirring, lustory-making events all over the world, often secured at
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
1'hose who have hitherto
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this great illustrated
weekly, because of its high price, will find our offers, including Leslie's
Weekly, “genuine bonanzas.” Weekly, ft.ooper annum.

-ithersiwoR rim u- \ i.,except to the Review of Reviews Current Literature.and the North American Review.
Sub' r. •,r. ■:
enc/MAl
oi i.bl.'VL
but present subscribers to any of these three magazines may renew their subscriptions by adding %i.oo,for cmh
which nm-*t be urn
nnroMU subscription, »o the combination prices named. Transfers from one member of the family to another are not accepted as new subscriptions
s

C|
'RQTTTI
ITinVQ
oijDO
I I I 1/ 1 Ivllio
be substituted

jm

one

% new
sion to

for the

a new subscription to Current Literature, and a new or renewal subscripsubscription to Review of Reviews,
New England Magazine,may lie substituted each for the other. Any of the dollar magazines above described
to
new

other, except

sia tss.

A

subscription

Success, either

or

renewal,

must

be included

in

every order.

What is “Success”?

Success i> the brightest most up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
published. It is read with eagerness by the father, the mother, the older sons and
1
daughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a wealth of material interesting to all ages and classes. It already reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
i j.500.000 readers.
It is bright, cheerful and optimistic. Inspiration and life are in
different ways, direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
In a
every page.
the foundation of true success in life—how to climb the ladder of achievement.
science, art,
Its contributors include the best known names in politics,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standing—
to readers of
men who will write for no other
willing to
Success the benefit of their wide and valuable experience. A senes of articles upon
“Careers” will form a special feature of Success for 1902. The illustrations in
Success are by the best artists in the country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success readers through their investment of one dollar,—its

Current
Literature

thousand

religion,

periodical,—are

4

give

93.00

par year

yearly subscription price.

TO OUR READERS

1 he above
exceptional offers are extended to our readers by arrangement with the magazine, Success, which has made exclusive clubbing contracts,
with all ol the above
periodicals at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarantees. We assure our readers that these periodic:*! cannot be obtained in
any other way at so small a cost. Subscriptions will begin with issues requested, whenever possible to supply copies,
with the j5SUe 0f
monfcg following that in which the subscriptions are received. Send in your orders early, with names of the magazines,
the address or addresses to which
#
they are to be sent, and the club price.

^herwjse
A
tnes

AlGGEATION-Kra

described above.

can

make to

your

friends

no more

valuable Christmas present than

a

subscription to

uu n

uau

nnri.itu

it

uiuisi

lit* would watch the spider when she had
woven her irised web In a sunny p'ace
and was lying in wait for flies, and the
lizard opening its mouth to drink in the
sunshine and reflecting the rays from the
scales of its bright green corselet.
One evening, when we saw a hedgehog
for the first time, he could scarcely restrain his joy ami was about to clap his
hands. From fear of frightening the littlp prickly beast he held his breath.
But
he opened h ide his lustrous eyes and was
delighted to see how the animal sniffed
with its snout for worms among tbeToots
oi !lit* roseousa anu in vvnat a

O UR GREA T ED UCA TIONA L OFFER
SUCCESS,

in

twice ns tall as he to see a colony
of ants running up anti down after the
aphides ami gathering with delicate tact
the pun* droplets of honey dew exuding
from the little rolls on the hacks of the
aphides. He would follow the beetles
dragging their halls he knew not where,

THE

"ME MEM ENGLAND MAGAZINE paints with loving touch
ltas historic landmark* of New England; recalls her customs and tra
in
all parts
*nx, and fells of the achievements of New Englanders
f t,H. w »rld.
It f«»r:n» a monthly “old home week for every New
annum.
i. rounder no matter how far away.
Monthly,

uuu

and shady place for repose.
Ilis eyes
were covered by a membrane; his sides
puffed out dirty and slimy. One of his
paws was stretched before him; he was
too lazy to draw it up to his body.
He
took no delight in the he.auty of the mornHe was gorged and taking rest.
ing.
When the
zephyr, growing more gentle,
bore less of Vie fragrance of the rose far
away on its wings, the toad began to
breathe it and became disturbed and confused, but was too stupid to regard
whence it came.
Since the previous autumn no one had
come near the parterre where the rose
grew and the toad was reposing. The last
visitor was a bright eyed liPtlc boy of
seven years, having a large head on a
slender body. As no one else claimed the
garden. In* called it his own, and it was
his delight. His visits had ceased at the
time when the toad was preparing to
make his home for the winter among the
foundation stones of the house.
When the weather was pleasant, the
little fellow would sit and read on an old
bench standing against the house, at the
side of the only dry and sanded path,
which was kept in good condition for going buck and forth and closing the shutters.
His sister, who took care of him,
would remain at the window reading or
embroidering to keep him company. Frequently, when she asked, “Wassin. shall
I throw out your hall so you can play?**
he would answer. “No. Mucha; I like my
book better.”
When fatigued with the “Adventurt s
of Itohinson” and the stories of wild
countries, he would leave his hook open
ami wander over the garden. Fvery hush
and shrub was an acquaintance.
He
would crouch In fo:** a velvety mullein

plant
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In the long ago a rose and n fond lived
each other.
The shrub on which the rose blossomed
grew in a hn!f round parterre before a
house yet occupied, though the large,
shady garden in front of it had been long
neglected. Weeds flourished in the plat
bands and in the paths, which were no
longer cleansed or sanded. The green
wooden railing, with its carved ornaments, was faded and broken. The boys
had pulled off some of the bars to play
soldiers and the moujiks had carried
some away to defend themselves against
the dogs.
But the parterre continued
luxuriant, and around the remains of the
railing twined the wild pea, the cuscute
and other flowering vines, from which
hung white and purple clusters. Tall
thistles also sprang up in the moist, rich
soil of the garden, and the still taller
spires of the yellow mullein bristled with
flowers. Nettles covered a large corner
and, however disagreeable in other respects, the dark verdure formed an admirable background for the pule colors of
the rose.
The flower commenced opening on a
beautiful May morning. The dew was
fast rising into vapor, but some tiny
tears still hung in their* purity on the
edges of the rose. The flower seemed to
be weeping.
Around her all was so
bright and sunny when for the first time
she beheld the blue sky and felt the play
of the fresh breeze and the rays of the
genial sun among her thin, light tinted
petals. All was so calm and peaceful in
the parterre that she might well have
wept, not from sorrow, but from pure
joy. She could uot speak, but inclining
her little head she could shed around her
a subtle and refreshing perfume.
Such
were her words, her tears, her prayers.
At her feet lay a fat old toad, which
had spent the night hunting worms and

as

three.

■

near

having passed in the
front door and 251 in the rear door. As a
hand shaker President Roosevelt
will
probably establish a record that will
eclipse bis predecessors. His movements
are those of the athlete.
The last caller,
a
tiny iittle lad, was received at twentyfive mmates

ROSE *
^'' THE TOAD
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Following tbe reception of the cabinet
the diplomatic corps, congressional
repre-
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has not
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march in the private apartments of the
presidential family.

one or more

Address all orders to
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of the

ninn.v way

But in that brief existence it was to exmany fears autl troubles.
additional County ATrw», ae# nth*r paj«h
The toml had pern ived it.
When h!*, j
first rested on the flower, his 1
ngly
eyes
!
i heart was touched with a hi range feelifig.
North HMInr.
W ilberi Ordway Jh at borne from sea.
! He could not keep his face turned from
! those delicate petals. The rose pleased
Mary K. Wardweli is the guest of Mrs.
him. He felt an irresistible desire to be
Jerry Hatch.
as near as possible to an object so beautiThe sick are convalescent, wit h the exful and fragrant.
But to express his
tender sentiment he found only these
ception of Mrs. Mary Conner, who \&
words:
quite ill.
“Wait! I will oat you up!”
Charles Wardweli has gone to PenobThe rose trembled. Wby was she fasscot to visit bis brothers, Frank and Kay
tened to the stemV
The little birds were free and twittered Wardweli.
around her, hopping from branch to
Capt. Maurice Perkins, of the schooner
branch and at times flying far away. ‘'Omaha”, wit it his crew, is at home for
; The butterflies, too, were free.
IIow she the winter.
envied them!
Oh, that she had wings
Mias Annie Leach returned to Portland
like them to escape from those mischievous eyes!
She had not learned that the ami Miss Helen Dunbar to Wslcrville,
toad sometimes lay in wait even for Saturday to resume work in t heir respectbutterflies.
ive schools.
“I will eat,yon up,” repeated the repMrs. Percy Wardweli is at home, after
tile in a ton* which he tried to render
spending the holidays with her parents,
sweet, but which sounded only the harshMr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Bowden, of
er.
He undertook to climb and get near
North Bluehill.
the rose.
“I will eat yon up,” he kept saying as
J. W. Bowden, worthy master of Ca»he gazed unceasingly at the flower. The tine grange, went to North Bluehill Satrose saw with horror the clammy, repugurday to install the newly-elecitd officers
nant paws catching on to the twigs below
of Halcyon grange.
her, but the toad had great trouble in
The trappers in this vicinity are meet
climbing. His lint body was made for
Manfred Mixer
crawling and leaping on a smooth sur- ing with good success.
face. After each fruitless effort he looked
secured a large fox Saturday and Virgil
at
the
branch
where
the
flower
up eagerly
Watdwell and Harvey Webster two mink
was swaying and exerted himself anew.
besides a large number of hares
and
The rose believed its destruction near skunks.
and prayed, “Oh. that I might die some
The Sunday school in the Dunbar disother death!”
The toad climbed higher and higher, trict closed for the winter Jan. 5
Mrs.
but at tlie snot where the old wood ended Dura Leach’s class of five pupils has
and the young branches commenced he been present every session, with
tho
met new difficulties.
The smooth green'
exception of one boy who was ill one
bark was armed with sharp thorns. lie
Sunday, since the school was organized
pricked his paws and body and rolled
May 6. Their names are: Kalph Wardweli,
down covered with blood. Ho now stared
Merle Conner, Arthur Conner, Emma
at the flower with venom in his heart.
“I toll you,” he squeaked, “that I will Wardweli. Mabel Webster.
Jan. 6.
L.
yet oat you up.”
Night was coming on. and it was needAtlantic.
ful to hunt for his supper.
Dragging
Dr. Small made a professional visit to
himself along he watched for imprudent
insects. Anger prevented him from gorg- Frencbboro Friday.
ing himself ns much as usual, llis
The dance at Joyce’s hall New Year’:#scratches were not dangerous, and he religbt was well attended.
solved to take a good rest and then return i
a
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to

the

flower which

had such

strange
odious to

a

fascination, though it was now
him.
The next morning the rose had almost
forgotten her enemy. She was approaching full bloom and was the most beautiful one in the parterre. Still there was
no one to admire her.
The young master
was helpless on his bed.
His sister did
not lea re him and did not appear at the
window.
Only the birds and butterflies
fluttered about the rose, and the buzzing
bees at times plunged into the corolla for
the horvy and flew away covered with
the yellow dust of the flower. A nightingale perched on the bush and commencod a song which was quite unlike
the hoarse '•making of the toad.
The
rose listened and felt happy.
She thought
that the bird was singing because she
was there, and perhaps she was right.
She did not notice that her enemy was
ngnin slyly working his way up the
branches.
This time the toad did not
He mounted
spare his paws or sides.
higher and still higher. In the midst of
the sweet seng of the nightingale the rose
heart! the dreaded croaking:
“I told you that I’d eat you up, and I
will oat you up.”
In fact, clinging to the nearest twig, he

j

iimitu

woods

iicni

in

for Fred Block bridge, who

luv

is

in

quite poor health.
construction company met
post office building Monday i.ight

The Atlantic
it the

to elect

officers and

transact

necessary

business.

Capt.

John

Cfott, of

command of

a

cific coast at

a

-life

a

this

is

town,

halibut steamer

on

in

the Pa-

salary of fiiOO per month.

number of

our

successful

sea

cap

excellent employment there,
among them Capt. Hanson B. Joyce who
was high line in the
halibut business
tains find

from both coast*.
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The schools in town will reopen to-dayy
bat the grammar here.
lltze 8.

all

Richardson

is

to

Island school.
*11

j

wish

will

be

him

teach

put into

his

A

success.

the

Bartlett’s

the

As this is

first

term,

furnace

new

school house

and

the grammar school
until that is in.

here,

will not open

The sale by the ladies of the Homes villa
fewing circle was a success financially,and
they wish through the columns of Thb
American to thank those who so kindly

devouring her already with his eyes.
One moment more and he would be able
to reach her.
She felt that she was
and generously donated toward their sale.
about to perish.
The young master had for a long time Many donations were made by friends
lain motionless. The sister, seated in an who formerly lived here and were mem
armchair at the bedside, thought that he
bers of the circle, but w ho are now scatwas asleep.
I 4>r several nights her waketered.
ful eyes h I watched over the sick one.
Jan. 6.
H.
Little by litrI** the hand holding the book
K *-» sum
was relaxed, her head Inclined, and she
Ernest Moon has moved into the house
fell into a doze.
“Mucha!” cried the brother.
Dt Mrs. Julia Crabtree.
Phe started up. In her dream she was
Capt. Chatto begins the year with 4t>*
sitting nl the window, as the year bebe is, corn still rising and eggs falling.
fore. and her brother was playing in the
The Rural sewing circle meets w<th Mrs.
When she opened her eyes and
garden.
saw him stretched on the bed, thin and
J. A. Chatto on Wednesday of tu s week.
feeble, she sighed mournfully.
Mr.
Philbrook, mate of the steamer
“What, my dear?”
‘Juliette”, has moved his family into tb©
“Machn. you told me that the roses
a use of Mrs.
Mary Btiusou o » Flood’s
were open.
Can I have one?”
bill.
“Yes. dear. Certainly.”
She looked out on the parterre where
Charles Ston9 is repairing the bouse
the superb rose flourished in beauty and
built by his father, with the intention of
fragrance.
accupying it in the spring.
He, with
“Oh!
There is just the one for you.
b'M wife, is speudiug the winter with his
A splendid rose!
Shall I put it in a 1
mother, Mrs. D. W. Winchester.
glass on your stand?”
J 4 n. 6.
C.
“Yes. I would like it on the stand.”
The youne girl took her scissors and *
went to the garden.
She had been conJSctofcal.
hned to the chamber so long that she was
dazzled by the sun and benumbed by the !
cool air.
She reached the shrub just I
when the toad was about to spring on the
flower.
“What n horror!” she exclaimed.
Seizing the branch, she shook it smart- Plenty More Like This and all From
ly. The toad fell heavily to the ground.
Recovering himself, he leaped furiously
Ellsworth People.
tit the young girl, but could not get much
higher than the heui of her dress. She
No chance for argument
threw it to a distance with the tip of her
No better proof can be had.
shoe.
Lie dared not come near again.
and his envious eyes beheld the watchful
What an Ellsworth man says
care with which she removed the flower
and carried H to the house.
Is the best of evidence for Ellsworth
As the brother caught sight of the rose,
the first he had seen for so uany months, people.
he smiled feebly and made a painful
Read this case
mo cement to reach it.
“Let me smell of it.” he moaned.
We have lots more like it.
The sister put the stem in his hand and
Veteran J. G. Gray, of East Surry, whose
helped to bring the flower to his face.
He breathed the delicious perfume and
better half is postmistress of the village,
murmured, with a happy smile:
“Oh. how good it is!”
lays: “it^is a miserable thing to have eo
Boon his delicate face grew dark. His
bad a back that you are afraid to stoop or
heart ceased to beat. It was silent—and
forever.—From the Russian.
lift anything for fear of twinges. I have
was

it drew them out with its plump. Inallike paws.
“Wassia. come iu.
It begins to be
damp,” called bis sister.
The hedgv hog heard the voice and was
frightened and rolled itself into a hall,
covering its head aud hind paws with its
The child touched the points
spines.
lightly, ami the animal curled up the
more and began to pant like a steam engine. By degrees it became used to tho
He was so peaceful and gentle
child.
that it was no wonder the animal outgrew its fear.
At last, when the little
beast tasted the milk which he brought
in a saucer, the joy of the youthful muster of the garden was at its height.
Wassia grew weaker and weaker, and
when the spring returned with its sunshine aud warmth he could not leave the
house to amuse himself iu the garden.
So his sister sat near his bedside instead
of the window.
He could no longer hold
the smallest volume, aud his eyes were
soon fatigued.
His sister read whatever
he desired as he lay with his emaciated
face resting on the pillow.
Suddenly one day he called, “Mucha!”
“What, my dear?*'
AddreHHlng a Letter.
“Is it nice in the garden?
Have the
roses blossomed ?”
Bishop Wilborforce used to write letters in railway carriages and. having
The sister leaned over, kissed his wastdated a letter so written. “Rail, near
ed cheeks and brushed away a tear.
“Yes, dear. It’s very nice, und the roses Reading,” the receiver, ignorant alike of
his identity and of his habit, directed the
are in bloom.
On Mouday we’ll go out
reply as follows. “S. Oxon. Esq., Rail,
together if the doctor consents.’’
near Reading.”
He drew a deep sigh, and Macha re
Nevertheless, the letter
siimed reading.
In a few minutes he was delivered within a post or two at the
London
said: “I’ve heard enough now. I’m tired
bishop's
address. (51 Eaton place.
The envelojK* was preserved for many
and sleepy.”
years as an example of the perception of
The sister arranged the pillows and
the officials of the postoffice.—Quarterly
Tie turned painfully toward
coverings.
Review.
the wall and was silent.
The sun shone through the window
Not In Stock.
that opened on the parterre and the
“nave you no high ideals?” asked the
bright rays fell on the bed, bathing the
pillows with light and gilding the short mm with the subscription book, w ho was
hair and puny neck of the child.
! trying in vain to get a donation for the
The rose knew nothing of all this. It ] neighborhood improvement fund from the
was expanding every
hour.
The next I tobacconist.
day it would be fully open, but the day j “No,” said the tobacconist. “That’s a
after it would begin to fade and lose its : brand we don’t handle.”—Chicago Tribune.
petals. That is the whole life of a rose.
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cure.

attempt, and 1 be
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more
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I got them at Wigglu’s drug
Ellsworth when in town

one day,
change the first box made was
itarprising to me. Doan’s Kinney Pills,
certainly did me good, and I think them a
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Kianey. Diaaaer, uric acia troubles and Bright’s Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
9end your address to
I
Dr. Kilmer fit Co., Binghamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and Home of Swamp-Root
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
lame
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Don't Think’
a
You

mV Know

®

More

Than Your
....Mother
is good advice for
men
and boys,
:md the man who

thinks he knows more than MothNature about running his body
finds out his mistake when he
gets
indigestion. “L. F." Atwood’s
Bitter* restore digestion.
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message asking the manage!
1
Godfrey, of Buck sport. Miss Godfrey |i to go at onee to the store on his return
has siuditd with Mr. Hodgdoii, of Bot»
Then the otheer went to the telephom
ton, and posser-ses a voice of great power j and called up the submanager 01
and sweetness. Tue recital was given in j
Brown & Co. The submanager was In
the Franklin street church, which wa- |
and said he would make for the stor<
decorated for the occaaii n. Miss Cory’s
as fast as a cab could take him.
rendering of Walther’s Preislied “Die
The submanager felt a heavy re
and
a
rare
touch
showed
Metateraiugv-r’*,
and he knew that 11
gponsibillty.
was
interest
skill in ttchnique. Special
wouldn't do to take any chances on tb«
“The
of
is*
taken in M
Godfrey's singing
thitig. So he gave the cabman an ex
Journey is Long”, and “The Spirit of the tra dollar to
get him there quick. Tin
fact
that
because
of
the
Summertime”,
liacf been superseded bj
snbmauager
the author of these selections, Whitney
the manager from the east only a few
in
1859,
Coombs, was born in Bucksport
days before.
where be lived until sixteen years of age
The submanager reached the store
After study mg in America, Mr. Coombs
Taking out his bunch of keys, he lei
spent thirteen yeais abroad, and to-day
has a national reputation as a composer,
the watching detectives Into the great
and is one of the best players of the
silver treasure house. They searched
church organ in New York city.
the place front basement to roof, but
Trenton.
ne'er a burglar did they get. Then
Joaiau Smith is quite ill.
wasn t a trace or a tmer.
Kveryuting
was Intact and the submanager and
Mrs. George Butler was in Bangor a few
the detectives agreed that It was a cast
days last week.
Then the sub went
of false alarm.
of
has
Frank Cunuingham
charge
and the officers went back to bad
borne,
Stafford’s stable this winter.
cigars and penuchie.
Miss Fannie Rich, of Somesville, is visHalf an hour passed. The eight met
iting friends and relatives here.
in the siiuadroom were watching th< ]
social
dance
and
will
be
a
There
supper
clock. In fifteen minutes they would lx
at Evergreen ball Friday evening, Jan. 17.
relieved. There was a click, followed
Miss Bernice Jordan spent Saturday and
by tbe tattoo of a bell hammer. It wa*
another burglar alarm from Brown A
Sunday with her cousin, Miss Etta Jordan,
Co. This time tbe detectives put or
at Ellsworth Falls.
walked out tht
Lonnie Woodworth and Miss Maude their coats leisurely,
and went down tbe 8talra wltt
Jordan, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with door
half laggard steps. They climbed lnt(
Miss Jordan's parents, Mr. snd Mrs. Benthe carr'age and told the drivers tt
jamin Jordan.
go to Brown’s again, but not to kill tbt
Fred Davis returned home from Moosehorses on the way. Arrived there, they
head Lake, ill. This is the second time he
tumbled out hastily, for the front doot
has had to leave his employment on
was ajar, and Inside they saw a man
account of illness.
standing near the safe. The officer*
M. 8.
Jan. 7.
pushed their way In, and the man ad
Waltham.
vnnced to meet them. He wore a frock
A number of families are being vaccinatHe met the decoat and a silk hat.
ed.
tectives half way to the door, and then
without further introduction, he said
Alden Haslem and wife were in Frank“I'm the new manager of this place. 1
lin Sunday.
got your message at the hotel, and 1
B F. Jordan has moved in the woods
came over liefe too late to Hud you felnear Rocky Pond.
lows. If you have ever been here at alL
The many friends of Lewis Googins are 1
just now pulled tlic burglar alarm
pleased to know he is improving.
myself to see if you Chicago sleuth*
Mrs. Charles Curtis, of Ellsworth, is vishave any life in you. I find you haven't
iting her mother, Mrs. Susan Jordan.
Your're a worthless, gixxl for nothing
George Kit< hen, who is cooking for H. lot It's taken you five minutes to anB. Moore, spent New Year’s with his swer my call. I'll sex- to it that yom
agency loses this job tomorrow, and
family.
I'll tell your manager that bis loss o(
H.
Jan 6.
the place is due to your laziness and
you'll all lose your jobs too. You're a
j&mcTtiscmnua.
You call yourlot of Incompetents.
selves detectives. Bah! You’re a lot
GET UP
of dubs. Now get out of here and let
me lock up.”
WITH A LAME BACK ?
A flush of anger came Into the face
of each officer as he listeued to the
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. tirade. Suddenly the rearmost one of
the group {visited Ills way through and
Almost everybody who reads the newslaid a heavy hand on the shoulder of
papers is sure to know of the wonderful
the man who had just heaped abuse
cures
made by Dr.
"Y’ou're a pretty good bluffupon then.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
er. Slinky,” sand the detective, "but I
the great kidney, liver
knew you the minute 1 laid eyes on
and bladder remedy.
It is the great mediyour evil face. You can put on a plug
cal triumph of the ninehat and swell clothes all you want, but
teenth century; dis1 can tell that sneaky look of yours
covered after years of
It's pretty near fifteen
anywhere.
scientific research by
years since I sent you to Joliet last, but
Dr. Kilmer, the emiIt'll be less than a month before you go
nent kidney and bladagain. Come along now,” and he startder specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in promptly curing ed to pull the man who was found lu
..
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vice-president of

She

tbe

Epworlb

addOumal

a

Degree of Honor

has elected

make

a

When it

comes

ing vessels.

Benjamin Dolliver, of Seawall, died
Friday morning after an lllnese of
officers several months, at the ripe age of seventy-

an

Mrs

last

Mrs.
m ui

but

bow

Y s; be kicks likea mule.

Habits, soft and pliant at first, are like
coral stones, which are easily cut
when first quarried, but soon become hard

s>me

as

adamant.

8aya

a

“Owing to the overof our columns, a num-

rural edtior:

crowded condition

remarkable

in that it
large family.

was

was

expressed for the family, especially for
whose
the aged father and husband
remaining days will be lonely without
faithful

tbe

companion

with him from

who

has

Went

:

been

youth.

Jan. 6

much

Crimsonbeak—Did you say he is a
habits? Mr. Crtmsonbeak—

death

first break In a
Her
husband, a few years her senior, and all
of her twelve children survive her, all of
them enjoying unusually good health.
Mr. and Mrs. Dolliver bad spent fiftythree years of married life
together,
reared their large family, moat of whom
have married and settled near by, and
now death for the first time has claimed
one of the circle.
Much sympathy ia

bow

of stable

births and deaths

were

unavoid-

ifrbrtttsnnnns.

Dea 8 T. Tapley, with his wife, celebrated his eighty first birthday by riding
out aud calling on his brothers.
There were in tbe year 1901 in Brooksvllle, twenty three births; eight marriages, sixteen deaths, eighteen burials. f
At tbe annual church

Jan. 6.

Harms <n

West Siilltixn.
The Knights of Pythias have elected
officers as follows: Brsdbury Smith, C. C.;
W L. Haskell, V. C.; William Clark, M.
of W\; J. 8 Boyle, K. R
8 ; Eugene
Springer, M. of E ; G. W. Pettengill, M.
of F ; George Gordon, I. G ; Fred Leighton, O. G.

samples.

NORTH

Over Two Hundred Thousand Trial
Bottles Sent Free by Mail.

—

While 1n New York last month, wo
this mark-down
rAllt/T OlLlVO sale a lot of India and Foulard Bilks.
The same were imported for the Spring trade.
We are offering them
at 49c per yard. Regular retail price, 75c. 500 yards in the lot.

AND

COLORED
Aaw>x/

Oil

If O

bou«ht specially for

SILKS

prices

of the year.

COLORED During January we shall offer special values in
DRESS GOODS many lines of foreign dress goods.
Prices marked down to 25c, 37 1-2c, 50c, 50c and 75c.
Weaves in many styles and fabrics, including Pierolas,
BLACK
DRESS GOODS Jacquards, will be marked lwlow cost for this

clearance sale.

PLAIN FABRICS

We shall make

of several lines of CheTiots,

a very substantial reduction in prices
Libelines, Serges, Cashmeres, Prunellas,

Venetians and other style fabrics.

Opportunity is afforded in this department to buy
COTTON
Summer wear at eitremely low prices.
DRESS GOODS

for
We

shall show 10c Ginghams at 8c, 12 !-2c Ginghams at 10c, isc
Ginghams
at 10c, 25c. Ginghams at 16c, 12 I 2c- Percales at loo. 6c Prints at 4c.

PI DAKS
*»

are

w

£f|f|
aliu

Suits.

QUITO
OUIIO

taking heavy losses on all of our Cloaks and
We have about 50 last season's coats which we

are

offering

were

at *2 49 and 83.50.

The same Coate

retailed from 87 50 to #15.

We have put our tailor-made suite in three lots:
TAILOR-MADE SUITS
84 99 will buy our 810 suit, 87 99 will buy our 812 50 suit, 89 99 will buy
our 815, 817 50 and 820 suit.
The lots in either grade do not eiceed 20

has been laid up with

a

bad hand.
Mrs.

Coleman Bates is ill.

By special arrangement with the manu- James is caring for her.
justly famous Kidney
Charles B. James has
medicine, Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
to work on the coaling
Remedy, the readers of The Ellsworth

cut in prices is tremendous.
than half have got to go.

The fact is, we are overstocked and more

Two lots of Percale and Flannette Wrappers at

biggest bargains

69c and 79c

are

Mrs. Cora

One lot of pure Mohair Petticoats at 99c.
worth $2.50 and $3.
One lot of Mercerized Petticoats at $1.50. reduced from $2 and $2.5

SILK

in lllack

PETTICOATS

than the Silk

can

and Colored at less

price

we

are

price
offering them

Children’s and Infants’ Goods Marked

Down,

including Infants' Long Coats, Children's Coats, Itonnets,
pers, Robes and Sacques.

Wrap-

We are offering for this sale a complete line of housekeeping linens at a very substantial reduction from
our regular prices. Special attention Iscalled to the
following bargains:
100 pieces of Birds Eye Cotton at 35c per piece.
100 pieces of Crash
from 3 l-2c to 12 i-2c per yard.

Towels from 5c to 79c.

facturers of that

American

are

enabled to obtain

a

trial

bottle aud

pamphlet of valuable medical
advice absolutely free, by simply sending
their full name and postofflce address to
the DR. DAVID KENNEDY CORPORATION, Rondout, N. Y., and mentioning
this paper, the publishers of which guarantee the genuineness of
this liberal
offer.
Of

gone to
station.

Lamoloe

Tourtelotte, of Ellsworth
Falls, has been visiting relatives here.
Howard McUown and Alviu Maddocks
are
cutting spool wood for Charles
Miss

Lottie

this

pense to the
have received

involves

enormous ex-

manufacturers, but they
many grateful letters

Mertle Camber, of West Eden, is
stopping with her grandparents, Robert
Hamilton and wife.

tism, Dyspepsia and Chronic Constipatiou, aud all weaknesses peculiar to
women, that they willingly send trial hotlea to all sufferers.

Upon investigation

Lulie Clement, who bss been stop*
ping with Mrs. Alviu Maddocks, has gone
to Bar Harbor to attend school.

was

found that 91

they purchased large sized bottles of
tbetr druggists.
It matters not how sick you are or how
many physicians have failed to help you,
that

send for a trial bottle of this great medicine, it costs you but a posts] card, and
benefit and cure will most certainly be
the result.
Favorite Remedy is the only kidney
medicine that acts as a laxative—all others

constipate.

Put some urine in a glass tumbler and
let it stand 24 hours; it it has a sediment
or if it is
pale or discolored, milky or

or ropy, your Kidneys or
in bad condition. Dr. David
Favorite
Remedy speedily
cures such dangerous symptoms as paiii in
the back, inability to bold urine, a burning, scalding pain in passing it, frequent
desire to urinate, especially at night, fbe
staining of linen by your urine and all
unpleasant aud dangerous effects ou the
system produced by the use of whisky,
wine or heer. Dr David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy is sold by all drug stores or
direct at fl for a large bottle; six bottles
for fo.

Bladder

»re

OUR

BLANKETS

ARE

AT

(>ne lot

REDUCED

lot

Bedspread*

PRICES

WOOL WAISTS

All of our Wool Waists are marked down one-third in

price. *1 Waists now 07 l-2c, *1.50 Waists
*1.33, *3 Waists now *2.

now

*1, *2 Waists

now

WAIST CLOTHS

LAKhUOOD.
Helen Ha'sbury Is attending the
grammar school at Ellsworth Falls.
Miss

Ralph H. Garland,
Maine

woods, is

at

from the

home

on a

northern

E. Garland, of

Bsngor,

were

Frank
greatly

shocked to hear of the death of his wife
on
Saturday morning at the hospital,
after a few days’ illness of typhoid fever.
Much sympathy is felt for the bereaved

family.

_

WEST KLUSWORTH.
Mrs. Beruice Woodman and her little

daughter

the winter

Gibbons.

Teresa Saunders
with her mother,

will

spend
Mrs. Ruby

Frances Gibbons, of North Orland,
is slowly recovering from a long
Illness, spent a few days last week wl h
Mrs. Asa Barron.
Her mother, Mrs. Ru’ v
Gibbons, is moving to the Jordan hour*'
Miss

who

on

Bridge

Scotch Flannel reduced from 50c to 39c,
Freucb
Flannel reduced from 75c to 50c. We have just received a new line
of high novelties in Waist Cloths at *l and *1.50
You want
per yard.
to see them.

visit.

The relatives and frieuds here of
it

per cent, of those who bad used the trial
bottle had received such benefit from it

Kennedy’s

OF

One lot Kapklns from 50c to *5.

so

from those who have beeu benefited aud
cured of the various diseases of the Kidneys, Liver, Bladder and Blood, Rheuma-

cloudy, stringy

Bleached at toe.
from 50c to *5.

One lot
One

Little

Miss

course

One lot half-bleached at 29c, reduced from 50c.
TABLE
Turkey Ifed at 25c, reduced from 50c.
DAMASKS

ALL

Sweeney.

Attractive bargains in Faces, Nets and Trimmings.
LACES and
Torchon laces, Hamburg Embroideries, beWHITE GOODS
sides a

special lot

of

Edgings

and Insertions.

LADIES' GLOVES. HOSIERY and KNIT UNDERWEAR.
Clearance sale of all odd lots and sires.
Special item of Moca Kid
Cloves, *1.75 and *1.50 grade at hoc.
lot
of
Special
r.Allies' and Children’s Wool Hose at 12 l-2c, 15c and 19c.
■'pecial lot of Knit Underwear at 15c.

SMALL WARES
and NOVELTIES

Itibbona,

Trimmings, leather Hoods,
Silver
Novelties and Small Ware*. Special Bargains will
lie found in these.

hill.

Chronic

Constipation

Cured.

The most important discovery of
recent years is the positive
remedy
for constipation. Cascarets
Candy
Cathartic. Cure guaranteed. Genuine tablets stamped C. C. C.
Never
sold in bulk.
Druggists, 10c.

th

ever shown.

LINEN HOUSEKEEPING GOODS

KLIjSWORTH.

Lyman DeWitt

Petticoats. Wrappers. Dressing Sacks,
LADIES’ COTTON
we are offering the greatest bargains in.
UNDERWEAR
The

be bought for. At the
any one can afford a Silk Petticoat.

Tom son.

uwi

The victim drew back with a face
like a thundercloud. "How dare you!"
he said.
“I'm the new manager of
Brown & Co.
Here’s my card. Here
are my keys and letters addresser! to
me.
How dare you call me Slinky."
“Oh, that's all right. Slinky,” said the
detective. "I've just said you're a good
bluffer. Keys! Cards! What are they
to get for a man of your genius? Come
now. Slinky, no row. Grab bold of him
on the other side. Bill.”
Between the two burly detectives the
victim was led to one of the waiting
carriages, expostulating and entreating
all the way. "I tell you I'm the manTake me to the
ager of this place.
house of the submanager, Mr. Barton;
he'll identify me." Into the carriage
the prisoner was hauled. The detective who had dubbed him Slinky whispered something to the driver and the
carriage went north across the river.
“Say, Slinky, what Job have you been
doing recently? 1 haven't heard from
you since you came out of the pen.
Hang on to him. Bill, there; Slinky's a
sllp|>ery cuss, and perhaps we’d better
put bracelets on him.” And the detective dangled a pair of handcuffs before
the victim's eyes. The prisoner squirmed and nearly burst into tears. Then
he fumed again. Just then the carriage drew up in front of a North crate
street residence. "Cali Mr. Barton out,
Bill; I'll tend to Slinky all right."
Mr. Barton descended the steps in
Bill’s wake, and looked into the carriage. His eyes fell on the crumpled
figure within. “Great Scot.1" he said.
“It's Mr. Meddlar. our manager.”
There was a gleam in the eyes of
both detectives. They apologized profusely. but rapidly, and then leaving
the manager on the curb whirled away
in the carriage.
“Bid 1 know him.” said the biggest
detective to Bill, bis partner—"know
him? Of eifcirse 1 knew him.
That
New York swell may call Chicago detectives slow, but I guess he’ll admit
we got even with him for the
cussing
he gave us."—Chicago RecortT-Herald.

Underwear, Prints, Sheetings,

and Muslins.

NrookwllU.

Winifred Famhsm Is seriously ill.
Sewell and Herman Tapley have gone to
Bar Harbor to work.

call

up a good education in the odds and ends
of time which other boys throw away.
From the same material, one man builds
a palace and another a hovel.
From the
same rough piece of marble,
one
man
cal's out an angel of beauty which delights every beholder, another a hideous
monster which demoralizes every one
who sees it —Success.

Ginghams

Suits in each, or about 00 Suite in all. On account of the small
quantity, we would advise an early inspection.

E.

meeting and rol
Wednesday evening, the following
officers were elected:
Clerk, Lucy W.
While one boy is regretting his want of
Mrs. George H. Tapley;
opportunities, his lack of means to get a Jones; treasurer,
college education, and remains in igi o
Sunday school superintendent, E. E.
ranee, another, with half bli chance,picks Mills; deacon, Jerome P. Tapley.
ber of

ably postponed this week.”

and Ladies' Muslin

he?d

Sunday afternoon, Rev. F.
officiating.- Mrs. Dolliver’s

the house

the

youngenough who has health,and
rich enough who has no debts.

much money you make,
of it you don’t spend.

were

W. Brooks

at

expert

on

Funeral services

eight years.

He is

Getting rich doesn’t depend

herring.

Lyman Stanley is at home for the winter after spending tbe season as cook on
tbe “Margaret Leonard” and other fish-

in!”

he is

o#Ae*

proves the view from the hotel.

love, Cupid’s order is

to

i«

Tbe old sallloft near the Stanley houae
is being torn down snd moved. It im-

making spectacles.

“Fall

Covnth .Vrv«

vessel loads of frozen

boat of their honesty

blind, but It is

tention to the exceptional values offered in Silks,
.Dress Goods and Linens; also in suits. Garments

lowest

watching'

Love may be
it

SALE.

BLACK TAFFETAS, PEAU DE SOIE,
PKAU DE CVONE, BLACK HERVEILLEUX. The above
comprise
a large assortment of desirable Silks, which we shall put on sale at the

Williaru Ward ia in Gloucester, where
he has been overseeing I he sale of two

Chief of

People who

CLEARANCE

We have marked down for tills sale goods in
every
department, including all kinds of fancy goods, for
which a quick sale is demanded, and also many
lines of staple merchandise.
We ask special at-

Mm—t.

honor, Mrs. George
Elardy; lady of honor, Mrs. George Carter
:hief of ceremonies, Mrs. E. C. Long:
recorder, Mrs. W. B. R dley; financier,
Mrs. P, R. Greene; rtceiver, Mrs. Cousins;
usher, Mrs. W. E Emery; inner watch,
Colins Thom; outer watch, Mabel Cooper;
rustee, Mrs. Robert Wit ham; representative to grand lodge, Mrs. W. E. Emery;
ilteriisle, Mrs. A. J. Grindle.

will bear

experience.

COUNTY NEWS.

United Workmen have elected of3cere as follows: Master workman, Rich*
ird Grindle; foreman, George Hardy;
)verreer, Wilbutt Wardweli; recorder, 8.
W. Cousins; financier, Peyton R. Greene;
•ecorder, William B.
Rtdiey; guide,
k frtd E. Webber; 1. W., Isaac Lincoln;
)uter watch, Charles Youtman; trustee,
ieorge Hardy; representative to grand
oJge, Richard Greene; alternate, A. J.
3 indie.
follows:

for her

ANNUAL

BLACK

years

Hluehtll.

The

looked

pounded

men.

The

It

ft

cr

and bis very sble crew, who, he says, did
everything possible for tbe tbipwrrclted

very lovable dirpoand will be grieved for by all.
of

was

the

Gapt Thomas Perry, of the schooner, is
profuse in bla praise of Capt. Stanley, of
the Cranberry Island life-saving station,

Natalie Perkins, daughter of B.
Frank and Mattie Perkius, died at borne
Monday forenoon, Dec. 30, after a short
was

over

until

JANUARY*

Our customers are Invited to read the following, describing a few of the many bargains
1 on our count rs for our
t>l

vessel,
her, frttxing the

great iceberg. She was
and higher on the shore.

worse

FOR

the

on

SHRINKAGE

DARGAIN SALE

had one, and the
doomed.
AH that

one

much the

blaze.

Miss Perkins

it struck,

| STUPENDOUS
AND

ashore.

a

higher
The following morning the Cranberry
Island life-saving Met Ion crew succeeded
!<i getting out to t he schooner, taking off
tbe crew, and later, when the sea hed
calmed somewhat, assistance was Summoned, and the schooner »»« pulled off
without any great damage having been
done to her.
8b« arrived at Portland
The schooner was
Monday morning.
leaking quite badly, hut it la not thought
that, other tban a alight straining, she is

Miss

loess.

breaking

*-ea

mtnMe

Joseph Gum*y. The fire was caused by
he wood work becoming heated from
A few
he burning out of a chimney.
pairs of w ater wereauffleient to extinguish
;ne

was

after

The alarm of fire about 8 o’clock Saturfrom

dragged

The situation

The officers for tbe ensuing year for
lodge No 84, 1. O O F., were
I ‘Stalled at their lodge room Monday
light. The work was done by District
Deputy Bra’ey, assisted by Grand Marshal
Samuel Aoams, both of Belfast.
was

was

Cranberry island. Two anchor* were
put out, hut they had little effect, aud

Massaroil

night

when

The schooner

Carpenter and “Chriabolm” looked
spending night the crew remained

H.

returned

fish,

fare of

off

their
he Christ rnaa
with
holidays
parents in Brookline, Mh&b.
Tbe officer* of Hancock lodge, F. and A.
VI
wire
publlc'y installed Thursday
veiling by Past Master John F. Kea, assisted by Marshal F. S. Per kina.

day

hrge

a

into tbe gale.

ran

1

was driveu posthaste to the hotel re
sidenee of Brown & Co.'s western man
ager. who hail been transferred recent
ly to Chicago from the east. The man
ager was out. and no one lu the bote
knew of his whereabouts. The detec

W»m k

“Mary F. Chrfi*
m’\ of Ih verly, weoi smote st Cranberry Idles In the ga»e last Wednesday
night. The “Chrlaholm” was hound to

eighth

>d ha*

popular
a locally, being director
an a

Hutchinson

_

“Nary

’o«rr

ho

alarm bell rang denoting th« Fails, N. H., called there by serious ill*
p.vseuce of burglars at Brown & Co.’s ne-s of her mother.
William
McKinnon, son of Jehu
Eight detectives went there and found.
the doors locked. The Interior was lr' McKinnon, died D«c. 31 of typhoid fever
plaiu view. Seven men watched whil< ■jontiac ed in B*ngor. He leaves a wife
md two cbiidren.
man Jumped Into a hack and
the

|

the S’h

The fish tog schooner

New

vacation.

The

by some of the best [
highly
teacher* m t hi* country and Europe, end
the
to
has become favorably known
j
musical fr ;equity of eastern Mait:e. She
j
is a graou'He of the New Eu<;lind Coo-;
servatorv

January

annual

Naac

Mrs

fall,

la*

Vurk for hie

ffbbrrtisrmrnts.
>yw ^.-v.—rs,—•s^rvcvvs/s^»^vv

I

Riettpr of

Narrow
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Is at home from

RKCITAL.

PLi: 1SING

The

pay**

!

Dm*rin«t.

ttuck>,n<>.

Cory,

other

*<

ISLK8.

ASHOKK AT rKANHKRKY

NEWS.

additional Count* yearn

"5»

During this sale additional bargains will be offered
in goods not specified here. You will want to
visit this
store daily during the month, so as to secure the
bargains

as soon as

M.

they

are

placed on our counters.

CALLERT

